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Epson.
For those who need it, simplicity.

One computer.
Two points of view.
The Epson QX-10 personal computer
To many, the Epson represents the ultimate in simplicity.

Just press a single key for the function you require: word processing, scheduling, business graphics, address book or file management. One keystroke produces your program. There are no rigamaroles to remember. No disks to change.

The result: you start to work immediately. And you start being productive, immediately. With step-by-step prompts. In plain English, not computerese.

Simplicity itself.
Or is it?
The plain fact is that the ease of operation the Epson offers today is accomplished with a degree of technological sophistication most other computers can only promise for tomorrow—specifically, fully integrated software, operating in an interactive environment.

The few other computers offering such “simplicity” cost $5,000 to $15,000 more. And most other computers can’t offer it at any price. Which makes one wonder exactly what they do offer, in terms of either simplicity, or performance.

HOW MUCH CAN YOU DO ON THE EPSON? HOW MUCH ARE YOU READY TO DO?

The Epson’s ease of operation may spoil you, but it certainly won’t limit you.

Case in point: every Epson comes complete with an integrated software system—Valdocs—to effortlessly provide the basic functions for which most people buy computers. The Epson also comes with CP/M-80 2.2, so you can choose from the hundreds of programs in the CP/M library. And only Epson offers an exciting new collection of seven best-selling programs now specially enhanced to give you every powerful feature, plus Epson one-button simplicity. Included are
dBase II,™ Friday,™ Microplan,™ Graphplan,™ WordStar,™ SpellStar,™ and MailMerge™. And the Epson also allows you to add MS-DOS compatibility, so you have access to best-sellers like Lotus® 1-2-3.

Best of all, you will run the software of your choice on the computer of choice. The high-performance Epson. With 256K RAM. 128K dedicated video memory. The breathtakingly sensible HASCI™ keyboard. Dual 380K double density disk drives.

Graphics capabilities unequalled in its price range. A high resolution monitor: 640 by 400 pixels, for clarity few computers in any price range can offer. Plus, an RS-232C interface, a parallel printer interface, and internal space for up to five peripheral cards so you can expand your Epson as your needs require.

One further point: all these features, and quite a few more, are included in the Epson’s $2,995 price. Some com-
Epson.
For those who can handle it, performance.

Computer companies ask you to pay extra for features like these. Most can not offer them at any price.
That, too, is performance. The kind of performance that can make choosing a personal computer very simple, indeed.

EPSON QUALITY. OR, WHY WONDER WHAT TERRIBLE KLUDGES LURK IN WHICH SLEEK BOXES.

If you know computers, you know Epson. Epson printers set the industry standard for quality, reliability and value. Rest assured, the same can be said for the Epson personal computer.
The satisfying silence of the slim, Epson-designed disk drives is one way for you to judge or, for an inside-out perspective, here is an excerpt from a review by Jim Hanson in the April, 1983 issue of Microcomputing*

"The Epson QX-10 is soundly designed and executed. I looked hard and found no evidence of kludging or shorting out anything in the name of economy. All the connectors have gold on them and are of quality manufacture. The printed circuit boards are heavy, with soldermarks on both sides of double-sided boards. The circuit boards are completely silk-screened with component labels, and the layout is as professional and clean as you will find anywhere."
Isn't this what you expect? After all, it's an Epson.

A WORD TO THE WISE: GET YOUR HANDS ON THE EPSON.

Is the Epson a simple, easy-to-use computer for beginners? Or a sophisticated high-performance computer for the experienced? The answer is "yes". And when you think about it, aren't those two computers the one you need now?

For technical specifications, and the complete, 3-part Microcomputing review, along with the name of your nearby Epson dealer, call toll-free (800) 421-5426. California residents, call (213) 539-9140.

*Excerpt reprinted by permission of Microcomputing Magazine. All rights reserved.

QEM, dBase II, Microplan, WordStar, MailMerge, Lotus, 1-2-3 are registered trademarks of Digital Research, Ashton-Tate, Chang Labs, Micropro (3), and Lotus Development (2). Vokics, Graphplan, Mieplan, and HASC are trademarks of Rising Sun, Chang Labs, Micropro, and Rising Sun, respectively.

EPSON
STATE-OF-THE-ART...SIMPLICITY.
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What would Cezanne say to an electronic orange? Surely Van Gogh would go for some flowers painted in phosphors (those glowing things in your TV screen). And you bet Beethoven would be blown away by a computer synthesized symphony.

Too bad. They were all born too early. But luckily you weren't. Because Atari makes several home computer products to help you create all these things and more.

First, there's Atari Paint, the program that turns the joystick you already own into a computerized paintbrush that helps you explore the fascinating world of computer art.

**Get the magic touch with Atari Touch Tablet.**

The Atari Touch Tablet with Atari Artist software cartridge turns your TV into a magic palette of 128 dazzling colors. The Touch Tablet works a little like an electronic slate. Hook it into any Atari Computer and what you draw on the tablet will instantly appear on your TV screen. You can draw on the Touch Tablet with the unique electronic stylus that comes with it—or even with your finger.

And all the on-screen commands that control your Touch Tablet are labelled with simple symbols as well as words. So everyone from preschoolers to grandparents can create without going near the keyboard.

**Atari Light Pen lets you write right on the screen.**

Atari Light Pen with Atari Graphics software cartridge is among the best tools available for teaching hands-on computer creativity. To draw circles, rectangles, or simply fool around with freehand sketching, just press the pen to your TV screen and VOILA... A trail of sparkling color follows it. You can fill in your sketches with one or more of 128 colors. Or choose from over 2,800 patterns.

**Roll over Beethoven, AtariMusic is here.**

Sure, Beethoven took music lessons. But even he didn't get the head start you'll get with AtariMusic I or AtariMusic II. And once you understand the basics you'll be ready to move up to Atari Music Composer and create original compositions in four part harmony!

All of these programs were designed to get the best from your Atari Computer, including the Atari 800XL or the less expensive Atari 600XL. Both machines give you unsurpassed Atari graphics and four sound channels. And whether you're painting with light or composing at the computer keyboard, you can store your creation on the Atari 1010 Program Recorder or the more sophisticated 1050 Disk Drive.

And if all that doesn't convince you that our new programs are a giant step beyond crayons, consider this: the kids will never write on the wall with a computer.
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EDITORIAL: COMPUTER LITERACY REVISITED

I recently attended a meeting of my local school board at which a committee of teachers presented recommendations regarding computer expenditures for the coming academic year. The group wanted additional hardware and software. But there was something else they wanted even more.

The issue of computers in education is very much on the public's mind and yet people who are not actively involved with schools have probably not given it much thought. A few editorials ago I addressed the computer literacy craze with words of reassurance: Computers will eventually be so easy and natural to use that gaining literacy will be about as difficult as learning to drive a car.

However, I think kids are missing out if they are not exposed to computers in their school years. No, I am not thinking of computer literacy. Nor am I thinking of keyboard familiarity—read this month's feature about Ray Kurzweil and you will see that keyboards may soon be considerably less important. Nor am I thinking about the benefits of computer assisted instruction, for there is no conclusive proof that today's CAI technology is any more effective than traditional teaching methods.

Instead, what is on my mind is the thinking skills that computers can help develop. For young children, problem solving skills can be learned through languages like LOGO. Older children who learn to program will also approach problems in an organized way and be able to take them apart while still retaining a global view of the whole. I believe that such skills have tremendous importance and carry-over into other disciplines.

There is another good reason for having computers in the schools. They provide something that I am afraid is all too frequently lacking in classrooms: fun. Okay, computers belong in the schools, but if each district ought to run out and buy a pile, right? At the board meeting I went to, the committee of teachers advocated adding enough equipment to the district's inventory to allow for a machine in each elementary school classroom and a well equipped computer lab at the high school. So what's the catch?

You see, there is a serious computer literacy problem after all. But the problem is with the teachers, not the students. In my district, there are teachers who are literally afraid to plug a computer in. Just buying more hardware won't solve that sort of problem. What is more needed is a full-time "computer person" in each school to provide training and hand holding for the existing staff.

The small group of faculty members presently involved is swamped. They haven't got the time to teach as well as train and support their colleagues. Evaluating new software and hardware is even harder. One committee member claimed that it takes 10 hours just to evaluate a single software product. Although that seems long to me, it is indicative of the problem. The National Education Association's endorsements might have been of some help, but their commercial involvement with products throws their role into question.

Right now, it truly seems to be a case of the blind leading the blind. We have computer illiterate school boards directing computer illiterate staffs. I hope my district and others like it will find the money to bring some real expertise in-house. Until they do, it might be advisable to turn to community residents who are computer specialists for their advice and counsel. It might be one way to avoid some costly mistakes.
THE TANDY TRS-80® MODEL 2000

The ultra-high performance MS-DOS personal computer that operates at twice the speed of the IBM PC.

Radio Shack Heralds the Dawn of a New Era in Microcomputer Technology

Our Tandy 2000 delivers much more than other 16-bit MS-DOS based computers. More speed. More disk storage. More expansion. Higher resolution graphics. And a modular design that advances the science of ergonomics.

Use the Hottest Names In Software

Like dBase II data base management. Microsoft-Multiplan spreadsheet analysis. PFS:File electronic filing. MultiMate word processing. And many more already acclaimed by the entire microcomputer industry.

Increased Speed, Storage and Expansion

A "next-generation" 16-bit microprocessor makes the Tandy 2000 much faster than other MS-DOS computers, so you get the job done quicker. With 1.4 megabytes of storage, you can set up massive data bases. If you need even more storage, choose our Tandy 2000 HD with a built-in hard disk drive. You can add more memory, high-resolution color and monochrome graphics, our new Digi-M-Mouse and more. And you can do most installations yourself.

Complete Service and Support

The Tandy 2000 is backed with the quality and support that have kept Tandy Corporation in the forefront of the microcomputer industry from the beginning. Come in for a demonstration today.

Compare the Tandy 2000 to the IBM PC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Description</th>
<th>Tandy 2000</th>
<th>IBM Personal Computer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base Unit</td>
<td>$2750</td>
<td>$2104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Drive</td>
<td>Included (720K)</td>
<td>$529 (320K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monochrome Monitor</td>
<td>$249</td>
<td>$345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display/Printer Adapter</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>$335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128K RAM</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>$165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-232</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>$120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-DOS 2.0</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>$80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total OS*</td>
<td>$2999</td>
<td>$3595</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tandy 2000 With Two Disk Drives

Commercial Lease Available
For Only $95 Per Month
(Plus Applicable Use/Sales Tax)
Non-interlaced monitor, graphics and Digi-M-Mouse not included.

Tandy 2000 HD With Built-In 10-Megabyte Hard Disk

Commercial Lease Available
For Only $150 Per Month
(Plus Applicable Use/Sales Tax)

Available at over 1100 Radio Shack Computer Centers and at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers.

Radio Shack Computer Centers
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Send me a free Tandy 2000 brochure.
Mail To: Radio Shack, Dept. 84-A-883
300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, Texas 76102

NAME:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:
STATE:
ZIP:
TELEPHONE:

Prices apply at Radio Shack Computer Centers and participating stores and dealers. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. PFS is a registered trademark of Software Publishing. MS and MultiMate are trademarks of Microsoft Corp. MultiMate is a trademark of Softword Systems Inc. dBase II is a trademark of Ashton Tate.
Technical Truth Squad

Based on a reading of the April issue of C&E, I feel that your editors need the aid of a "technical truth squad" to do battle with those of your contributors who are either caught up by their own marketing exaggerations or are baffled by their own terminology, I'll volunteer for the first shift.

Since he works for Motorola, Dev Chakravarty's extra enthusiasm can be excused when he writes about the M68010 (page 66), but he should still understand that, even with virtual memory, we won't have CPUs that can address "limitless amounts of memory" until we have computer architectures with infinite-width addresses.

If, as William Barden says (page 118), the Apricot "Manager...is a binary tree of menus..." then I can only conclude that each menu allows the user only a two-way (binary) choice. While the term "binary" adds an aura of mystique to the phrase, it is clearly inappropriate here.

—William H. Boyd, Jr.
Diamond Bar, CA

The Great Carrot Experiment

In reference to R. N. Muffly's comments in your May Letters column concerning his "CAGG" (Carrot Activated Computer Glitch), I once noticed a similar phenomenon while eating salted peanuts as I gazed at the flat trace on an oscilloscope screen. Subsequent investigation proved the source of the strange glitch to be vibrations from the masticated nuts traveling into the eyeball and distorting something or other. Verification of this can be obtained by balling up one's fist and forcibly striking oneself on the head and face while viewing an oscilloscope or CRT display. A sweep rate of 20 ms/cm works well. Since computer hackers and electronics engineers by nature are masochists, this is a reasonable experiment. The February 1984 issue of Scientific American has a rather complete explanation of this and similar self-induced visual effects.

A word of caution about the carrot experiment, however! Our special products development department recently field-tested a self-heating frozen pizza. It used a stainless steel foil bonded to a cover of aluminum foil. To activate, one simply pressed the foil cover into contact with the tomato-paste pizza surface. The dissimilar metals and acidic contents formed a galvanic cell so that current flowed and heating resulted. The problem came when careless supermarket clerks placed our product on the bottom of the bag, thus activating the self-heating feature while in transit. The cost of removing a lava-like flow of mozzarella cheese from the interior of a Mercedes is astronomical.

—Richard L. Pearson
Gaston, NC

One good thing deserves another:

Excellent Hardware,
Excellent Software,
X'Int Diskettes.

Why settle for a diskette that doesn't measure up to the quality you're looking for in a total computer system?
Choose the diskette manufactured with added features and quality standards that make it the very best available. Choose the X'Int diskette that's backed by a lifetime warranty.

Find out for yourself. Demand the 5¼" diskette that will give you nothing less than excellent results.

Only at an X'Int dealer near you.

X'Int FLEXIBLE DISKETTES

We live up to our name.

X'Int Diskette Products, inc.
630 International Parkway
Richardson, Texas 75081

Our 10 pack features a unique Program Shelf™
X'Int's complete 5¼" product line of diskettes
are Perma Sealed and carry a lifetime warranty.
Build your own IBM PC compatible and save hundreds of dollars.

Heath proudly announces the NEW HS-151 Desktop and HS-161 Portable computers.

One of the world's largest software libraries has IBM's name on it. Now you can run that software on Heath's new IBM PC compatible computers, available in easy-to-build kits.

Can you build one of these computers? 85% of our first-time customers ask the same question. And the answer is 100% yes. You can.

Build confidence... and your new computer... one step at a time. Two main circuit boards come to you pre-assembled and factory-tested. So that you can build the three other boards, we include a test soldering board plus helpful soldering instructions to make sure you get it right.

Our instruction manuals are easy to understand, thorough and packed with cogent illustrations. And once it's built, the computer guides you through a full range of included disk-based diagnostics.

Expert advice is only a phone call away, should you need it. You'll reach a trained consultant whose specialty is talking sense, not jargon.

We'll do whatever's necessary to make our pledge come true: "We Won't Let You Fail." Our entire business depends on that simple promise.

Experience a little wonder and a lot of pride. Save money, too, by building the highest quality personal computer. The Heath PC's have 128K RAM standard (expandable to 640K) a professional keyboard, dual 360K disk drives and optional Winchester. These machines are truly complete. Each are color capable and MS-DOS is included.

Check out the Heath PC computers today. IBM compatibility means they'll run the most popular software. And, with the money saved by building a kit, think of all the peripherals and software you can buy!

HS-151 Desktop PC with standard floppy disk drive or optional hard disk.

CIRCLE READER SERVICE CARD. Get more information on the most rewarding personal computers. The HS-151 Desktop PC and HS-161 Portable PC.

*MS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

For computing on the go... the HS-161 Portable.

The HS-161 has the same features as the HS-151. Amber Monitor included. Convenient keyboard folds up, two disk drives fold down.

A subsidiary of Zenith Radio Corporation
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Heathkit Heath Company
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AmericanRadioHistory.Com
Last month I discussed the differences between 8-, 16-, and 32-bit processors. This subject came about from some discussions we had here on the editorial staff. During these talks, I happened to say that last month's column was not quite true since only "names" were used.

Now, I would like to explain what I meant and also introduce the computer newcomer to a subject called "memory bank switching".

It seems that, once we identify something and give it a "name", that name sticks for all time. For example, in microcomputers we have an address bus, a data bus, and a control bus.

Because "that is what it is," some people claim the address bus should be used only for addresses, the data bus only for data, and the control bus only for control signals. However, that is not quite true. As the Queen of Hearts says in Alice in Wonderland, "a thing is what I say it is." Or, as Gertrude Stein said, "Rose is a rose is a rose is a rose."

When you read the specs on a processor, you will find one that says since the particular processor has 16 address lines, it can directly communicate with up to 65,536 bytes of memory (usually called "64K" or a full house).

Then you read an advertisement about a computer using the same processor and note that this particular system's claim to fame is that it can address a few hundred thousand bytes of memory.

What is even more interesting is that an 8-bit processor like the Z80 although having only 16 address lines can address up to 65,536 bytes of memory (yes, 16 megabytes) of memory.

This is where the questions start to fly. "How can this be? Who is right, and what the heck is going on around here?"

Well, the spec sheet, advertisement, and claim are all telling the truth despite the apparent conflict. The spec sheet uses "direct" memory addressing, while the machine discussed in the ad and the claim uses what is called "bank switching" of memory.

In direct memory addressing, the processor uses all its address lines, which in the case of 16 lines means directly addressing one "bank" of 65,536 bytes. Bank switching means that more than one 64K "bank" of memory can be connected to the computer, with only one bank accessed at any one time. The computer never "sees" more than 64K bytes. This is possible because microprocessors based on grandfather 8080 (Z80, 8085, 8088, etc.) also use their 8 data lines to communicate with up to 256 I/O ports none of which occupy any memory space. This is not the same as "memory mapped I/O" as used in other processors where memory addresses themselves are used for I/O ports.

This brings up the "names" thing. Is a data line only a data line when it is carrying data and an address line an address line only when it is carrying an address? What do you call data lines and/or address lines when they are carrying I/O instructions?

Some processors use some of the address lines to carry data signals during certain times. Now what do you call these lines?

Some processors have only 8 address lines (the 1802 for example). To address the specified 64K of memory, the 1802 first loads the high order address bits into a latch, then when the low order address bits come out of the processor (on the same pins), the latch fires; and, voilà, there are 16 address lines as if by magic. This is called "multiplexing".

By using just the lines coming from the chip, the 8080 types of processors can utilize the 16 address lines—capable of addressing 65,536 bytes of memory, and the 256 I/O ports (carried on the 8 data lines), with each port "calling" one 64K page of memory, to address up to 16,777,216 bytes of memory (65,536 x 256).

Now, instead of the 16 address lines usually specified, a simple 8080 (and family) processor can have up to 24 "address" lines, without bothering its 8 data lines. This flipping back and forth between "pages" of memory is called "bank switching."

To perform such bank switching, the software must be arranged so that, when the program needs more memory, a signal is sent to the particular bank switch output port to select the desired 64K page.

Obviously, you can use bank switching and as much RAM as your power supply can cope with. Although each major bank of memory will fall at 64K boundaries, internal switching can be used to select memory blocks within any selected 64K page.

**Cassette Storage**

While on the subject of memory, if you want to find out how much data you can put on a cassette, all you have to do is use the equation \((B \times S)/8 = \text{kilobytes}\) where \(B\) is the baud rate of the cassette output port (available from the computer manual) and \(S\) is the length of the tape in seconds (e.g., a 10 minute tape is 600 seconds, etc.).

There are two things to keep in mind. One is that the length of actual usable tape is less than the total length of the tape to account for gaps between programs, computer lead-tone requirements, and other formatting needs. The other is that some cassettes are not as long (per side) as they are labelled.

As another example, assume 250 baud and a 20-minute tape. This comes out to 
\[(250 \times 1200)/8 = 37.5 \text{kilobytes}\]

For an Apple II having a 1200-baud cassette port, a 20-minute tape produces 180 kilobytes, a 30-minute is 270 kilobytes, etc.
UP AND RUNNING

And Swimming, Building, and Baking. Building and baking? They don’t produce gold medal winners, but they do figure in staging the Olympic games. So do 200 IBM Personal Computers (including software) that are part of IBM’s sponsorship of the 1984 Olympics in Los Angeles. In fact, IBM PCs are hard at work in both sports and administration.

PCs are involved in a wide range of planning and analytical activities, though they don’t provide official results of the various athletic events. Some events, for example, use the IBM PC to determine how competitors are seeded—who competes against whom. In other events, such as archery, the PC simplifies the complex task of recording scores and compiling statistics for each athlete as the competition progresses.

In events like gymnastics that depend on points awarded by judges, statistics can be kept on the PCs to analyze scoring consistency. Also, a whole range of information about individual athletes, past Olympics, and world and national records, both past and present, can be quickly recalled and compared with the help of the IBM PC.

Last but not least, administration Spreadsheet programs, such as IBM’s Multiplan®, were used on the PC for planning and forecasting by nearly every administrative department from Construction to Ticketing. The same departments speed up some of their day-to-day accounting tasks with the help of the PC and IBM accounting packages.

Departments with specific software needs developed special packages with the assistance of a programmer whose services are part of IBM’s Olympic sponsorship. Specialized programs include database management applications to help handle transportation requirements and inventory control programs to keep track of sports equipment and personnel records.

In short, there’s hardly an area of planning and staging the 1984 Summer Olympics that the IBM Personal Computer doesn’t play a part in. Maybe there should be medals for administration.

Multiplan is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

ON THE STOREFRONT

A Shorter Distance between PC Points. We’re all familiar with the feeling of being lost in the growing maze of new computer products. IBM has opened a path through that maze, straight to the information and answers you need about IBM Personal Computer Products—information about a specific software package or hardware configuration and answers to technical questions.

The key to entering this new information path is the IBM Customer Support System (CSS) at your authorized IBM Personal Computer retail dealer or IBM Product Center. Dealers in over 300 cities throughout all 50 states use the Customer Support Sys-
product demonstration you want. If you know a product name to begin with—Word Proof, for example—CSS will make an alphabetic search for it. To keep you up-to-date, there's also a special listing for new product announcements.

You can browse through the CSS displays at your own pace, pausing at a given spot or moving quickly backward or forward by using simple one-key commands that are always displayed at the bottom of the screen. One of these commands enables you to make print-outs of any information you wish to save for future reference.

The IBM PC family's color graphics capabilities make the CSS software demonstrations especially impressive. The Multiplan demonstration, for example, consists of several consecutive screens of information. Each screen is split vertically, with representative sections of the actual program on the left and explanatory text on the right. By the time you've seen the entire demonstration, you'll have a good idea of both what the program can do for you and how it does it.

Answers at the End of the Line. Over 1,000 authorized IBM retail dealers and IBM Product Centers are linked through their Customer Sup-

port System to the IBM Information Network. This nationwide communications capability helps your dealer give you fast, efficient service. Warranty claims, for instance, can be handled through CSS with a minimum of paperwork and delay. Dealers also use the network to communicate with other dealers and with IBM to keep abreast of the latest product and service information.

In addition, the CSS network is your gateway to technical information about the IBM Personal Computer family of products. IBM maintains a database on a 3033 mainframe in Tampa, Florida, that your dealer can use to answer—with minutes—a wide range of questions. If the solution isn't on hand in the database, your question can be submitted through CSS to a technical support staff in Boca Raton. There, it will be analyzed and an answer returned through CSS to your dealer.

The information used to answer your inquiry is added to the CSS database, where it will be immediately available for anyone else with a similar question. Your technical inquiries therefore contribute to the growth of the Customer Support System. Its online product information, color graphics displays, and advanced communications all have a single purpose—to help you get the most out of your investment in IBM Personal Computer hardware and software products.

HARDWARE NEWS

Color. There's color news for the IBM PC, IBM PC XT, and IBM Portable PC in the form of the IBM Personal Computer Color Printer. It's a high-performance, dot matrix printer that can print charts, graphics, artwork, and text in up to eight colors. The Color Printer produces color graphics that can enhance the appearance of your reports and presentations and make the information they contain even easier to understand. It can also type directly onto overhead transparencies.

The IBM PC Color Printer's range of performance features make it especially well suited for heavy-use/high-productivity applications. A near-letter quality printing mode is standard. Printing speeds of up to 200 characters per second can help save time. So can programmable automatic control of print requirements such as print mode, line spacing, and margin and tab setting. These programmable features act as an extension of many software products—word processing programs, for instance—and can be initiated with just a few keystrokes.

A final feature for those who like a personal touch. You can use the Color Printer to personalize your documents by varying the printing modes, character spacing, and boldness. This allows you to differentiate among headlines, subheads, and quotations and even to print math and science equations.

The Big Crunch. Not long ago, computing and number crunching were nearly synonymous. Personal computers and software for everything from office management to agriculture changed that, but the need for heavy number crunching has hardly disappeared. If it's still a part of your computer workload, the IBM Personal Computer 8087 Math Co-processor can help speed up your calculations.

The 8087 is a floating point co-processor that multiplies, divides, adds, subtracts, exponentiates, and performs trigonometric and logarithmic functions. It works together with the PC's 8088 processor to improve the execution speed of floating point operations by as much as 10:1. The Math Co-processor increases calculation speeds so greatly because it makes floating point operations a hardware rather than a software function.

In addition to increasing the speed—and often the level of precision—of statistical and analytical math packages, the Math Co-processor can improve the display speed of graphics and video games. It also significantly improves high-level language execution time, and is designed to work with the APL Interpreter and the version 2.0 Pascal and FORTRAN Compilers discussed next in this issue.
Pascal Compilers, are available in recently updated versions. IBM PC Pascal 2.0 is based on the ISO standard, and IBM PC FORTRAN 2.0 conforms to the ANSI-77 standard subset level. Both new versions feature improved arithmetic capabilities, and both support the IBM 8087 Math Co-processor for greatly increased speed in processing floating point calculations. (For more about the Math Co-processor, see "Hardware News" in this issue of Read Only.)

In addition, versions 2.0 of the FORTRAN and Pascal Compilers feature a Library Manager for creating user-defined libraries and provide easy access to all files in any subdirectory through DOS path support. FORTRAN 2.0 supports linking of object modules with subroutines written in Pascal 2.0 and vice versa. Both new versions support linking of object modules with subroutines written in IBM PC Macro Assembler.

There's a bargain in store for those who already own the 1.0 versions of these compilers: you have the option of buying an upgrade to the 2.0 version at a substantial savings from the full 2.0 price.

To ensure that your programming reach doesn't exceed your grasp, the IBM PC APL Interpreter enables you to write and edit your own programs in APL. It can also be used to exchange data files and workspace between your IBM PC and many mainframe computers.

Finally, if you're inclined to make serious use of the IBM PC's array of programming aids, we suggest that you also take a look at the recently announced IBM PC Sort program. It provides support for data types and file organizations used by the IBM DOS-supported languages mentioned above and can significantly speed and streamline your programming efforts.

IBM PC Sort can be used as a stand-alone utility, integrated into a batch job stream, or invoked directly from a COBOL program via the Sort verb. It can sort records from a data file or files, merge multiple input files, selectively include or exclude records, and create an output file containing the records, pointers, or keys from the input files. There are no arbitrary limits in IBM PC Sort for file size, record length, number of keys, or number of input files.

'BASIC Compiler and Macro Assembler will run on the IBM PCjr. APL Interpreter will not. Although the IBM PCjr does not support FORTRAN, COBOL, and Pascal Compilers, most of their output will run on the PCjr if there is sufficient storage.

Now Get Organized. The IBM PC's ability to run a wide variety of commercially available programs and to help you develop your own applications may result in a good news/bad news situation. The good news is that you'll be able to satisfy your application requirements. The bad news is that you'll probably be the one responsible for keeping track of your growing library of programs. If, as we've often found, enthusiasm outstrips organization, you may find yourself falling behind—especially if you're working in an area, such as small business finance or education, where programs multiply rapidly.

Fortunately, help is in sight, in the form of Fixed Disk Organizer, an IBM software package that does just what its name suggests.

Fixed Disk Organizer has a master menu that lets you sort out your various application programs by category—word processing, spreadsheet, communications, and so on. You can tailor the menu to your specific application needs by adding new menu categories, revising or deleting existing categories, or changing titles. The master menu allows you to review all the programs stored on your fixed disk at a glance and to call them up quickly with just a couple of keystrokes.

Fixed Disk Organizer also helps protect sensitive data by allowing you to create passwords and restrict access. It also enables you to write a
string of complex DOS commands into a batch file and execute them whenever you want simply by selecting that file from the menu. And in case part of your organizational problems stem from not always remembering just how things are organized, you can use Fixed Disk Organizer to establish Help files as a reminder.

So we're all in trouble—no more excuses for not being organized.

Moving Pictures and Mathematical Castles. Let's not forget that there's more to life than programming, compiling, and getting organized. There's also software from IBM for pure enjoyment and for enjoyable education. Two such packages are Animation Creation and Adventures in Math.

Adventures in Math incorporates math drills into an adventure game with vivid color graphics of a castle and its passageways and treasures. To find the way out—and to uncover as many treasures as possible along the way—children (or particularly skillful adults) have to solve basic math problems. The program's difficulty level increases as you solve the problems you're confronted with.

Using Animation Creation, you or your children can draw your own pictures and watch them come to life. To draw pictures, you select from 254 computer characters and position them on your screen. Add color by choosing any of 16 foreground and 8 background colors. Then, by slightly repositioning the images on successive screens, you can create animation.

Next stop, Hollywood.

The Guide, published twice a year, is a catalog that contains clear, concise descriptions of IBM PC, IBM PC XT, IBM PC Jr, and IBM Portable PC systems. It also reviews printers, video displays, expansion units, and all other IBM PC hardware products. A separate section of The Guide contains articles on IBM PC software packages.

Both hardware and software articles are illustrated with annotated color photographs—of key screens for the software packages—and start with charts that provide quick product overviews. Other noteworthy features include sample configuration tables for all three systems and a closing section on Sales and Service Support.

The Library, updated quarterly, presents an overview in booklet form of the entire IBM PC software product line. It presents the software by category, with sections on Operating Systems and Languages, Personal Productivity, Communications, Business, Education, and Entertainment. Program descriptions are brief and to the point. Each includes a short overview, program highlights, and system requirements. There's also a chart at the end of the booklet that shows at a glance which programs are compatible with the IBM PC Jr.

Or the Hardware without a Manual. If The Guide and The Library are the general road maps to IBM PC products, the Technical Reference and Hardware Maintenance and Service manuals—now available in newly updated versions—are the detailed maps of downtown. It's not a trip everyone wants to take, but if you do, these are the right directions.

There's a three-volume Technical Reference set for the PC and another for the PC XT and Portable PC. These manuals include the functional specifications for the system units and for the options and Adaptors in the IBM PC product line. The Hardware Maintenance and Service manuals detail many aspects of troubleshooting a personal computer from IBM. It includes a parts catalog, a section on preventive maintenance, and instructions for identifying the failure of a replacement unit.

“These manuals are intended for use by technically qualified service personnel.

TIPS AND TECHNIQUES

If you use Personal Editor—IBM's full-screen editor for writing programs and brief documents—but find yourself displaying the Help file whenever you forget a function key assignment, here's a little help from the fellow forgetful.

Function key assignments can easily be displayed on the command line of your Personal Editor screen by assigning Fl to display the unmodified keys and alt+Fl to display the alt+Ex keys. You can then assign the Help function to alt+H, although you probably won't need it nearly as often as before.

The macro for the Fl assignment can be written as follows: def fl = [cursor command] [begin line] 'F:' 2='Save 3='File 4='Quit 5='Erase 6='EraseEOl 7='Print 8='Switch 9='InsL 10='Ins&Indt' [cursor data]

For more information about IBM Personal Computer products, see your authorized IBM Personal Computer dealer or IBM Product Center. To learn where, call 800-447-4700 in Alaska and Hawaii, 800-447-0890.

©1984 International Business Machines Corporation
Little Tramp character licensed by Bubbles Inc. s.a.
Rumors & Gossip

Tandy Corp. is rumored very close to introducing the Model 200 portable, the successor to the popular Model 100, using a 16-line, 80-character electrolytinescent display. While Epson is expected to introduce a new portable with a 25-line by 80-character LCD display. Hitachi and Mitsubishi of Japan are reportedly planning to release portables with 16 80-character line flat displays, at least 256K of RAM and a single disk drive. Since Timex has exited the home computer business, the price of the Timex 2068 Color Computer (list $199.95) is expected to tumble to the $50-100 range. As many as 60,000 of these units are reported in dealers' stocks. The 2068 is the U.S. version of the Sinclair Spectrum which is very popular in Europe. In the meantime Sinclair is having trouble producing its new QL 68008-based computer and it is not expected to start shipping in England until this month with U.S. deliveries anticipated by late fall. Osborne Computer, now that it is reorganized, may shortly begin shipping its PC compatible portable.

Commodore Rumors

Commodore may release a $99, 16K RAM machine, called the C-16, to replace the popular VIC-20, which has only 5K of RAM. The machine will be upgradable to 64K of RAM. Commodore is expected to continue selling the VIC-20 in Europe, where it is much more popular than in the U.S. Commodore may also introduce its 264 and 364 bigger brother this fall. These machines were shown at the Consumer Electronics Show in January and described earlier in this column. They may replace the C-64 and provide upgraded performance.

Lastly, Commodore showed, at a recent European trade show, a prototype of its long-rumored Z8000-based office-oriented machine. Commodore has refused to say when, or if, this machine will go into production. However, they have promised that, if it goes into production, it will have 256K of RAM and use the Unix operating system. In the meantime, Commodore is expected to shortly introduce an office-oriented IBM-compatible machine which is essentially a copy of the Hyperion.

Laser Printer Prices Dropping

One of the shortcomings of the Apple Macintosh computer is that its printer is not capable of faithfully reproducing the Mac's super graphics. This is also true for other high-density graphics systems. But this situation is expected to change soon as printer manufacturers begin shipping new lower-cost laser printers at prices competitive with current dot-matrix type printers. Laser printers can space out their dots much more closely thus producing high-quality characters, curves and diagonal lines.

Currently available laser printers sell for $20,000 and up. However, Canon USA Inc. reportedly will introduce a laser printer selling for around $3,000. And next year similar products are expected from Ricoh of America Inc. and Xerox. Apple Computer is expected to sell the Canon printer for use with the Macintosh system. This will print with almost twice the density of the current Mac printer.

In other printer news, Epson is expected to introduce an ink-jet printer capable of 80 and 200 cps with resolution of 240 x 240 dots per inch to later be upgraded to 300 x 300 dots per inch, expected list price is $2,000. And look for Diablo Systems to have a daisywheel printer operating at up to 80 cps.

Computer Stores Growing

Future Computing Inc. reports that at the end of 1983 there were 3,152 computer specialty stores and that with the current rate of growth this is expected to increase to 5,000 by the end of 1985 and to 7,000 by January 1989. They further report that at the end of 1983 there were 462 Computerlands and 418 Radio Shack Computer Centers in the U.S. California is the state with the most stores—455 and Vermont the least—2.

Optical Disks Expected Shortly

It is predicted that we will soon see the introduction of optical disk options for personal computers. Expected to sell for less than $1,000 they should be less than 5½" in size and store upwards of half a gigabyte. Currently systems are available from about a half dozen manufacturers using 12" and 14" media and costing between $5,000 and $120,000.

These disks—which are not erasable—are expected to sell for under $100. The drives, when production increases sufficiently, are expected to sell for less than $300.

Basically, the same technology currently being used in digital audio laser disks is expected to be applied to computer data storage. Sony already offers a consumer CD player with a RS-442 serial data port.

Both the IBM Entry Systems division, which makes the IBM PC, and Digital Research Inc., creator of CP/M, are known to be evaluating the use of laser
disk drives, personal computers. 3M is developing the media for these optical drives.

**Disk Drive Prices Falling**

- Last year Taiwan exported 90,000 disk drives, mainly 5½" drives, to the U.S., pushing down prices. This year's export to the U.S. will be between 400,000 and 800,000 units. Further, Taiwan will soon start exporting 5¼" Winchester drives to the U.S. Thus, there is no doubt that prices for both hard disk and floppy drives will be dropping significantly in the near future.

**Flat Panel Displays Increasing in Popularity**

- Large flat panel display technology is finally moving from the laboratory to the marketplace. For example, Hewlett-Packard will introduce portable and desktop computers using flat electroluminescent panels built by Sharp of Japan. And later this year, Commodore will introduce three new computers with a liquid crystal display which Commodore will make in-house.

- Coming out of R & D labs, mainly in Japan, are LCDs with thin-film transistors which provide significantly better brightness, resolution and viewing angle than the current multiplexed displays. These new active-matrix displays that put a transistor behind every pixel are expected to also make possible color LCDs and reduce the weight and power consumption. The problem is insuring uniformity and high yield when one has an 80-character by 25-line display consisting of 6 x 8 pixels in each character and a total of 96,000 transistors in a 9-inch diagonal area. Seiko and Sanyo have already demonstrated small active-matrix displays and Sharp, Canon, Matsushita, Mitsubishi, NEC, and Hitachi are also known to be developing such displays. Sanyo has already demonstrated a full-color LCD display using color filters. In the U.S., Commodore is known to be using this technology in its panels. And AT&T Bell Labs, CrystalVision Inc., IBM, PanelVision Corp., and UCE Inc. are also known to have LCD R&D efforts, although none are believed as far along as the Japanese. These panels initially will display 80 characters by 16 lines with 25-line displays and should be expected on the market by late 1985.

- Meanwhile, IBM has already introduced a gas-discharge plasma panel that is 17.2 inches diagonally containing close to 750,000 individually addressable pixels. The 3-inch-thick panel can display 80 characters by 24 lines.

**Apple IBM Battle**

- Now that Apple Computer finally released its low-cost version of the IIe, the Apple-IBM war moves to a new battle scene. Apple appears to have lost the battle for the office of the future. Few businesses are buying the Apple IIe, Lisa or Macintosh systems for their desktops. Apple has not conceded the battle, however, and we may see more action on this scene.

- On the home front Apple appears to be winning. The lowering of the price for the Apple IIe and the introduction of the PCjr have served as a stimulus for Apple sales. A complete Apple IIe suitable for word processing costs less than PCjr.

In fact, sales of the PCjr are proving quite disappointing to IBM dealers, many of whom are already offering significant discounts. The machine may just be priced too high for a home system, especially when one can put together home systems for half the price based on machines from Commodore and Atari. The new Apple IIe is in effect an "Apple Jr" and it appears that Apple may have learned from some of IBM's mistakes with the PCjr. It has a very high compatibility with the IIe and thus will run most of the II software while the PCjr has a much lower level of compatibility with its bigger brother. It has a more standard keyboard and desirable features such as optional battery pack and flat panel displays (expected out this fall). Most important, it sells for a heck of a lot less than the PCjr. I expect it to be very successful.

I expect that the Apple-IBM battle will intensify even more. IBM is a very aggressive competitor and therefore I think they will soon announce changes to the PCjr to make it more attractive. First, I expect the PCjr price to drop and a new keyboard to be announced. And then there is that $40-million advertising campaign IBM has launched to sell jrs. Further, I expect IBM will soon introduce a fully portable version of the PC with integrated display, battery and disk drive. Apple will probably respond by releasing a new version of the IIe with 16-bit processing capability.

**Software's Top Ten**

- Future Computing Inc., a Richardson, TX, marketing research firm, lists the following companies as the top ten microcomputer software producers and their estimated sales for last year. It is interesting to note that the top three are hardware manufacturers who also publish software. The dollar volumes shown are in millions of dollars.

1. IBM $110
2. Radio Shack 110
3. Apple Computer 68
4. Microsoft 68
5. VisiCorp 52
6. MicroPro 50
7. Digital Research 44
8. Lotus Development 38
9. Ashton-Tate 33
10. Peachtree 20

**Random News**

- The Sinclair ZX81 may not yet be dead. Sinclair has signed an agreement with Samsung Electronics, South Korea, to manufacture both ZX81 and Spectrum home computers. KayPro has reduced the price of the KayPro II transportable to $1295 making it the lowest cost complete CP/M computer on the market. Microsoft has announced that it will offer its "Windows" package for the Xenix multituser operating system as well as for MS-DOS. NASA's Ames Research Center, Moffit Field, CA, recently ran benchmark tests on the new Fujitsu VP-200 and Hitachi S-810 supercomputers and concluded that the machines are equal, and in some cases surpass, U.S. supercomputers from Cray Research and Control Data. The U.S. customs service reports that 1983 saw the long-standing U.S. computer trade surplus with Japan turn into a deficit as shipments from computer peripherals subassemblies and computers from Japan to the U.S. tripled from the previous year.
INTRODUCING HAVAC.
THE NEXT BEST PERSONAL COMPUTER

If you’re buying a personal computer for the first time, you don’t need the biggest and brightest to begin with.

Think simple.
Sensibly priced.
Less than $850.

Of course, you’ll want some initial training to get you started. The Havac comes with its own disk operating system and “Training” software like Typewriter, Calculator and Havacom for communications. And once you’ve mastered the basics, you can use software from the largest selection in the world.

Apple® Software.

Game-like computers that are comparably priced can’t offer software like Havac can. But if games are your bag, Havac has a Joystick/Paddle port. And a port for RS-232C, Parallel/Serial printer or an additional disk drive. Which we also make. Havac already has one disk drive built in.

So, if the biggest and brightest are beyond your budget, take a look at The Next Best Personal Computer. The Havac from MICROSCI.

Ask your dealer for a simple demonstration or write: MICROSCI, 2158 Hathaway, Santa Ana, CA 92705 (714) 241-5600.

Circle No. 5 on Free Information Card

Apple® is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

* Built-in 164K disk drive. 64K RAM & ROM. 40 column/24 line screen. 280 x 192 dot color graphics. 4 cursor keys and 2 special function keys. Compact and transportable. Made in America.
Announcing a small im

It's 12" x 11 3/4" x 2 3/4".
It weighs less than 8 pounds.
And costs less than $1,300.*
Yet with 128K, the new Apple® IIc Personal Computer is a lot bigger than it looks.

The IIc has a full-size keyboard.

Because it's inherited all the talents of the eminently talented Apple IIe:
The versatility to run over 10,000 different software programs.
The ironclad reliability of the first true VLSI motherboard.
And the artistic ability of 16 high-resolution colors.
The IIc also has some talents of its own.
For instance, a switchable 80/40-character display.
Switchable QWERTY/Dvorak keyboard.

A built-in half-high 143K single-sided disk drive.
Built-in serial ports for modems, printers and an extra half-high drive.
Even built-in mousetronics so it's ready to use a mouse and all the new Apple II mouseware.
And our newest brainchild is certainly not an orphan.
You can grow it with a whole family of Apple II accessories and peripherals.
In fact, you can grow it with enough cards and peripherals to run just about any family business. Like Saudi Arabia.

So you see, the only question is whether you need an expandable Apple II. As in IIe.

Or a compact Apple II. As in IIc.

Just visit your friendly authorized Apple dealer.

And tell them what size improvement you'd like.

* Don't assume these make your negotiations all we get out. Well, all this one means is that the IIe CP/M alone weighs 75 pounds. The power pack carries an extra disk drive, a printer and several bricks it will make the IIc weigh even more. But we're worried about a concern that you might not be able to figure it out. For yourself. ** The IIe is considered above-prime living. So this is only a Suggested Retail Price. You can pay more if you really want to. Or less. © 1983 Apple Computer Inc. Apple, the Apple logo and ProFile are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Inc.

For an authorized Apple dealer nearest you, call (800) 538-9696. In Canada, call (800) 268-7796 or (800) 268-7637.

In 1983 Apple Computer Inc. Introduced the IIe, the first full-color print-on-anything printer for under $300, it can handle anything from business graphics to term papers.

The IIe's father, of course, is the granddaddy of the whole personal computer industry, the Apple II. Which, lest we forget, has quite a few improvements of its own this year.

The IIe can now use our ProFile™ hard disk — so it can store about 2400 pages of anything you'd like to remember.

And the Apple IIe is still the most expandable personal computer there is.

In fact, you can grow it with enough cards and peripherals to run just about any family business. Like Saudi Arabia.

So you see, the only question is whether you need an expandable Apple II. As in IIe.

Or a compact Apple II. As in IIc.

Just visit your friendly authorized Apple dealer.

And tell them what size improvement you'd like.
THE TANDY 2000

Speed and elegance mark Radio Shack’s MS-DOS debut

BY B. & J. McMULLEN

One of the major players in the microcomputer game from the beginning has been Radio Shack. Now it is attempting to strengthen its hand with the Tandy TRS-80 Model 2000 personal computer. For $2750, Radio Shack/Tandy offers a 128K MS-DOS computer with two disk drives, detached keyboard, and serial and parallel ports.

Tandy has chosen the rather safe road of adhering to the MS-DOS operating system standard instead of either completely relying on its own unique system (as it did for years with TRS-DOS) or choosing a system like Apple’s Macintosh to emulate. This choice may not place the 2000 at the very leading edge of technology but it certainly makes it fit comfortably within the universe of “current state of the art” systems.

What does make the 2000 approach the leading edge is Tandy’s choice to forsake pure IBM PC compatibility by using faster and newer components in the system. This decision significantly differentiates the machine technically from the IBM PC. However, it also presents some peril. The Model 2000 cannot utilize software designed for the IBM PC as the pure compatibles do (Compaq, Columbia, etc.). Therefore Tandy is dependent on companies such as Lotus and Microsoft to develop versions of their software for the Model 2000. Tandy has both courted developers like these and, through its advertising, stressed its technical superiority over the IBM PC.

The Basic Machine

The Model 2000 utilizes Intel’s 80186 microprocessor, an enhanced 8086 that includes additional support ICs right on the chip. In addition to the CPU, the 80186 includes an 8-MHz clock generator, two 16-bit programmable timer/counters, and two high-speed independently programmable DMA channels, as well as other ICs. This processor allows the 2000 to run at over twice the internal speed of the IBM PC. The speed improvement is due both to the clock speed difference (8 MHz vs. the PC’s 4.7 MHz) and the fact that the 2000 is a full 16-bit machine while the 8088-based PC is a 16-bit processor with an 8-bit bus. There is also a socket for the 80187 floating-point numeric processor.

The system comes with a minimum of 128K RAM and is expandable to a maximum of 768K (vs. 640K for the PC). The system contains two 720K half-height floppy disk drives (compared to the 360K floppy capacity of the PC) in its standard configuration. (Optionally, the second floppy can be replaced by a 10M-byte hard disk.)

The system is housed in an attractive cream-colored case—a welcome departure from the traditional Radio Shack battleship grey. The main unit has the power switch conveniently placed at the front left-hand side along with a reset switch. The half-height drives are stacked on top of one another at the right, with the boot drive below the secondary one. The main unit can sit on the desk or stand vertically on the floor. If the latter tack is chosen, there is a pedestal available ($90) for the monochrome monitor and a stand for the main unit ($145). At the rear of the unit are horizontal slots for hardware expansion, and RS-232 (DB25 connector) serial port and Centronics (male 36-pin connector) parallel port.

The color change, coupled with the decision to use the “Tandy” rather than the “Radio Shack” name for the ma-
chine, indicates an attempt to slightly change the previous TRS-80 image. The Model 2000 and the portable Model 100 are systems that are aimed at the business professional and the executive rather than the hobbyist or small businessperson that have been Radio Shack's traditional marketplace. The subtle changes in packaging and titling reflect this shift in emphasis.

**Display and Graphics**

Tandy offers two display monitors for the 2000: the VM-1 high-resolution monochrome monitor ($249) and the CM-1 high-resolution color monitor ($799). The standard configuration offers a text display of 80 (or 40) characters by 25 lines. An optional graphics board is available for $449.

The monitor clarity of the 2000 is one of its most appealing features. With the optional graphics board, the resolution is $640 \times 400$ for both monochrome and color monitors. The 2000 will display graphics on its monochrome monitor (the PC will not). It supports up to 8 colors in the color mode (compared to the 4 supported by the PC), but needs a $199 upgrade to do it. The colors presented by the 2000 are vivid (the yellow is the best we have seen on a micro) and the graphics demonstration program provided on the MS-DOS diskette will impress even the computer sophisticate.

**The Keyboard**

The keyboard on the 2000 appears flimsier than the one on the IBM PC but is far superior in almost every other way. For example, the ENTER (shift) key is in the right place for typists (unlike the PC); the directional arrow keys do not interfere with the numeric keypad as they do on the PC; and there are LEDs that indicate when the numeric lock and caps lock modes have been activated.

Additionally, the programmable function keys are located in a straight horizontal row across the top of the keyboard (there are 12 functional keys on the Tandy compared to 10 on the PC), and PRINT (for screen printing) and BREAK (key) indicates the 2000 is $799.

CM: monochrome monitor.

**Compatibility**

Although programs that run on the IBM PC and compatibles may not be utilized on the Model 2000, the use of standard MS-DOS format provides data compatibility between the PC and Model 2000. (As part of this review we converted IBM PC-DOS "BAT" files and dBase II command and data files to the Model 2000 and utilized the files and commands with the Model 2000 version of dBase II). This level of compatibility enables current PC users to consider a transfer to a Model 2000 with little impact on their activities.

**Software Base**

To succeed in the professional marketplace obviously requires more than subtle enhancements. It also requires more than technical excellence (witness the comparative lack of success of the Corvus Concept and the Apple Lisa). The most important factor in success in this marketplace is the availability of software that runs on the particular machine and performs the activity that the prospective purchaser perceives as needed (witness the success of the Apple II computer, much of which is attributed to the availability of VisiCalc solely on the Apple for over one year).

(Continued on page 96)

**Specifications**

| Product: Tandy TRS-80 Model 2000 |
| Mfr: Radio Shack |
| Tandy Corporation |
| 1600 One Tandy Center |
| Fort Worth, TX 76102 |
| Dimensions: $18\frac{3}{4}"W \times 15\frac{1}{2}"D \times 6"H$ |
| Weight: 25 lb |
| Price: $2750 |
| Operating System: MS-DOS 2.0 |
| Features: 80186 CPU, dual half-height 720K disk drives, 128K RAM, RS-232 Centronics, display adapter. |
Go on line in the world’s fastest growing technology.

NEW! DATA COMMUNICATIONS TRAINING FROM NRI

Practical training includes computer, modem, test instruments, and access to exclusive NRI communications network

Satellites...microwave...fiber optics...dedicated land lines. Suddenly the world is communicating in a new and different way, via digital data systems. People talking to computers...computers to computers...information is stored, retrieved, and relayed in nanoseconds. And an entirely new kind of communications is born.

Industry, opportunities to triple

Data and telecommunications is already a $150 billion industry and is expected to triple over the next five years. One typical company has grown from $85 million to $650 million...a 765% growth since 1978 alone. The need for qualified technicians to install, maintain, and service this enormous investment in high-tech equipment is tremendous even now. Opportunities and salaries can go nowhere but up and up.

NRI will train you at home

You can learn at home in your spare time to become a data communications technician with NRI at-home training. NRI will start you with the basics, build upon your knowledge with easy-to-follow, bite size lessons to take you into the world of digital data communications. You’ll learn what it takes to work on satellite, microwave, fiber optic, and telephone data links.

And you’ll learn at your own comfortable pace, without classroom pressures or evenings away from your family.

Over the past 70 years, NRI has taught the latest high-tech skills to almost 2 million students to become the world’s largest and most successful school of its kind.

Hands-on training includes computer, modem, breakout box and much more

NRI takes you beyond 'book learning.' As part of your course, you receive plenty of practice.
You receive a professional digital multimeter and the NRI Discovery Lab, where you construct solid-state circuits and demonstrate practical applications of the theory you've learned.

Learn on-line with the exclusive NRI data network
You'll learn what data communications is all about by actually becoming part of an operating network. Using your computer, modem, and terminal software, you'll go on line to "talk" to your instructor, take your final exam by computer link, communicate with other NRI students and leave messages on the NRI "bulletin board."
You'll also receive a valuable offer for membership in THE SOURCE™ telecommunications network. A phone call ties you in for reviews of computer equipment, lets you interact with others via electronic mail, tap computer-oriented employment services and much more.

Welcome to the NRI BULLETTIN BOARD
Options:
Retrieve Message
Enter Message
Bulletins
Upload a file
Download a file
Type first letter, then ENTER

Move into the future, send for Free Catalog
You can't find training like this anywhere else...only NRI trains you at home for an exciting and rewarding career in the brilliant new world of Data Communications. Mail the postage-paid card right now for our big catalog of high-tech electronic careers showing all the equipment you get, detailed lesson descriptions, and career opportunities. Look it over and decide where you want your future to grow. Act now. There's a real need for trained data communications technicians.

NRI SCHOOLS
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016
We'll give you tomorrow.

TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack division of Tandy Corp. SM a service mark of Source Telecomputing Corp., a subsidiary of the Reader's Digest Association, Inc.
IBM'S TRANSPORTABLE

The Portable PC is luggable—and oh so compatible

BY WILLIAM BARDEN JR.

The new IBM PC Portable is a well-designed, reliable piece of hardware that will do a good job of running existing PC software. However, even in Southern California, the earth didn't move for me as I put it through its paces and pulled it apart.

In this review we'll concentrate on two questions: How does the PC Portable compare with the standard PC and would it be wise to buy one in lieu of the full-size PC? How does the PC portable stack up against competitive portables, presumably the very same products that spawned the development of the PC Portable to begin with?

The Basic Machine

Take an IBM XT motherboard with a larger capacity power supply, throw in one or two half-height disk drives, add an amber monitor, package it in a case about the same size and weight as a Compaq portable, and you've got the new IBM PC Portable. It runs PC-DOS 2.1 and in essence is a shrunk down PC. (Or a new design of a Compaq, whichever you prefer.)

The PC Portable is packaged as a single unit. Buttoned up, the unit measures 20" × 17" × 8" and weighs about 30 lb. The weight may not seem like much, but it's considerable. I thought carrying the unit over to a friend's house two blocks away would be a good test—a distance comparable to the walk in many airports from parking lot to loading gate. Although I'm in pretty good shape, I stopped twice to switch hands. The unit comes with a canvas carrying bag which would make the transportable task a little easier, unless you've got a bad back. The point here is that although the unit is transportable, you certainly wouldn't want to spend more than about 10 minutes per day carrying it around.

When you arrive at your destination and are ready to run, the front of the cabinet swings down from the top, revealing the keyboard, which stays attached to the main unit. However, you can easily disengage the spring-loaded knobs that hold the keyboard to the main unit. The keyboard then can be moved a maximum distance of about 4' away from the main unit.

The keyboard is attached to the main unit by a modular 4-conductor telephone jack. (I was tempted to try plugging the keyboard into my PCjr, which also uses a telephone jack, but caution and thoughts of blown chips prevailed.)

The cable connecting the keyboard is a coiled cable similar to the one on the Compaq portable. Unlike the Compaq cable, however, the cable on the PC Portable is stowed in a 6" × ¾" cutout on the upper left of the keyboard case. Workable, but not elegant.

The rear of the case has an accordion-like plastic panel that exposes the expansion card slots, power switch, and connectors. Another non-elegant point is that the power cord does not have a dedicated space for storage, unless you carefully fold it up and fold down the plastic accordion cover over it, or put it in the fabric carrying case.

The PC Portable Vs. the PC

When I went to my friendly neighborhood authorized IBM dealer I found that he had several PC Portables in stock. "People had them on order and then decided to buy the full-sized PC," he said. After researching the Portable I believe him, and I'll tell you why.

The Amber Screen. The first thing you notice about the PC Portable is the amber screen. It's a 9-inch monochrome monitor that has a crisp appearance and appears to be easy on the eyes. But why amber? Rumor has it (and I'll bet even middle-level IBM managers wouldn't give you a definitive answer on this) is that IBM evaluated several different CRT tubes for ruggedness and the one that came out the best was only available in amber! Is amber easier on the eyes than the traditional green-screen monochrome monitor? Amber is used a great deal in Europe and some claim that its use does result in less eyestrain. There have been no objective tests made on this subject to my knowledge, and I'd have to
believe that this is more personal pref-
erence than anything else. Neither I nor
any of the four or five other people that
used this system seemed to feel that the
amber screen was a detriment. However,
no one felt that it was an improvement
over the green screen, either.
A more significant point is that the 9" 
monitor is almost one-half the size (in 
area) of even a 12" monitor. There's no 
question in my mind that the smaller size 
will contribute to eyestrain over long pe-
riods of time. Another negative aspect is 
that the screen is much lower than eye 
level and somewhat difficult to see when 
the keyboard is attached to the main
unit. I'd think that you'd want to disen-
gage the keyboard and mount the main 
unit about 10" higher than normal for 
comfortable viewing.
The Keyboard. The PC Portable's ac-
tive keyboard area is the same width and
height as the IBM PC—15 3/4" × 3 3/4".
The key layout is identical to the PC; the 
key feel is very similar to the feel of the 
PC; the keys "click" the same way as the 
PC; the key travel appears to be the 
same; and the pressure required to acti-
uate the key is about the same. And like 
the PC keyboard unit, it has rear sup-
ports that allow you to adjust the slope 
of the keyboard for comfortable use. In 
short, the Portable keyboard is appar-
tenly the same one used for the PC.
The Disk Drives. The PC Portable has 
one or two half-height disk drives. Many 
people have used these in the PC without 
any reliability problems and at this point 
it's safe to say that the half-height drives 
don't degrade the system in the slightest. 
One nit-picking comment (and I must 
preface it by saying that computer users 
are really getting jaded to complain 
about such things) is that IBM could 
have chosen drives that were quieter 
than the ones in the PC Portable. But 
then again, maybe you like the audio

feedback signalling disk activity. With
the requirement of PC-DOS 2.1, the 
drives are formatted for 360K bytes.
Graphics. Unlike the bare bones PC, 
the PC Portable comes with a Color 
Graphics card. This means that graphics 
are possible on the Portable, although 
they will be in amber and black. The 
Color Graphics card has an output that 
can be connected to an external RGB 
monitor to provide full color. By making 
the Color Graphics card a standard fea-

ture in the system, IBM has dulled the 
competitive edge from claims of other 
portable PC compatibles that they can 
utilize both text and graphics on the 
same screen, but more on that later.
Inside the Portable. The Portable uses 
an 8088 microprocessor, the same one, 
of course, used by the PC and many PC 
compatibles. Internal RAM storage is 
256K bytes, four times as much as the 
minimum (but not very usable) memory 
storage of the PC. The Portable, like the 
PC, will support additional RAM up to 
512K with the addition of an expansion 
unit. An 8087 Math Co-Processor can 
be added directly to the board, as in the PC.

Because the motherboard is an XT 
version, one or two hard disk drives can 
be added to the basic system for 10 or 20 
megabytes of additional storage. Howev-
er, the hard disk drives are not available 
from IBM at the time of this writing, al-
though they presumably are available 
from other manufacturers. (Rumors 
persist about a half-height, 20-megabyte 
hard disk drive being developed by IBM, 
which would be a powerful addition to 
the PC Portable.)

Expansion Capability. Probably the 
most severe shortcoming of the PC Por-
table is the number and types of expan-
sion slots available. The PC XT comes 
with 8 full-sized expansion slots. One of 
these slots is not available in the Por-
table. One of the remaining seven slots 
is dedicated to the disk drive controller, 
and another is used for the standard Col-
or Graphics card. That leaves 5 slots. In 
order to fit in the CRT and disk drives, 
however, it was necessary to limit the re-
maining slots to one full size and four 
"short" slots. Two of the short slots fit 
5" long cards and two fit 4 3/4" long 
cards. This means that you will have to 
be somewhat selective about the types of 
cards you're installing. You cannot, for 
example, install both an internal modem 
card and a hard drive controller card 
(from an alternate supplier), as they

(Continued on page 99)

Specifications

Product: IBM PC Portable
Mfr: IBM Corp.
Systems Products Div.,
Entry Systems
PO Box 1328
Boca Raton
FL 33432
Dimensions: 20"L × 17"W × 8"H
Weight: 30 lb
Price: $2795
Operating System: PC-DOS 2.1
Features: 8088 CPU, one 360K half-
height disk drive, 9" amber moni-
tor, 256K RAM.
MITSUBISHI VIDEO PRINTER

An inexpensive way to get hard copy from your screen

BY FRED BLECHMAN

How many times have you wished you had a hard copy of the graphics of the game on your computer screen? Generally, unless you take a photograph of the display, you’re out of luck! Most printers do not have the capability to reproduce screen graphics or require special programming to do so. And while special equipment can be obtained to “dump the screen” to some printers in color, this usually involves considerable time and expense.

But there is a possible solution. The Mitsubishi P50U Video Printer provides a 16-level monochrome high-resolution screen dump from any standard video source—television, video camera or computer—in 15 seconds, with as many additional copies as you want.

Actually, this product was not intended specifically for the computer market. Originally it was designed to allow people to capture images of their favorite TV shows, sporting events, TV-offer addresses and phone numbers, foreign language and cooking lessons, stock market quotations, weather maps, teletext and so forth. They could also get prints directly from their video recorders and cameras. Connecting to a personal computer is only mentioned incidentally by Mitsubishi.

When the product was launched in Japan it did poorly at first. However, component video has become very popular in Japan and video outputs are available on many Japanese television sets. It also became apparent that people enjoyed taking video prints of their favorite TV shows or characters, increasing the popularity of the video printer.

Other uses, such as capturing real-time video in security and industrial applications, have also been found. The unit is now being offered in the United States through Mitsubishi Electric Sales America to the industrial and OEM (original equipment manufacturers) market, as well as through local Mitsubishi dealers to regular consumers.

Specifications

The P50U Video Printer is 8¾" wide, 14¾" deep, 47/8" high and weighs almost 12 pounds. It uses standard 117-volt, 60-Hz power and consumes about 65 watts. The printer uses special white thermal paper on 4½" wide by 82½" long rolls yielding 220 prints per roll with normal print spacing. Since the paper sells for $18 for 4 rolls, that turns out to be about 2 cents a print. Each screen print is 4" wide and 3¾" high with a resolution of 280 X 234 dots, with 16 tones ranging from black to white.

While the nine pushbuttons and two indicators make this unit appear complicated, it is actually extremely easy to operate.

The Computer Connection

The Video Printer can only be used with a video signal—monochrome or NTSC composite video. Technically, this must be negative sync, 1 volt peak-to-peak, with a 75-ohm impedance. Since these are the common standards, this should pose no problem. However, if you don’t have a “monitor” or “video out” connection (usually using an RCA phono jack) on your computer, you will need to add one to use the printer. Most of the newer home computers, such as the Timex 2068, Coleco Adam, Sanyo MBC 550, IBM PCjr, and TI-99/4A have a video/monitor output jack. Among the exceptions are the Radio Shack computers, which either have built-in monitors or use “TV” outputs that connect to a TV antenna. Some Radio Shack computers, such as the TRS-80 Color Computers, have video adapters available from independent vendors.

A 6 shielded cable, with RCA phono plugs on each end, is supplied with the video printer. You merely run this cable from your computer video jack to the printer video input jack, and then use your regular video cable from the printer video output jack to the monitor video input. While this may appear to be a series connection, the printer and the monitor are operating in parallel. The monitor picture is not affected; nor is a regular printer attached to your computer.

Using the Printer

Using the video printer is simple and straightforward. You simply plug the printer into an ac power outlet and connect the video cables to the computer and monitor. Loading the paper roll is quick and easy, although the otherwise-excellent documentation fails to caution you that the paper must be emulsion-side down. (If it’s upside down, you’ll find out when you try to print because it...
**COMMODORE 64**

(more power than Apple II at half the price)

**$99.50**

- 170K DISK DRIVE $159.00
- TRACTION FRICTION PRINTER $79.00

**COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER $99.50**
You pay only $199.50 when you order the powerful 84K COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER!! LESS the value of the SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON we pack with your computer that allows you to SAVE OVER $100 off software sale prices!! With only $100 of savings applied, your net computer cost is $99.50!!

**170K DISK DRIVE $159.00**
You pay only $159.00 when you order the 170K Disk Drive!! LESS the value of the SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON we pack with your disk drive that allows you to SAVE OVER $100 off software sale prices!! With only $100 of savings applied, your net disk drive cost is $159.00.

**TRACTION FRICTION PRINTER $79.00**
You pay only $79.00 when you order the Commodore TIF deluxe line printer that prints 8 1/2 x 11 full size, single sheet, roll or fan fold paper, labels etc. 40, 66, 80, 132 columns, impact dot matrix, bi-directional, 80 CPS. LESS the value of the SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON we pack with your printer that allows you to SAVE OVER $100 off software sale prices!! With only $100 of savings applied your net printer cost is only $79.00.

**4 COLOR PRINTER/PLOTTER $99.00**
Lowest cost, 4 column, letter quality PRINTER/PLOTTER for Com-64 or VIC-20 computers!! List programs. High resolution graphics for charts and geometric figures. INCLUDES INTERFACE AND SPECIAL SOFTWARE SAVINGS COUPON!!

**80 COLUMN BOARD $99.00**
Now you program 80 COLUMNS on the screen at one time! Converts your Commodore 64 to 80 COLUMN when you plug in the 80 COLUMN EXPANSION BOARD!! PLUS—you can get an 80 COLUMN BOARD WORD PROCESSOR with mail merge, terminal emulator, ELECTRONIC SPREAD SHEET, List $59.00 SAVES $24.95!! Purchased with 80 COLUMN BOARD!! (Tape or Disk)

**80 COLUMNS IN COLOR EXECUTIVE WORD PROCESSOR $89.00**
This EXECUTIVE WORD PROCESSOR is the finest available for the COMMODORE 64 computer! The ULTIMATE for PROFESSIONAL Word- processing application! DISPLAYS 40 OR 80 COLUMNS IN COLOR or Black and White! Simple to operate, powerful text editing with a 250 WORD DICTIONARY, complete cursor and insert/delete key controls line and paragraph insertion, automatic deletion, centering, margin settings and output to all printers! Includes a powerful mail merge, 20,000 WORD DICTIONARY - List $24.95 SALE $19.95. EXECUTIVE DATA BASE - List $69.00 SALE $49.00. (Disk)

**SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON**

We pack a SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON with every COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER-

**DISK DRIVE-PRINTER-MONITOR** we sell! This coupon allows you to SAVE OVER $100 OFF SALE PRICES! Up to $500 savings are possible!!

**PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE COMMODORE 64**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>List</th>
<th>Sale</th>
<th>Coupon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Executive Word Processor</td>
<td>$99.00</td>
<td>$69.90</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Data Base</td>
<td>$69.00</td>
<td>$59.90</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,000 Word Dictionary</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Spellcheck</td>
<td>$59.00</td>
<td>$49.00</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting Pack</td>
<td>$49.00</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals 11 $100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Processor Tape</td>
<td>$69.00</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
<td>$34.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk</td>
<td>$79.50</td>
<td>$59.90</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Text 2.6K</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Processor Tape</td>
<td>$124.95</td>
<td>$124.95</td>
<td>$124.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Label 25</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Voice Recorder</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printer (Cartidge)</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typing Teacher (Tape/Disks)</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprite Designer (Disk)</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format Any Block</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Pen</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust Cover</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td>$1.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(See 100 coupon items in our catalog!)*

Write or call for Sample SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON!

**EXECUTIVE QUALITY PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS SOFTWARE**

The Cadillac of business programs for Commodore 64 Computers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>List</th>
<th>SALE</th>
<th>Coupon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inventory Management</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Receivable</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Payable</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payroll</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Ledger</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LOWEST PRICES • 15 DAY FREE TRIAL • 90 DAY FREE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY • BEST SERVICE IN U.S.A. • ONE DAY EXPRESS MAIL • OVER 500 PROGRAMS • FREE CATALOGS**

**PROTECTO ENTERPRISES**

Circle No. 40 on Free Information Card

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
When you press the printer's POWER button a red LED above it lights as a power-on indicator. With paper properly loaded, a STANDBY LED also lights. With the computer on and operating, you just watch the monitor screen until you see something you want printed. Press the large PRINT button and the video frame on the monitor at that instant is frozen in the video printer memory, is digitized, and prints as it feeds out the front slot. If you want another copy, just press the large COPY button. That's all there is to it.

There are other options that increase the flexibility of the unit. For example, included with the video printer is a remote controller with a 16' cable so that you can command a print from a convenient location. The six small buttons on the lower front panel offer other options. The three CONTRAST buttons allow you to have a light, normal or dark print. The FEE button allows you to advance the paper. The small PRINT button has two positions. When it is in the out position, you get a video print that looks like the screen in terms of light and dark. For example, white letters on a black background is the typical display for many terminals. When this button is pushed in, however, the printer reverses the image, giving you, in the example, black letters on a white background. This can increase legibility.

The small SCAN button is used to invert the image top to bottom. As the print normally emerges from the printer, the image is printed bottom to top, and is "right-side up." However, if you are printing several frames in sequence, just press in the SCAN button and the print comes out inverted, printing from top to bottom, for a continuous sequence of frames.

The back of the unit has two RCA phono jacks for the video input and output connections, and a rotary control to adjust for different video input levels. I found the video input level control made little difference in the result, but might be important if your input video level is beyond the normal range.

There's also a TELETEXT INPUT TERMINAL connector on the back of the unit. Unfortunately, the documentation does not define the pinout or purpose, except that it may be used for a "teletext decoder." It looks like Mitsubishi has plans for this unit to replace a display in teletext operation.

Handson
I've used the video printer with a Coleco Adam, a Timex 2068 and a Sanyo MBC 550. I've also used it with a video recorder. The results in all cases were excellent for graphics, good for pictures, but limited for text exceeding 32 characters per line. The 80-character line of the Sanyo was not usable. The black areas are solid (not individual lines, as you might expect) and the overall print quality is satisfactory for print reproduction, though not as good as a clear black-and-white photo. Of course, a color photo or slide is much superior, but it costs more and inconvenient.

If you are doing any programming, documentation, articles or books, the video printer could be extremely useful, as I've found it to be, especially for reproducing high-resolution graphics. It is not intended to replace your regular letter-quality or dot-matrix computer printer. You might find additional use with your TV (if it has a video output), VCR or video camera for entertainment or industrial use. It's a very versatile, easy-to-use, effective tool.
SOFTWARE REVIEWS

CUT AND PASTE
An easy-to-use word processor for the Apple II family

BY MARK ANDREWS

Ever since computers began moving from the office into the home, software publishers have been seeking the perfect word processing program for personal computer owners. The ideal program would emulate most of the important functions of an office word processor, but it would not be much more difficult to master than an ordinary portable typewriter.

No one has succeeded yet, and it is not likely that anyone will. No matter how cleverly a word processing program may be designed, there will always be a tradeoff between how much it can do and how easy it is to use. It's a simple law of program design. The more features a program has, the more difficult it is to master.

The people who designed "Cut and Paste," a new word processing program published by Electronic Arts, understand this law very well. They admit that C&P is not a word processor for secretaries, office managers, or people who process words for a living. It lacks many features that experienced computer users have come to take for granted in word processing programs. But what it does, it does very well. It claims to be "the first sensible word processor for the home." And it succeeds admirably in fulfilling that aim.

Cut and Paste may well be the easiest-to-learn, easiest-to-use word processing program on the market. The software firm claims "an elderly lady" once mastered a prototype version of C&P in less than one minute, the C&P program was printing perfect copy. It can also be used, of course, with many other kinds of printers.

Cut & Paste is a disk-based program with a suggested retail price of $50. It is available in versions that can be run on Atari computers, the Commodore 64, and the Apple IIe.

The Apple version is designed specifically for the Apple IIe. If the IIe has an 80-column card installed, C&P will automatically generate an 80-column video display.

Cut & Paste comes in a flat foldout package that resembles a miniature record album. Inside the package there are two disks (a program disk and a user disk), an excellent 14-page instruction manual, and a quick-reference keystroke card. The package also includes a comprehensive and easy-to-understand set of on-screen prompts and "help" instructions, but you won't encounter those until you get the C&P program running on your computer screen.

To use Cut & Paste with one disk drive, you boot the program's master disk, then exchange it for a user disk. If you have two disk drives, you can put your user disk in Drive 2. The user disk can be the one that comes with the program or one that you've created.

Before you can create a user disk, you must format it using the C&P master disk since the program uses nonstandard disk-formatting procedures. And that could be considered a shortcoming of the Cut & Paste program. Because it uses a nonstandard disk format, the user disks that it produces are not compatible with other word processors, or with most database or telecommunication programs.

When you boot the Cut & Paste program, using both the master disk and your user disk, C&P presents a display showing the file names of all the documents stored on your user disk. Below this list of documents, at the bottom of the screen, there is a list of program functions. You can use this command line to load, save, print, delete, or copy a file, configure a printer, or carry out a number of other kinds of operations.

While this all-purpose menu is on your screen, you can use your computer's cursor-movement (arrow) keys to decide what you want to do next. If you want to load a document into your computer's memory so you can edit or print (Continued on page 34)
If you have put off learning more electronics for any of these reasons, act now!

☐ I don’t have the time.

☐ High school was hard for me and electronics sounds like it may be hard to learn.

☐ I can’t afford any more education.

☐ I have a family now.

☐ I’m here. You’re there. I’ve never learned that way before. I’m not sure it will work for me.

Read the opposite page and see how you can get started today!
You don't have the time.

Be realistic. All you have in life is a period of time. Use it. Try to know more tomorrow than you do today. That's the proven way to success.

Electronics sounds like it may be hard to learn.

You already know something about electronics or you wouldn't be reading this. Now, build on that. CIE Auto-Programmed® Lessons help you learn. Topics are presented in simple, logical sequence. All text is clear and concise for quick, easy understanding. You learn step by step, at your own pace. No classes to attend. Nobody pressures you. You can learn.

You can't afford any more education.

Actually, you can't afford NOT to gain the skills that can put you ahead of the others. It makes sense to invest in yourself through education—learning a skill. If you are not able to pay full tuition now, convenient monthly payments can be arranged.

You have a family now.

All the more reason why you have the responsibility to advance yourself. For the sake of your family. Do you want them to have what you had or have more than you had? The choice is yours. Electronics is a rewarding career choice. CIE can help you to get started on that career.

You're there. We're here. How does CIE help you learn?

First, we want you to succeed. You may study at home, but you are not alone. When you have a question about a lesson, a postage stamp gets you your answer fast. You may find this even better than having a classroom teacher. CIE understands people need to learn at their own pace. When CIE receives your completed lesson before noon, it will be graded and mailed back to you the same day with appropriate instructional help. Your satisfaction with your progress comes by return mail. That's how CIE helps you learn.

NOW, IF YOU AGREE CIE TRAINING CAN WORK FOR YOU, HOW ELSE CAN CIE HELP YOU?

CIE is one of the largest independent home study schools in the world that specializes in electronics. Although "big" does not always mean "best", it is evidence that CIE is a strong, successful institution with the people and resources to help you succeed.

Step-by-step learning includes "hands-on" training.

The kind of professional you want to be needs more than theory. That's why some of our courses include the Personal Training Laboratory, which helps you put lesson theory into actual practice. Other courses train you to use tools of the trade such as a 10MHz, solid-state, triggered-sweep oscilloscope. Or a Digital Learning Laboratory to let you apply the digital theory that's essential today for anyone who wants to keep pace with electronics in the eighties. Or a Microprocessor Training Laboratory you learn to program and interface with displays, memories, switches, and more.

Your credentials can impress employers.

One of the best credentials you can have in electronics—or any other career field—is a college degree. That's why CIE gives you the opportunity to earn an Associate in Applied Science in Electronics Engineering Technology. Any CIE career course can offer you credit toward the degree...more than half the number needed in some cases.

You can also prepare for the government-administered FCC (Federal Communications Commission) Radiotelephone License, General Class. It can be a real mark in your favor...government-certified proof of your specific knowledge and skills.

Find out more! Today. Now.
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Cut and Paste
(Continued from page 29)

it, you can move the cursor over the name of the document and hit the E-
cape key. The cursor will then move to the command line at the bottom of
the screen, and you can use the command line to choose the type of operat-
on you'd like to perform on the selected document.

When you've loaded a document into RAM, the text of the document replaces
the lists of file names on your video tube. The command line remains in place
at the bottom of the screen, but contains some new commands—including the
CUT and PASTE commands that give the program its name.

You can edit the document on the screen by using the arrow keys—along with
a few control-key functions—to move the cursor around. The left, right,
up, and down arrow keys operate just as you'd expect. Pressing the CONTROL
key and the letter b simultaneously will

It claims to be
the first sensible
word processor
for the home

move you backward through the text by
one full screen. In the same fashion, 
CONTROL-F moves you forward one full
screen. CONTROL-S brings you to the
start of a document, and CONTROL-E
will move you to the end.

To erase a single character using Cut
& Paste, you must use the backspace key. There are no commands for deleting
words, lines or paragraphs, or for mov-
ing the cursor backward or forward a
word at a time. But, using the program's 
Cut & Paste function, blocks of text can
be deleted, inserted or moved around
with ease.

To delete a block of text from a
document—or to cut it—to use the ter-
minology preferred by the program's
designers—you position the cursor at
the beginning of the block you want to
delete, and type CONTROL-A (for an-
chor). Then, using any of the program's 
cursor movement keys, position the
cursor at the end of the block you want
to "cut." As the cursor moves, it will ap-
ppear to spread out, highlighting the text
that you want to delete by displaying it
in reverse video. When the block of text
to be deleted is highlighted, you cut it
out of the document you're working on
by typing CONTROL-C. As soon as you do
that, the block that you're deleting is lift-
ed from the text display.

The lifted block is not gone perma-
nently, however, but stored in a tem-
porary buffer. You can also put deleted text
back into a document by positioning the
cursor at the point where you want it in-
serted and typing CONTROL-F (for
"paste"). Then the deleted text is put in
its new location.

The new location does not have to be
within the same document. Since the
special buffer stores the text in such a
way that the text remains intact when a
new document is loaded into the com-
puter's memory, text can be moved into
the buffer, saved there while a new docu-
ment is loaded, and then loaded into the
new document using CONTROL-P. So,
the cut-and-paste function can also be
used to move text from one document
to another.

When you've written or edited a docu-
ment using Cut & Paste, you can save it
using the SAVE command on the com-
mand line. And you can print it using the
command line's PRINT instruction.

Although Cut & Paste provides a ter-
rific, easy-to-use method for manipulat-
ning blocks of text, it has sacrificed flex-
bility for simplicity. Some formatting
functions are unavailable.

For example, you cannot underline
text in a Cut & Paste document, nor use
subscripts or superscripts, nor print
boldface type. There are no variable tab
stops; the tab key moves the cursor acro-
sing the page in fixed-space incre-
ments. The program can be set to print
headers (a header is a line of type that
is repeated at the top of every page)—but,
except for page numbers, no foot-lines
are allowed. There are no means for
automatically justifying the right-hand
margin of a document, nor is it possible
to center lines on a page automatically.
And, although the program does num-
ber pages, it uses a single format—with
the page number centered at the bottom.

The Cut & Paste program is not com-
patible with any spelling checker cur-
cently available, nor can it be used with a
mail-list program to generate form let-
ters or run off envelopes automatically.
And, as mentioned earlier, it cannot cur-
rently be used with telecommunications
software.

In conclusion, Cut & Paste is easy to
learn and a delight to use, and it is cer-
tainly inexpensive. But be wary of its
limitations. C&P is a great little word
processor for writing an occasional let-
ter, memo or term paper. But if your
needs are more demanding, it may not be
the best word processing program for
you.

Cut & Paste is published by Electronic
Arts, 2755 Campus Drive, San Mateo,
CA 94403. Telephone: 415-571-7171.
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By the Year 2000, the World May Catch Up with the Way CompuServe's New Electronic Mall Lets You Shop Today.

Introducing the first computer shopping service that brings you convenience, savings and enjoyment.

Here's your chance to expand the practical uses of your personal computer.
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ONLY a few months ago, COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS published an article describing how laser printers work. At that time they were affordable only by corporations (or a few rare individuals) with tens of thousands of dollars in their budgets for such an item.

Today you can buy one.

Hewlett-Packard's LaserJet printer costs less than $3,500, can print an impressive eight pages a minute, and can be connected to any computer with an RS-232 serial port. Before the LaserJet appeared, the least expensive laser printer cost about $13,000, and prices went up—steeply—from there. How did HP do it?

The answer lies in recent developments in photocopy technology. Last year Canon, a Japanese company noted originally for its fine photographic equipment, and more lately for high quality photocopy machines, introduced a low-priced ($995) desktop copier, the PC-10 Plain Paper Copier.

What makes this copier interesting (and affordable) is that what is normally the most delicate and expensive-to-replace component—the drum that receives and applies the image-forming toner to the paper—is a throwaway item. Instead of being coated with the traditional photosensitive selenium, it uses a plastic compound. The drum does not have to be resurfaced or replaced when it is damaged or wears out (which is relatively frequently in the case of traditional designs). Instead it is just discarded and replaced with a new one.

Josef Bernard is a Technical Editor on COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS.
This EP (for ElectroPhotographic) drum-assembly cartridge, shown in Fig. 1, also contains a supply of toner sufficient to last the approximate life of the drum—about 3000 pages. When a new cartridge is inserted, so is a new supply of toner. Cartridge replacement is inexpensive, fast, and clean.

This revolutionary technology is also the basis for the LaserJet printer.

**How It Works**

The LaserJet (also designated HP 2686A) printer is designed around Canon's LBP-CX laser "print engine." The print engine is essentially a photocopier with the latent image on the drum being formed directly by a laser rather than by light reflected from a document.

In its bare-bones form, the LBP-CX print engine is designed to reproduce raster-scanned video images. What Hewlett-Packard has done is to add interfacing electronics to permit serial connection to a computer, and character-generation circuitry much like that which produces the display on the screen of a computer's CRT or terminal.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, data is transmitted from the computer's serial port at rates up to 9600 baud to the input of the LaserJet. There it is fed to a character-generator ROM that contains dot-patterns for 182 characters, including the USASCII character set and letters used in various European alphabets. Plug-in ROM cartridges are available for other type fonts, and can provide proportional spacing, italics, and boldface printing.

The dot patterns are converted into electrical pulses that modulate a semiconductor infrared laser. (This is another reason the LaserJet carries such a low price tag. Traditional laser printers have used expensive helium laser tubes.)

Because of the speed and precision re-
Fig. 3. Laser beam is reflected from scanning mirror to drum. Inset shows details.

required, it is not feasible to have the laser scan the image-forming drum mechanically. Instead, as shown in Fig. 3, the laser light is beamed onto a precision mirror spinning at a rate of 5600 revolutions per minute (93 1/4 revolutions per second) and reflected across the surface of the drum. As the drum turns, the image is formed top to bottom.

Optical elements focus the light from the laser into a spot measuring just 90 by 100 microns (a micron is a millionth of a meter, or 0.00003937 inches). This is obviously much smaller than required for the LaserJet’s claimed 300 dots-per-inch resolution. The discrepancy lies in the fact that the laser “dots” are overlapped to create the impression of continuous lines (see the sidebar on the opposite page).

The plastic surface of the drum has a high positive electrical charge. Where it is struck by the light from the laser, that charge is dissipated, making those areas negative with respect to the rest of the drum. The toner material is also positively charged. It adheres to the negatively charged areas produced by the laser, but not to the positively charged ones. Thus the toner reproduces the image written by the laser beam. When the toner is fused to a sheet of paper or other material, hard copy results.

Features and Performance

The LaserJet, which weighs 71 pounds, measures 18.5 x 11.4” and is about the size of a desktop copier. It is extremely quiet in operation—so quiet that it’s almost impossible to tell when it’s actually printing.

There are very few adjustments that have to be made by the user. Probably the most complex is the print-density dial, which allows control of the lightness or heaviness of the characters printed.

An interesting feature is an indicator in the EP cartridge (visible through a window of the right side of the printer) that indicates approximately how many prints have been made. As it changes color from green to yellow to red, it signifies a decrease in toner level. When it is fully red, the cartridge should be replaced.

(Continued on page 87)
PRINT SPEED AND APPEARANCE

BY JOSEF BERNARD

Fig. A

The draft-quality dot-matrix print in Fig. A is obviously crude. You wouldn’t put much trust in a lawyer who sent out letters looking like this (although he’d probably be pretty inexpensive to put on retainer). This mode is best suited for drafts of letters or manuscripts, mailing labels, or for program listings where appearance is not an important factor.

One advantage of dot-matrix printers that have a draft mode is speed—they can crank out as many as 160 or more characters per second. Furthermore, printers that can operate only in this mode are generally available at quite reasonable prices. If you have to have a printer, but are operating on a limited budget, this may be the way for you to go.

Although beauty is in the eye of the beholder, draft-quality output is strictly utilitarian. Some dot-matrix fonts do not even have descenders (the portion of the letter that is printed “below the line,” like the letters “j” and “g”). This makes it difficult to distinguish between a “g” and an “s,” and prolonged reading of documents printed using such a font can be a strain on both eyes and the brain.

Correspondence-quality dot-matrix output (sometimes called “near-letter-quality” or “NLQ”) is a considerable improvement over draft quality. It is achieved by having the print head make several passes over the same line, with the head position offset by a small fraction of an inch on each pass. This, of course, slows down the throughput of the printer significantly, but the loss in speed is compensated for by the improvement in quality.

The output of some printers using this mode can be difficult to distinguish from that of formed-character printers (like typewriters and daisywheel devices).

The dot-matrix origin of this type of output becomes even less obvious in photocopies. Still, there is a discernable difference between near-letter-quality printing and full formed character printing. While the former may be suitable for personal and some business correspondence, for situations where appearance is important, even the best dot-matrix impact printer may not suffice.

Dot-matrix printers, while they are relatively fast and inexpensive are also noisy. So a screech, buzz, or whine like a mosquito, and can be annoying to have running while you are working nearby. Still, they offer a lot of value for the money, and are the largest selling.

Figure C is the output of a high-quality daisywheel printer of the type that might be found in an office environment, in this case a Diablo 1650 using a metal printwheel. Finally, Fig. D is a specimen from Hewlett-Packard’s LaserJet printer.

Fig. B

Fig. C

Fig. D

The quality of the output you get from a printer depends not only on its price, but also on the technology it uses.

The photographs on this page show enlargements (about 8X magnification) of the output of several types of printers. Figures A and B are both from a Texas Instruments TI 855 dot-matrix impact (as opposed to a thermal or electrophotographic) printer. Fig. A shows the output in “draft” mode, Fig. B in “correspondence” mode.

The draft-quality dot-matrix print in Figure A is obviously crude. You wouldn’t put much trust in a lawyer who sent out letters looking like this (although he’d probably be pretty inexpensive to put on retainer). This mode is best suited for drafts of letters or manuscripts, mailing labels, or for program listings where appearance is not an important factor.

One advantage of dot-matrix printers that have a draft mode is speed—they can crank out as many as 160 or more characters per second. Furthermore, printers that can operate only in this mode are generally available at quite reasonable prices. If you have to have a printer, but are operating on a limited budget, this may be the way for you to go.

Although beauty is in the eye of the beholder, draft-quality output is strictly utilitarian. Some dot-matrix fonts do not even have descenders (the portion of the letter that is printed “below the line,” like the letters “j” and “g”). This makes it difficult to distinguish between a “g” and an “s,” and prolonged reading of documents printed using such a font can be a strain on both eyes and the brain.

Correspondence-quality dot-matrix output (sometimes called “near-letter-quality” or “NLQ”) is a considerable improvement over draft quality. It is achieved by having the print head make several passes over the same line, with the head position offset by a small fraction of an inch on each pass. This, of course, slows down the throughput of the printer significantly, but the loss in speed is compensated for by the improvement in quality.

The output of some printers using this mode can be difficult to distinguish from that of formed-character printers (like typewriters and daisywheel devices).

The dot-matrix origin of this type of output becomes even less obvious in photocopies. Still, there is a discernable difference between near-letter-quality printing and full formed character printing. While the former may be suitable for personal and some business correspondence, for situations where appearance is important, even the best dot-matrix impact printer may not suffice.

Dot-matrix printers, while they are relatively fast and inexpensive are also noisy. So a screech, buzz, or whine like a mosquito, and can be annoying to have running while you are working nearby. Still, they offer a lot of value for the money, and are the largest selling.

Formed-character printers—those using a daisywheel or thimble, or a Selectric-type “golf ball” print element—are the elite of computer printers. Their output is indistinguishable from that of a good typewriter.

Although originally quite expensive ($3000 dollars and up), over the past two years, reasonably priced daisywheel printers have appeared. Several typewriter manufacturers have entered the daisywheel market with under-$600 units. Although slower in performance than their more expensive brethren, and lacking some of their versatility, these low-priced daisywheel printers are making a significant impact.

Even Coleco’s Adam comes with a daisywheel printer (although its output looks more like it came from a manual portable than from an office typewriter).

There have recently appeared on the market reasonably priced ink-jet printers that work by squirting fine drops of ink onto the surface of a piece of paper. (A printer of this type, the Radio Shack CGP 220, was reviewed in the February 1984 COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS.)

Low cost ink-jet printers operate at a moderate rate of speed (35-40 characters per second) and are exceptionally quiet. While the quality of their output leaves a lot to be desired, they can produce fairly impressive color graphics.

Finally, we come to laser printers. Until now the least expensive one cost in the neighborhood of $13,000 and you could easily pay three or more times that.

Laser-printer characters are also formed by a matrix of dots—but a very fine matrix. Typically they print at 300 dots per inch. If you examine Fig. D closely, you can just make out the irregularities caused by the overlapping dots.

To the naked eye, laser-printer characters are indistinguishable from those produced by formed-character impact printers. The only significant difference is that, since laser printing technology is largely based on that used for xerography, nobody gets an original. Or, to put it another way, everybody gets a copy.

Since no print element such as a daisywheel or “golf ball” strikes the paper, there are no “bumps” behind the periods and commas.

Laser printers are fast. HP’s LaserJet can print eight pages—single-, or double-spaced, or solid black—a minute, provided the computer can keep up with it. Assuming that a single-spaced page contains 54 lines of 65 characters, that’s 3510 characters per page. Since 8 pages/minute works out to one page every 7.5 seconds, that’s 468 characters per second. Letter quality!
MISTER IMPOSSIBLE: RAY KURZWEIL

The man who developed the first reading machine for the blind says he will have a working voice-activated typewriter by 1985

BY LOUISE MELTON

Imagine speaking into a device that could translate your verbal pearls of wisdom, memos, and letters into neatly typed text.

The voice-activated typewriter has been sought after since the mid-1940s. More properly termed a voice-activated word processor, the VAT is an integration of acoustic, electronic, mathematical and advanced linguistic technologies into the ultimate man-machine computer interface. Such a powerful machine would rival even Mr. Spock's Vulcan mind link.

The science fiction analogy isn't too far off the mark. The attempts of universities and well-funded corporate research and development groups have so far failed to produce a commercially viable VAT system. In fact, as recently as 1981, Scientific American published an article (Levinson, Stephen E. and Mark Y. Liberman, "Speech Recognition by Computer," Scientific American, April 1981) citing a convincing list of reasons why such a system would be a technical impossibility before 2020. Human language is infinite-
Mr. Impossible

Photographs by Kimberly Butler

VAT is being developed on a homemade parallel processor 200 times as fast as a Motorola 68000.

ly rich and complex both in syntax and vocabulary. Speakers add to the complexity with their own regionally slurred vowel sounds, idiosyncratic glottal stops, and vulnerability to the common cold. Just writing software discerning enough to pick consistent meaning from all the possible combinations of human sounds within a given language is an enormous challenge. And the processor power required to support such software would be so great as to preclude any practical application.

Ray Kurzweil says he'll be manufacturing and selling a practical VAT system by 1985. He says it'll be in a box about 18 inches square and cost between $5000 and $10,000.

Robin Kinkead, Director of Product Development at Kurzweil Speech Systems, says the Scientific American article "was just catnip to Ray. The impossible—that's the kind of challenge he loves."

The Boy Genius Who Attracts Talent and Capital

Kurzweil, the principal inventor of the Kurzweil Reading Machine for the blind, is used to doing the impossible. A 36-year-old boy genius who wonders if people will stop applying the term to him when he's forty, Kurzweil still includes references to teenage triumphs in his companies' press releases. He began developing and selling nationally distributed software at 13. As a talented young pianist and computer freak in high school, he won the prestigious International Science Fair with a computer program that analyzed musical patterns and used them to generate what Kurzweil now calls "second-rate Mozart." Today he plays first-rate Mozart, Gershwin and Beethoven on a Kurzweil 250, a revolutionary electronic piano he and his staff developed that faithfully reproduces the natural acoustic sounds of a concert grand piano as well as other instruments and choral voice. He is the chief executive officer of two companies, Kurzweil Music Systems and Kurzweil

distinguishes them into speech.

That achievement alone might be enough for some inventors but Kurzweil has long shared a computing career with a family musical tradition.

The son of conductor/pianist Fredric Kurzweil, he began studying the piano at age six. Soon after, he discovered computer electronics, and published his first nationally distributed program for an IBM mainframe when he was 13 years old. He combined his two interests at 16 to win the International Science Fair with a computer analysis of music and went on to win seven national awards in that area by the time he graduated from MIT with a degree in computer science.

The Kurzweil 250 is the logical extension of that early work. Carrying a retail price tag of $10,700, the 250 uses artificial intelligence principles and a Motorola 68000 microprocessor to create a complex model of an acoustic piano

THE IMPACT OF THE KURZWEIL 250

BY MARTIN PORTER

Raymond Kurzweil is more than an authority on artificial intelligence. He is a pioneer who brings AI technology from the lab to the marketplace.

As president of Kurzweil Music Systems, 35-year-old Kurzweil is known for inventing the Kurzweil 250, a revolutionary digital music synthesizer. Given limited introduction at the National Association of Music Merchants (NAMM) summer expo in Chicago last year, the Kurzweil 250 is said to be the first electronic keyboard with a sound and feel in-
Speech Systems, and is the chairman of a third, Kurzweil Computer Products. The latter produces primarily the Reading Machine for the Blind and its offspring the Kurzweil Data Entry Machine—products whose basic technology has never been duplicated by any other company in spite of intense and expensive R & D efforts.

Unlike the flakey genius of American mythology who sells out his patents for a pittance, Kurzweil has managed both to guard the design secrets of his impossible devices and to develop them commercially. First-round investors made a profit of seventeen times their original investment when Xerox bought Kurzweil Computer Systems in January 1980. Kurzweil retained management control of the company which is today one of Xerox' more profitable divisions. Xerox is also one of the major investors in Kurzweil Speech Systems and its ambitious VAT development project. International Research Development predicts a $3.5 billion market for VAT systems by the end of the decade and says he'll pick off half of it. Xerox, an important vendor of office automation systems, has done some VAT research of its own at its Palo Alto automation facility and is betting that Ray Kurzweil gets to the finish line before Bell Labs, IBM or even the highly publicized Japanese.

Top researchers in artificial intelligence, speech recognition, linguistics and acoustics are making the same bet. According to Robin Kinkead, a human factors expert who left a secure job at Xerox to join Kurzweil's VAT research team, Kurzweil's intellectual leadership exerts a powerful attractive force on scientists and academics who compete for the privilege of working with him. "A few years ago I stood in the back of a room and listened to a speech Ray was making on the VAT idea. And I thought, 'He's going to do it.' It was going to be the most important thing in human factors engineering in years and I wanted to be a part of it."

The Kurzweil 250 uses pattern recognition techniques to simulate the sound and feel of a top-quality grand piano.

sound—as well as that of other instruments (including a choir of human voices). The design gives the 250 a velocity sensitive keyboard, so that the note responds with a timbre equal to the force on the key.

The 12-note polyphonic instrument is capable of accurately reproducing the sounds of several instruments at once, while the 88-note keyboard can be divided up to 87 times with keys assigned to different voices and effects. An on-board digital sequencer allows cross-voicing and the addition of more voices from a preset selection of 60 choices, including a synthesized violin said to have a realistic attack, several different organ and guitar sounds, brass and strings. Additional voices can be added with ROM cartridges and new sounds can be digitally recorded and modeled directly into the unit's memory.

Using the unit's Musical Instrument Digital Interface MIDI and a personal computer, the instrument can simultaneously play and write musical notation on the computer monitor. Projects can be stored on a 3-1/2 inch floppy disk or edited in musical terms. Using software (now under development) it also will be able to instruct the user to play and operate the instrument in simple English.

The 250 is being shipped from Kurzweil Music System's (KMS) factory in Waltham, Massachusetts. The unit has been used experimentally by the Pat Metheny Group though, and judging by the music industry reaction at the fall Audio Engineering Society convention in New York, it won't be long before the man who gave computer eyes to the blind will give professional musicians and audio connoisseurs a computer instrument to match their ears.
Mr. Impossible

Why so much confidence in one man? While Kurzweil is very much the team player whose analytical abilities and open-mindedness are a major contributor to the the design team's success, some of the work could only be done by Kurzweil himself. He personally wrote some of the code for the reading machine artificial intelligence software and for the electronic piano. He is also writing some of the unique software for the VAT system. Ray Kurzweil is probably the world's leading authority on artificial intelligence and pattern recognition—bases on which not only VAT but the entire next generation of computer systems may be built.

What's So Difficult About Voice Input?

In traditional numerical computing, the computer deals indiscriminately with discrete bits of information. Artificial intelligence allows the computer to deal with information as symbols that have relationships, inherent behaviors and meaning in terms of the context in which they are presented. Because they emulate, albeit in a crude and very limited way, the human mind's ability to extract meaning from context, artificial intelligence systems are several orders of magnitude more efficient in pattern recognition applications than traditional computers.

Human speech is the toughest pattern recognition application because of the enormous number of variables the software has to handle. In a commencement address delivered at Hofstra University on December 19, 1982, Kurzweil no doubt boggled the minds of graduates, faculty, and honored guests alike with a classic example of why computers have so much trouble with natural language. Kurzweil cited work done on computerized translation in the early 1960s by world-renowned Harvard linguist Susumu Kuno who is now an important member of Kurzweil Speech Systems' development team. With characteristic understatement, Kurzweil told his Hofstra audience that the work "... was interesting in its revelation of an unexpected ambiguity in the English language. Kuno asked his computerized 'parser,' as it was called, what the sentence 'Time flies like an arrow' means. In what has become a famous response, the computer replied that it was not quite sure. It either meant that time passes as quickly as an arrow passes. Or perhaps it is a command telling it to time the flier the same way that an arrow times flies—that is, time flies like an arrow would, or perhaps it is a command tell-

DESIGNING AN ELECTRONIC GRAND PIANO

BY RAY KURZWEIL

We set out to build a device that replicated the full, rich sound of a top of the line acoustic grand piano. But more than that, we wanted to simulate sounds of virtually every instrument in the orchestra: oboes, drums, violins—even the human voice. The goal was to produce sounds so faithful to the original that one would not be able to tell (without looking) whether the sound came from a real oboe or from the computerized keyboard. Because sounds that are considered "synthetic" are inherently simpler than acoustic sounds, success in recreating acoustic instruments would enable us to capture any synthesizer sound as well.

Before attempting a solution, it would be a good idea to try to gain a deeper understanding of what the problem is. Let us consider the question, "What is a piano?" One answer would be a collection of some several hundred strings, a sounding board and the other ten thousand odd parts that make up a "modern" acoustic grand piano. We are more interested, however, in a functional description.

From this perspective, a piano is a collection of keys of a certain shape that have a very distinctive "snappy" feel when pressed, which in turn initiate "piano" sounds. Each sound depends on only three factors—which key is being struck, the force or velocity of the strike, and the state of the foot pedals. We all know that the pitch or fundamental frequency of each note is determined by which key is pressed. The effect of the force applied to the key is more complex, however. It is generally associated with loudness in that a harder strike results in a louder sound. But the sound from a hard strike is not the same as amplifying the sound from a soft strike. Also affected is the character of the sound; loud tones are dramatic whereas soft tones are mellow. In terms of the physics of the sounds, this is reflected in a different evolution of different parts of the sound spectrum during the attack and decay portions of each tone.

If we strike a particular key with a particular velocity, a single piano tone will result, which generally lasts for somewhere between 10 and 30 seconds. Because this single tone is the result of the interaction of hundreds of strings, a complex sounding board and many other physical components, this "single" tone is in fact a composite of many constituent sounds, each of which has a complex and rapidly varying sound spectrum. The sum of these constituent changing sounds is called the "time varying timbre" of a single piano note. As noted above, this time varying timbre is quite different for different levels of force applied to the key, and of course for different keys. The state of the "sustain" pedal also has an impact.

Let us try a brute force approach to capturing the piano and other instrument sounds electronically. We will record (using very high quality recordings) each of the 88 keys at each of many (256, for example) loudness levels. We now have 22,528 recordings of piano notes, each about 30 seconds long. For each of these recordings, there are, as
ing it to time those flies that are similar to arrows—that is time flies that are like an arrow. Or perhaps it means that the subspecies of flies known as time flies mentions above, constituent sounds (that make up each piano tone) which now gives us many more sounds. If we now analyze each of these constituent time-varying sounds, we end up with many billions of pieces of information. Since the piano is only one of about 100 instruments that we would like to capture, we end up with trillions of pieces of information.

Even with today's relatively inexpensive computer memories, such an approach would not be feasible, at least not at reasonable cost. Our approach, then, has been to note that we can greatly reduce or compress this mass of information by finding distinctive patterns. The information can then be stored in a kind of computer shorthand, which can be re-expanded only when it is actually needed (when the notes are actually played).

The next step, then, is to actually find these patterns. Doing it by hand would not be feasible because, again, of the sheer magnitude of the job. We have used instead what are called "pattern recognition" techniques (which is part of the field of Artificial Intelligence) to automatically find these patterns. Now, the task of recreating the piano goes as follows. We record the actual instrument at many different pitches and loudness levels. Our automatic analysis program, using pattern recognition techniques, analyzes these recordings and finds the salient patterns to create what

Will Kurzweil have a VAT before AT&T, IBM and the Japanese?

have a fondness for arrows—time flies like arrows."

There are very limited commercial speech input systems in operation today, primarily in industrial applications, and a few are available for use with personal computers, office, and telephone systems. One industrial system, for example, recognizes 340 words spoken discretely, that is with a pause between words, at rates up to 180 words per minute. The TI Speech Command Center offers eight vocabularies of 50 words each for spreadsheet manipulation and voice dialing applications. Bell Labs have developed voice input/output systems that enable computers to function as information and credit card operators. But these are not true VAT—voice-to-text—systems. Japan's NEC has sold a VAT product capable of handling a 150-word vocabulary of connected speech—up to four seconds in duration before a pause is required—and converting it to text output.

None of these systems is capable of timing flies like arrows or of analyzing the syntax of such a phrase and extracting logical information from it. As in the NEC system, syntactical confusions are avoided by severely limiting the vocabulary. Words like where, were and wear cannot be differentiated from the context in which they are used. Most of today's speech input systems are based on conventional computer software and hardware architectures and depend on template matching for pattern recognition. Certain carefully chosen words—usually between 50 and 250 depending on the system and the narrowly defined application—are stored in the computer's memory. When the words are spoken, information from the sound waves becomes input, usually in the form of frequencies rather than as digitized information.

(Continued on page 84)
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SPEECH recognition devices for computers have been available for over a decade, but recent advances in speech research and in VLSI technology have made them practical and affordable for use with microcomputers.

Until very recently, the recognition of colloquial speech by computers has been impossible. While a computer might have been programmed to respond to the phrase "What's the matter with you?", asking "Wassamatta'tchoo?" would have elicited either no response or a totally erroneous one. Each word would have had to be spoken separately and distinctly.

Continuous speech recognition—the ability of a computer to understand colloquial speech, with all its running together of words and the resulting peculiarities of pronunciation—is at last becoming a reality. Within the next decade or so, we may be conversing with computers just as we would with human beings.

How Computers Listen
How does the spoken word get into the computer where it is to be recognized? The first step is to convert the sound waves generated by the human vocal tract into electrical impulses. That's done by a microphone, usually worn as part of a headset so that the operator's hands are free for such things as keyboard entry of data. Sometimes special noise-cancelling microphones are used to keep out as much ambient noise as possible, since it can only confuse the computer.

All the information required to understand human speech is contained within a relatively narrow bandwidth—about 300-3000 Hz. The range of frequencies generated by the vocal tract is, of course, much greater, but all the intelligence of speech can be conveyed using this small portion of the audio spectrum. (Voice-grade telephone systems are not noted for high fidelity. They don't have to be. Just a few kilohertz suffice to convey a message.)

Therefore, the output of the microphone is filtered to remove the extraneous frequencies, leaving only what is essential. The resulting analog electrical signal is converted into digital form by
Speech Recognition

How does a computer understand speech? In very simple terms, it does so by comparing the digital representation of what it "hears" with a "template" representing the idealization of that digital representation.

The figure above includes a spectrograph of the spoken words "three, one, four, eight." It is extremely rich and complex in information content. Speech recognition systems do not rely on simple analysis of amplitude vs. time. There is just not enough information there. Instead, the speech spectrum is usually divided into several frequency bands, and the content of each band is analyzed and compared with that of the others to reach a determination.

Speech recognition systems can be classified as speaker dependent and speaker independent. A speaker-dependent system is "trained" to recognize the speech patterns of a specific individual. The computer "learns" the frequency patterns of a particular word as spoken by a particular person. Such a system can have a recognition accuracy approaching 99%, but can also have serious limitations.

For instance, like a trained animal, it will generally respond only to the voice of the person who has trained it. If we were to examine spectrographs of the same word as spoken by several different individuals, we would see that the distribution of energy across the speech spectrum differs for each. Since the computer and speech recognition software depend on recognizing a particular distribution of energy for a given word, any change in that pattern will cause a serious misunderstanding, or worse, a total lack of comprehension.

Compounding the problem is the fact that the same word may be spoken by the same individual in any number of ways. If the inflection is changed, the frequency distribution of energy changes, and the word may not be recognized. Even something as simple as a sore throat or a cold can affect a speaker's voice to the degree where he will not be understood by the system he trained.

A speaker-independent system is much more complex. It can, to a degree, generalize. It requires a much larger overhead in software and processing power, but overcomes many of the shortcomings of a speaker-dependent system. Because speaker-independent systems currently support only small vocabularies, continuous speech recognition systems, to be useful, must—for the time being, at least—remain speaker dependent.

Continuous Speech Recognition

There are two different systems used for speech recognition. The first, isolated word recognition, works on one word at a time. That is, the computer is not capable of making sense out of two or more words (even if they are in its vocabulary) if they are spoken right after the other.

Take, for example, the number 123. It is highly unlikely that the phrase "one-hundred-twenty-three" would be part of a computer's vocabulary. Even the phrases "one hundred" and "twenty three" would probably not be understood.

Therefore, the number would have to be presented as "one-two-three." But a computer equipped only for isolated word recognition would bog down in trying to assimilate that. Each word would have to be spoken individually, with a pause between each one. "One (pause), two (pause), three (pause)."

That would be the only way it could understand "123," with silences being used to separate one word from the next.

(Continued on page 50)
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Those silences are important, for they are the delimiters that indicate to the computer the beginning and end of each word. Continuous speech recognition, on the other hand, takes into account the fact that such artificial silences do not normally occur in the course of speech. A system capable of continuous speech recognition is capable of picking the words it has been taught to recognize out of a stream of words that it may not know.

As an example, assume that the computer has been programmed to sound a beep every time it hears the word "beep." If just that one word were spoken, a beep would be produced, regardless of whether an isolated-word or continuous-speech system were in use.

Using a continuous speech recognition system, a response would also be obtained when the phrases "beep now," "please beep," or "a little beep would be appreciated" were uttered. The key word "beep" would be picked out from among the others.

A continuous speech recognition system still has to be trained one word at a time, but it is able to detect and respond to the words it knows from among all those directed at it.

There is a trick that can give the illusion of continuous speech recognition in an isolated word recognition system. That is to train the computer to think that an entire phrase is just a single word.

With this method, the computer can be made to equate something such as the simple DOS command DIR with the phrase "What files are on the current disk?" The word DIR (or "directory") is never even spoken. The catch here, though, is that the same phrase must be used every time. The computer may

**HOW COMPUTERS RECOGNIZE SPEECH**

Voice recognition systems can be either speaker dependent or speaker independent. The former requires the user to "train" the system by speaking each word to be recognized several times (the more times each word is spoken during the training session the higher the recognition rate will be) so that the system can store the information that characterizes the word in a reference template. The word to be recognized is known as a trial utterance.

Speaker-independent recognition requires no training. The vocabulary is predefined and templates representative of the speech characteristics of the general population are stored in the system. Since continuous speech recognition—the ability to pick out known vocabulary words from a stream of speech—has so far been implemented only on speaker-dependent systems, that is the area we shall concentrate on.

In isolated-word speech recognition (where words have to be spoken individually rather than imbedded in a phrase or sentence) a feature extraction algorithm samples data over short time segments (analogous to the frames on a strip of movie film) and computes a set of parameters (called features) that characterize the data for each segment.

Typical features include frequency band amplitudes, pole-model filter coefficients, time-domain power peaks, and statistical model parameters. To describe each of these would require an inordinate amount of space; suffice it to say that these parameters can be used to derive a unique description for the computer of the sound produced during the sampling period.

The time-segment feature blocks derived are called frames. To perform speech recognition, a pattern-matching scheme is used that determines how close a trial utterance is to a template by comparing features frame by frame. The closest match determines the recognition response.

To put it another way, when a trial utterance is spoken, features can be extracted and a trial utterance series of frames computed. To perform a pattern match, some measure, or rule, is needed to define the difference between two frames of data. This measure of difference is called a distance, and can be as simple as subtracting two amplitudes, or as complicated as a nonlinear, time-

---

**Fig. A (left) Dynamic path in isolated-word recognition. Typical decision point is at j, i.**

**Fig. B (below) Dynamic path in continuous-speech recognition. Point B follows A, D follows C, etc.**
sometimes pick up on slight variations from what it has been taught, but it's a risky proposition. This trick is best limited to "show-off" demonstrations.

Problems in Speech Recognition

Computers are stupid and, unless you play strictly by the rules with which they have been programmed, they can be extremely uncooperative. Speech recognition is a game with very strict rules.

To begin with, the English language is full of words that sound the same. Homonyms such as "where," "ware," and (Continued on page 88)

the guess as being outside the recognition vocabulary. This is referred to as a "no match."

In the case of isolated word recognition, the dynamic programming rule, i.e., how the path is constrained, is relatively simple. At each point in the path, a decision is made as to which will be the next point $j$, $i$ in Fig. A, this decision is based on three possible choices, denoted by $a$, $b$, and $c$.

These represent, respectively: a repeat of the trial utterance frame for matching against the next reference template frame; a repeat of the reference template frame for matching against the next trial utterance frame; or a match of the next trial utterance frame against the next reference template frame. The choice is made according to the smallest frame-to-frame distance that would be accumulated for each of the three options. This forces the the DP path through each reference and trial utterance frame, but allows considerable flexibility with regard to the time-warping aspect of the utterance.

In isolated word recognition, each trial utterance is captured separately, i.e., there is an algorithm in the system that detects the beginning and the end of a word and saves only the information pertaining to the word, and not to the silence at either end of it.

In continuous speech recognition, however, while word capture can be performed during training to collect reference templates, word capture is not possible during the trial utterance because there is no certainty as to where one word ends and another begins. Therefore, no origin or endpoint can be defined for the DP pattern match.

The objective for pattern matching in continuous speaker-dependent recognition can be summarized as follows: minimize the distance for any series of any number of templates without knowing where words start or end.

To incorporate the appropriate boundary conditions into the DP process, the algorithm must be modified so that at every step in the DP path one template can end and another begin. This can be thought of as sliding an elastic window over the data to try to find the best match.

For a four-word vocabulary, the DP path takes the form illustrated in Fig B, where each section of the y-axis represents a different reference template, entered from the bottom and exited later in the trial utterance at the top.

Essentially, a fourth option is added to the DP rule: the next point in the path can be the beginning of a new template, and this point will follow a template that ended during a prior trial utterance and that had the lowest distance of all possible reference templates ending at the particular trial utterance frame.

It is not possible to know if it is best to start a template at a given utterance frame until the final distance associated with that template matched against the utterance is known. Therefore, the information regarding all possible starting points for templates must be preserved until a recognition is made and a "best path" of templates is traced back to the beginning of an utterance.

The bottom line is that there is a memory storage requirement for word-linking information as well as for cumulative distances for each reference template for each trial utterance frame.

The additional memory and computational requirements for continuous speaker dependent recognition increase exponentially with the number of reference templates. Only in the last few years has hardware been available that can provide the necessary match calculations in real time.
HELPING MANAGERS MANAGE

Decision support systems aid managers in the data collection and analysis tasks that are fundamental to getting their jobs done

BY JOHN LIGHT
FOR years managers in forward-thinking large companies have used advanced mainframe software packages to help them make day-to-day and long-term decisions. Software packages of this type are generically known as Decision Support Systems (DSS). Any true mainframe DSS offers fully integrated database, display (reports and graphics), model development, and 4th-generation language capabilities. But DSS systems that run on mainframe (or large mini) computers cost a lot of money—typically more than half a million dollars, if you include both the software and hardware to run it.

And then came microcomputers—small, powerful, and several orders of magnitude cheaper than their mainframe counterparts. Managers who could not afford half-million dollar mainframe DSSs embraced these small wonders, even though the larger systems had demonstrably more capabilities. Today, the two worlds—micro and mainframe—are coalescing. This is happening primarily because microcomputer hardware is becoming more powerful. In response, spreadsheet software (which was originally used for micro applications) has become more sophisticated, almost rivalling mainframe DSSs. Simultaneously, software vendors are exploring ways to make the mainframe packages friendlier, more accessible, and cheaper.

In this article, we will examine representatives of the current generation of micro-DSS software and compare them to those on mainframes. We'll also discuss the concept of software integration—what it is, how important it is, and how, in particular, it applies to DSSs. We will also peer into the future and try to guess what the next generation of this software might look like.

Table I shows four micro products that typify the range of power currently available. Each of these systems includes facilities for using data to build models—the sine qua non of any DSS. All have display capabilities and a type of modeling language. And as we shall soon see, their features compare well to existing mainframe DSSs.

Data Management

Since DSSs involve the use of data in model building, data management is ob-
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to form what looks like a spreadsheet. For instance, perhaps you would allow you to refer to the cells as"next-best choice," rather than as some special sort of data repository. For instance, suppose you want to create a database of product sales by product, and relational databases.

1. A flat file is a two-dimensional array—a "spreadsheet image." If you will, the columns of this array might be

2. The chief reason for its use is processing power, storage capacity, and "centrality." The processing power problem stems from the clock speeds and word sizes employed by the most popular microprocessors, particularly the Intel 8088 used in the IBM PC and compatibles. Database management software is extremely complex—it must do a lot of nasty maintenance duties to rapidly present data to users in an intuitively comfortable way. Nevertheless, remarkably powerful database software is available for micros, though lack of processing speed imposes limits.

3. And there are commands for extracting arbitrary subsets of this information, for example, for selected times, line items, and/or divisions. You can even build in automatic aggregation: If your database uses months as its basic time unit, you can assign months to years (fiscal or calendar), and at your discretion, purge yearly rather than monthly figures.

4. More generally, data management on micros is hampered by problems with processing power, storage capacity, and "centrality." The processing power problem stems from the clock speeds and word sizes employed by the most popular microprocessors, particularly the Intel 8088 used in the IBM PC and compatibles. Database management software is extremely complex—it must do a lot of nasty maintenance duties to rapidly present data to users in an intuitively comfortable way. Nevertheless, remarkably powerful database software is available for micros, though lack of processing speed imposes limits.

5. A flat file is a two-dimensional array—a "spreadsheet image," if you will. The columns of this array might be

6. Months

7. And there are commands for extracting arbitrary subsets of this information, for example, for selected times, line items, and/or divisions. You can even build in automatic aggregation: If your database uses months as its basic time unit, you can assign months to years (fiscal or calendar), and at your discretion, purge yearly rather than monthly figures.

8. For instance, suppose you want to create a database of product sales by product line for each of the last 24 months. This is no problem for a stored spreadsheet—the rows are the products, the columns are months, and cell entries are sales figures. But suppose you also need to break out sales by salesperson? In 1-2-3 you can do this by defining a different row for each salesperson/product combination (columns are still time periods). Unfortunately any product information other than identifier (name or number, say) will have to be duplicated on each such record. This is a big waste of space.

TABLE I—MICRO DSS SOFTWARE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flat file handler</th>
<th>1-2-3</th>
<th>Encore</th>
<th>IPFS/P</th>
<th>K-Man</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relational DBMS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spreadsheet</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General-purpose</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>math functions</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial functions</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goalseeking</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>language Regression</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review cell def's onscreen</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High quality reports</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphics</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

x = yes, 0 = no

Micro DSS Manufacturers

1-2-3
Lotus Development Corp.
161 First St.
Cambridge, MA 02142
617-482-7171
List Price: $195
Requirements: IBM PC/XT or compatible

Encore
Ferox Microsystems Inc.
6th Floor
1701 N. Fort Meyer Drive
Arlington, VA 22209
800-339-5496
703-841-0300
List Price: $695
Requirements: IBM PC/XT or compatible

IPFS/P
Execucom Systems Corp.
PO Box 9758
Austin, TX 78762
512-246-6486
List Price: $7
Requirements: IBM PC/XT or compatible

182K, two disk drives

KnowledgeData
Micro Data Base Systems Inc.
PO Box 246
Lafayette, IN 47902
317-462-2581
List Price: $500
Requirements: IBM PC/XT or compatible

182K, two disk drives
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The same problem arises if you want to store transaction-level data—let’s say, individual purchases by customer. A flat-file database requires you to duplicate all “customer master” data in each record—in other words, to repeat customer name, address, etc. in each sales transaction. The more repeat business you have, the more space you waste. A relational database solves these problems by requiring only that two files have some identifier (or identifiers) in common; for example, the same customer number. Then any transaction involving that customer can be stored in a record containing information unique to the transaction (what was purchased, number of units, etc.), while information about the customer can be obtained by using the customer number to search the customer master file.

Further, as noted above, this multidimensional information can be pulled out in a spreadsheet format. For example, if you only care about sales over all products and months for a single sales person, one command will create this two-dimensional subset of the database.

Flat files are sufficient in two cases:
- You run a small business, which does not require three or more dimensions worth of data very often; for instance, you do not operate in a number of distinct geographical areas, you do not have a divisional or departmental structure, etc.
- You have a larger business, but can access two-dimensional subsets of management data (or appropriately aggregated transactional data) from a database on a larger computer.

If you need to store more complex or detailed data on your micro, then a relational database manager is at present the best available alternative.

If one of the systems in Table I is your introduction to DSSs, you will probably find their data management at least adequate. If, on the other hand, you are used to mainframe DSS data management, you will probably be disappointed by the lack of flexibility, and the relatively small amounts of data you can handle before things bog down. If you fall in the latter category, there may be some good news for you in the following section.

**Modeling Support**

Data management is only half the story in a DSS; the other half is modeling. By “model” we mean any abstract representation of a real-world process. Typical business-relevant models include:
- A projected income statement (various expense accounts may be assumed to depend on projected sales levels, and are thus defined to be some mathematical function of sales);
- A cash-flow projection (inflows and outflows of cash can be related to each other over time);
- A marketing effect model (assumptions are made which relate expenditures on different marketing vehicles—advertising, direct sales, mailouts, etc.—to resulting sales).

There are two aspects of modeling support to consider. Firstly, what mathematical relationships can be represented by the DSS; and, secondly, once the model is built, how easily can it be used for asking hypothetical questions?

The ease and flexibility of representing mathematical relationships depends on several related DSS features: built-in mathematical functions and capabilities; capabilities for defining your own functions; and debugging aids (to validate/check the different relationships).

The spreadsheet has become a standard model-definition device for microcomputer software, and all the systems in Table I allow the usual interdependent cell definitions—for example, you might define one cell as the sum of the three cells just above it. This innovation was developed in the micro world, and has proven to be an excellent way for not only creating but also manipulating and displaying many models.

All four systems in Table I contain a variety of built-in functions, like sums, averages, etc. Encore! has more financially-oriented functions (internal rate of return, net present value, ACRS capital cost recovery, etc.); Lotus 1-2-3 and Knowledgeman, while also offering some financial functions, contain more general-purpose functions.

All four systems include a fully-integrated programming language which can be used (among other things) to create "custom" functions and relationships. Lotus 1-2-3's is relatively rudimentary—it's really a way of capturing keystrokes and executing them later.

Testing and branching are possible, but it is a very awkward way to program.

Knowledgeman, IFPS/P, and Encore! on the other hand, contain reasonably powerful programming languages, and can be used for program development much more straightforwardly. Thus, if you want to calculate a solution to a set of simultaneous equations, Knowledgeman or Encore! would be best. (IFPS/P will actually handle simultaneous equations automatically.)

None of these systems contains much in the way of debugging aids. Knowledgeman's language lends itself to easily readable listings (even though you have to use an ASCII word processor or line editor to create them, since Knowledgeman has no built-in editor). Encore! does have a built-in editor, and also (like Knowledgeman) a reasonably English-like programming language that makes systems development and debugging possible. Lotus 1-2-3 allows you to list the definitions for each cell in a spreadsheet—a minimal way to review what you've programmed. Also 1-2-3's error messages are not as comprehensive as the other two systems.

You also need to consider how easily you can answer hypothetical questions with a model, once it is built. To begin with, the spreadsheet capability of all the systems in Table I allows you to change a value in any given cell, and have the values in other cells that depend on that value change also.

Encore! and IFPS/P, since they store data separately from the model, allow you to prepare different "scenarios" using different data (Knowledgeman permits this too, but not as easily). In addition IFPS/P gives you the ability to temporarily change model assumptions (logic) and see what would happen. Like their mainframe cousins, Encore! and IFPS/P support "goalseeking"—an ability to solve a model in reverse (for example determining the level of sales required to produce a gross margin of 25%).

This is an impressive litany of modeling features. But micro DSS's do fall short in some areas. None of the systems shown in Table I include either Monte Carlo simulation or sensitivity analysis support, as such. Monte Carlo methods allow you to vary inputs "randomly" according to some known probability distribution (hopefully similar to what the real world might produce) and see the model results. Sensitivity analysis can be performed manually by the analyst using different scenarios, but automatic support (for example, plus or minus 10% on...
VIDEO DISPLAY TERMINALS AND VISION

Behavioral optometry offers new insight into and solutions for stress experienced by VDT operators

BY BOB MARGOLIN

If you work with or are around video display terminals (VDTs), you have probably experienced or heard others complaining about headaches, backaches, and/or sore, tired, red, or burning eyes. If so, you are not alone. Hardly a week goes by in which there is not a story in the news about problems arising from the use of VDTs. Yet in spite of the growing number of such reports, there are still those who believe the problems reported by VDT operators are strictly psychosomatic.

Some VDT proponents, particularly those involved in office automation, often cite the conclusions of a widely quoted study conducted by the National Academy of Science. The study, "Video Displays, Work, and Vision," concluded that the use of VDTs has no effect on the pathology of eyesight and that there is no clear evidence that the use of VDTs...
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Imagining mass-produced plastic cards, the size of ordinary credit cards, that carry up to two megabytes of software in a virtually indestructible format. Or imagine a plastic disk 12 centimeters (4 3/4 inches) in diameter—smaller than most of today’s floppy disks—that can store 100 to 360 megabytes of data for 10 years or more. You won’t have to imagine long. Those breakthroughs are almost here, thanks to the use of laser light to read and write data.

Optical data storage made its first big splash last fall, when several major companies announced systems for use with mainframe computers. Systems able to hold over one gigabyte (1000 megabytes) were reported by Storage Technology Corp. (Louisville, Colorado), Hitachi Ltd. (Japan), Thomson-CSF (France), and Xerox (through the Optimem division of its Shugart subsidiary in Sunnyvale, California). Other firms are following with

Jeff Hecht is a freelance author who writes frequently on the subject of lasers and their applications.
The complex system required for writing and reading optical disks.

their own versions.

Smaller-scale systems for desktop computers are not far behind. More than a dozen companies have licensed the optical storage card technology developed by Drexler Technology Corp. of Mountain View, California, and one licensee has already demonstrated how the cards can be used to reprogram arcade video games. More than a dozen companies in Japan, the United States, and Europe are working on 12-centimeter optical disk drives that may be ready for the market next year. From all indications, optical storage is coming on fast.

Optical Storage Technology

In the new systems, data is stored optically, by writing on light-sensitive material with pulses from a tightly focused laser beam. The laser pulse produces a visible change in the tiny area it strikes, typically a pit, blister, or darkened spot that reflects more or less light than the surrounding area. The recorded data can be read by scanning the surface with a continuous laser beam that is weak enough to have no effect on the storage medium.

The major attraction of the optical disk is its very high data storage density. A tightly focused laser beam can write spots less than one micrometer (1/25,000 inch) in diameter, and cram over one gigabyte (1000 megabytes) of data onto a 30-centimeter (12-inch) disk. The data spots can be increased to 5 or 10 micrometers in diameter to permit inexpensive replication of the data on plastic cards, which can be read by low-cost laserless readers. Even though these large data spots are much smaller than the area needed to magnetically record a data bit.

Increasing the data-storage density both decreases the volume needed for archives and speeds data retrieval. That is why government agencies with massive archives, ranging from the Library of Congress to the National Security Agency, are among the first customers for optical storage systems. Such huge storage needs are met by "jukeboxes" containing many optical disks, each 12 or 14 inches in diameter, which can be placed automatically on the read/write drive. Many other mainframe computer users need more storage than they now have but not as much as government agencies. Their needs can be met with optical drives that hold a single 12- or 14-inch disk. Systems that use smaller optical disks, or even cards, are in the works for the more modest needs of personal computers.

Data density is by no means the only difference between optical and magnetic media. While magnetic media permit numerous write/erase/write operations, a single optical recording is permanent. Once a region on an optical disk has been written on, it cannot be erased and used again. Many systems allow users to insert codes on a disk to bypass unwanted or obsolete data, or to obliterate old data by writing holes everywhere in the region, but the media cannot be reused. The industry is still unsure if this is good or bad news.

Permanent optical recordings able to last 10 years or more should be good news for people who want to store information and retrieve it unchanged. But it is neither necessary nor desirable for records that require frequent updating or that are only temporary. A key uncertainty is media cost. If cost drops low enough, optical recording may become attractive even for many short-lived data files.

Lower graph is expanded 500X to show capability of 12-inch optical disk compared to other storage media.
From Failure to Success

The technology used in optical disk data storage originated with another concept that has never gotten far off the ground—the Laservision videodisk player. In the early 1970s, both the Dutch giant N.V. Philips and the American entertainment conglomerate MCA Inc. turned to lasers to play back video programs prerecorded on disks. Master disks are recorded with a laser and then replicated by a sophisticated pressing technique. The laser technique squeezes up to an hour of programming on one side of a 12-inch disk. Video playback quality is generally excellent. However, for home entertainment, consumers prefer the recording capabilities of videocassette recorders to being limited to the prerecorded programs on videodisk. Instead, laser videodisk players are being used for instruction and to provide realistic imagery for video games.

A digital variation on the analog videodisk technology was developed by Philips and Sony for digital audio playback. The “Compact Disk” (abbreviated CD) or “Digital Audio Disk” players are becoming popular with affluent audiophiles because of their noise-free sound, and tens of thousands of players a month are rolling off production lines in Japan. The 12-centimeter size of the audiodisk seems to be the universal choice among developers of optical disk drives for personal computers because lasers, optics, and mechanical components are already in mass production.

Development of digital data storage systems started once the large capacity of optical media was realized. The designs have some important differences. Videodisks and audiodisks—like software distribution cards—must be prerecorded, then distributed to customers. Optical data storage requires a medium onto which the user can write and then from which you can read without changing the recorded data. It also requires a much lower error rate than videodisks or audiodisks now offer. These problems helped to delay the debut of optical data storage. In a sense, the media problems have never been solved; they have just been circumvented. About one bit in a million is recorded incorrectly on optical media, but most optical storage systems use sophisticated error-detection and correction schemes that reduce the error level the user sees to around one bit in a trillion.

Small Systems

Early emphasis in optical disk technology was aimed toward providing mainframe computers with tremendous storage capability. This effort continues, but the recent explosive growth in the use of personal computers has also spurred designers to develop smaller, less-expensive versions to suit the more modest needs of these users. To attain this goal, designers are using 12-cm disks and are borrowing other components from digital audio disk players that currently retail for $400 to $600 in the U.S. Target retail price for the data drives is expected to be in the $1000 to $2000 range.

Information Storage Inc. of Colorado
Store It with Light

Springs is working on a 12-centimeter optical disk drive that will fit into the same space as a 5¼-inch floppy disk drive. The optical disk would store 100 to 360 megabytes, hundreds of times the capacity of most floppies and larger than that of most hard disks for desktop computers. Steve Popovich, president of the startup company, hopes to sell the optical disk drives to system makers for $600 each. That would probably put the single-unit retail price in the $1500 to $1800 range.

Other companies are also working on such systems. Phillips, for example, showed a developmental version last fall at the Comdex show in Las Vegas. Interest is most intense in Japan where at least a dozen companies are working on their own new systems.

One major U.S. advocate of the small disk system is Jerry Drexler, president of the Drexler Technology Corp. and a pioneer in optical storage, who largely abandoned work on 12-inch disks a couple of years ago. Drexler, whose company develops media but not disk drives, estimates that products are 10 to 16 months away and will probably retail for $1000 to $2000, with the upper limit set by the price of magnetic-storage Winchester drives.

Optical Cards for Software Distribution

Some people are looking at 12-centimeter disks for software distribution, but their 100-megabyte capacity is far beyond what is needed. Drexler believes that smaller-capacity optical storage cards would be a better choice.

The optical-storage card is Drexler's brainchild. Two or three years ago, he was talking about replacing the magnetic stripe on the back of credit cards with optical storage media to record financial transactions. He has also proposed using the cards as portable medical histories,

(Continued on page 94)

OVSHINSKY: OPTICAL STORAGE PIONEER

BY MARTIN PORTER

I f as promised, the optical laser disk replaces the magnetic disk as the computer industry's choice of storage, there will be a lot of celebrating in Troy, Michigan.

And even though electronic titans like Matsushita and IBM will likely get credit for the innovation, it was in Troy nearly 15 years ago that the idea of storing information on erasable glass particles was invented by a local, self-trained physicist named Stanford Ovshinsky.

From his small-town vantage point, Ovshinsky and his wife have built a $20 million company by conceiving new ideas and waiting for the giants to pick up the logic. His company, Energy Conversion Devices (ECD), developed the science of Ovonics (named after Ovshinsky, also a bonafide term in Webster's New World Dictionary), which involves the storage of energy with amorphous crystal materials.

So-called "ovonic materials" can be coated on plastic and used to store either digital or analog information. A laser beam can erase the data and start over again. The process could ultimately transform the optical disk from a strictly playback status—like the videodisk and Compact Disk—to a truly interactive, recordable and reusable commodity.

This sounds similar to the standard magnetic tape, floppy and hard-disk technologies that currently dominate consumer audio, video and computer products. There is a difference, however. Optical disks carry substantially more storage capacity, as much as 10¹² bits of information.

Ovshinsky said, "We began working in amorphous materials as early as 1960. We discovered you could get a very high signal-to-noise ratio. Since it was non-magnetic, you could place spots of information very close together and obtain tremendous resolution. Furthermore, you could do it reversibly."

To picture Ovshinsky, the inventor, as a rube who stumbled upon a revolutionary idea the way the Beverly Hillbillies happened upon black gold would be far from accurate. Stanford Ovshinsky did not happen upon any of his inventions by accident nor is he unsophisticated about their market potential.

The 62-year-old inventor, who worked his way up from trade school, through the Michigan automotive industry, to doing brain research at Wayne State Medical School in Detroit, talked about his unorthodox and nonacademic training.

"Being self-taught was the reason I looked at things differently than others," he said. "I wasn't tied down with the baggage of old technology and old concepts and old technical wisdom."

It was while working in biochemistry that Ovshinsky saw a relationship that would stimulate all subsequent studies with amorphous materials. He recognized that the brain was no more than a biological semiconductor. Moreover, he saw a similarity between brain cells and amorphous glasses. Unlike crystalline substances which are stable as a result of an orderly atomic structuring, amorphous glasses, such as chalcogenide, have atoms that are randomly assorted—a method of information transfer that looked similar to the biological maneuvers of the brain.

Ovshinsky would ultimately apply for nearly 200 patents and write 85 scientific papers from this early idea. He has had his share of detractors but, then again, there were also those who listened and took out licenses: most notably, Sharp Corporation of Japan and IBM. No commercial applications were forthcoming, though. In 1974, he took the idea to the Japanese electronics giant Matsushita Electric Industrial but returned to America without a deal. Even his supporters agreed that it was an idea ahead of the times.

"I felt very lonely out there for many years," he said.

Then in 1983, nearly ten years after he presented them with the idea, Matsushita made a big media splash with an information storage medium of the future: a readable and erasable optical disk process. In what many considered "a major coup," the Japanese company, known for its brand names of Panasonic and Quasar in the U.S., introduced an Optical Document File System that stores 10,000 documents on eight-
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Who Are Those Guys?
Of the approximately 5,000 companies developing software solely for microcomputers, Microsoft is the oldest, largest and most profitable. Bill Gates, 28, co-founder and CEO, wrote the first BASIC for Micros with his high school friend, Paul Allen. That was back in 1975. Two years later, Microsoft did $5 million in sales with five employees. Last year the company sold $68 million worth of languages, operating systems, RAM cards, OEM contracts, and applications tools.

Today, the burgeoning company employs more than 500 people and plans to occupy a fourth, 62,000-square-foot building before the end of the year. Who are those guys? What makes this company tick, who are the innovators at Microsoft, what are they doing, and where do these exuberant people believe they are taking the microcomputer industry?
Dormitory Atmosphere

If you were to walk through the narrow halls of any of Microsoft's three buildings in Bellevue, Washington, you would see that nearly everyone, from self-proclaimed "go-fer" to product manager, has his own office with windows. The halls are virtually quiet with the only noise coming from people typing on their Zenith terminals inside their glass-and-plaster "bubbles." Except for the modern windows, the atmosphere resembles a college dormitory for math majors. Everyone is dressed informally and there is an air of intense concentration.

Despite the quiet facade, many of those who are recruited by Microsoft feel a strong undercurrent of pressure.

A Terminal in Every Room

As in most prestigious schools, there is almost an invisible bond linking everyone together. Having a terminal in nearly every room helps establish this bond at Microsoft.

Perhaps foreshadowing the future, the workers are tied together via MILAN (Microsoft Local Area Network). The Xenix-based network enables people to work together and to respond to the requests or comments of others instantly. The gray-and-green, utilitarian terminals aren't just for show; they are used extensively, almost passionately, for both product development and sending messages. Its efficiency because it can be mapped from its source to its object effectively, and it's being adopted by the universities as their standard language.

If we picked MESA, for instance, we might have all of the above, but we'd have to get programmers in here and then train them." Microsoft's Xenix is the multi-user OS which links their Zeniths to each other and to their DEC 2060, the PDP-11/70s, and the Vax 11/750. Everyone praised the effects of using the terminals to send electronic mail. "We have an extremely high bandwidth here," said Nahum Stiskin, General Manager of Microsoft Press, "when you get talented and hard-working people within E-mail of each other, you get an extremely exciting environment."

Center of the World

At Microsoft there are no ergonomically designed work stations to hold the computer terminals which clutter the individualized offices. The terminals sit on simple desks. Expensive paintings don't decorate the walls either. Instead, posters curl around plastic tacks. Some show a map of the world with the word "Microsoft" placed in the center. It is the only location which is marked and identified on the maps.

"It's the center of the Universe here," said Nikora. Nikora was recruited from...
Microsoft

Rowland Hanson is in charge of Corporate Communications.

Xerox's office systems division, where he supervised the development of Ethernet services.

Making Computers Like Hammers, Windows, and Colt 45s

"Where's Microsoft going? We're making it so that computers will be like hammers you buy in a hardware store: you just grab it and use it. That's how PCs will be after Windows," he said.

Revealing a universal feeling at Microsoft, Nikora explained that Microsoft Windows would democratize software and make computers more readily available to more people. Windows will make it so "you will no longer have the wizards, the guys in the white caps who know all the control sequences," said Nikora. Windows will enable users to feel that "I'm as good as the next guy; I can make it (the software and computer) perform just like the next guy. Windows is like the Colt 45 of the west; it's the great equalizer; we have the same fire power as the next guy. Most applications in the future will be written in the Windows environment. Forty-two major OEMs have joined in our effort. This is a monument to the way Microsoft works."

Developer and Marketers

Nikora was surprised to discover how Microsoft works. Sitting crosslegged on the top his desk, he recounted his reaction to the position he was offered. "I told Bill (Gates) I wanted to help Microsoft get into the network business, that I knew it cold. I was asked, 'how would you like to be in marketing? I thought that marketing was for parasites—the people who make it difficult for developers—but marketing is different here.' At Microsoft marketing people are transferred from the ranks of developers, within the languages and system sections, so they know what can and cannot be done. Thus, when a marketing manager requests that a certain product be made, he knows what it will take to accomplish the mission.

Much care is taken at Microsoft to enable everyone to standardize the microcomputer industry and make Microsoft the 'IBM of microcomputer software.'

Microsoft's New Face

Microsoft's managers and product developers seem committed to serving the needs of the novice user. This differs from the past. Gates has taken purposeful steps to create a new perception of Microsoft by hiring a former image maker of a leading cosmetics firm to help "make Microsoft a quality name," like Estee Lauder or Mercedes.

According to Rowland Hanson's VP of Corporate Communications at Microsoft, Gates went to an employment recruiting firm in New York and said "he wanted him to get the best cosmetics marketer he could find—someone with the cosmetic point of view." Hanson was called, while he was VP of marketing for Neutrogena and asked to visit Gates in Bellevue on a Sunday afternoon. Hanson's reaction was: "Bellevue, where's that?—some place in outer Siberia—and, Microsoft? What's this Microsoft—never heard of it!" Nevertheless, Hanson was impressed with Gates's understanding of marketing concepts.

Moisterizers and Microsoft's Makeup

Hanson began his meeting with Gates by questioning why Gates wanted someone with cosmetic marketing experience to create the corporate image of a software company. Pointing to cosmetics ads in magazines, Gates asked Hanson the difference between one moisterizer and another, besides the fact that one was sold for $40 an ounce and the other for $1 an ounce. "There is no difference, essentially," replied Hanson. To this Gates said, "In a nutshell, that's why I'm talking to you. There is a major difference between reality and perception. It's nice to be the technical leader, but we also need to be perceived as the technical leader, because the reality without the perception isn't going to get us anywhere."

Creating the proper perception of Microsoft in the mind of John or Jane Doe is Hanson's mission, and he has a precise plan for doing it. "We are mak-

Leo Nikora manages systems products.

Microsoft Press Director, Nahum Stiskin.

ing high-performance software," said Hanson, admitting the intent of wanting people to associate Microsoft software with the performance and quality of Mercedes. "People have a product ladder in their mind," Hanson explained, "when they think of quality frozen food, for instance, they think of Stouffers and Sara Lee. But people can't tangibly tell you why they're the best—they just have that perception."

Women Won't Be Left Out

When asked if he plans to ignore
women as a valid market, as most software developers have. Hanson smiled and took another ad off the wall which showed a woman's hand holding a Multiplan disk. Then he showed another ad with a man's hand holding the "Word." The art work is intended to attract both sexes by subliminally suggesting that, yes, men can benefit from word processing software, just as women can enjoy the time-saving features of spreadsheet software.

Caring about addressing women as an important market segment is not the consideration of just Rowland Hanson. Other developers are also keenly aware of this growing segment of the software marketplace.

Dr. Charles Simonyi, manager of the End-User Applications Group, gave a surprising commentary to the fact that most data processing managers view with disdain the cute little icons on Apple's new Mac. "Their opinion (data processing managers') is not significant," said Simonyi, "I want to know what secretaries and housewives think!"

Simonyi was recruited from Xerox PARC where he was instrumental in writing the "Bravo" software for the Xerox Alto. In 1972 this software employed a "mouse" to move the cursor to a menu of icons—like Apple's "Lisa" and "Mac"—and showed "what you see is what you get" on the screen. Yet, Simonyi had intensive experience with computers long before he wrote software for Xerox. Simonyi's first job was writing a compiler for a first generation Russian computer (with vacuum tubes) while living in Hungary in 1966. His second job was working his way through college, using a second generation computer, a CDC 6400, at the University of Califoria at Berkeley. Simonyi helped

C&E TALKS WITH BILL GATES

Bill Gates, 28, has built Microsoft from a small 5-person operation to a $68-million enterprise which employs 500 people. Gates's beliefs in open management and developmental freedom, analysts say, are largely responsible for Microsoft's impressive growth as a leading independent software company in the United States. To get some understanding of how Microsoft's chief executive officer sees the future, C&E interviewed Gates at Microsoft.

Q. Do you intend to bring software companies closer together?

A. We get feedback from our technical support department. People call in and say they wish they had this and that. And we take these inputs and collect them. But we still use our own intuition.

Q. How do you make it all work so well at Microsoft? Was electronic mail at Microsoft one of your ideas?

A. Electronic mail will be a part of the office of the future where networking is totally central.

Q. Are there any new products you want to talk about?

A. Windows is important. Networking is on its way and so are enhancements to Word such as an upcoming mailmerge, tutorial disk, and new documentation.

Q. Will word processing bring more people to computers or will spreadsheets?

A. I've always been surprised at how well spreadsheets sell. But I think in the long run, word processing will outsell spreadsheets. Word processing can construct ideas not realized in graphics. I've always thought it was important to have a notepad for thinking.
Microsoft

Rick Farmer, Product Support Manager, talks to Clay Jackson, seated.

create what he calls the “first real personal computer,” (the Xerox Alto), at Xerox. Now, at Microsoft, he’s working on the next generation of computer software. “This gives me a unique perspective: I have the same perspective (of computer technology) as a 55-year-old, American computer scientist,” he said. Simonyi is 35 and one of the oldest manager/developers at Microsoft.

When asked what attracted him to computers at such an early age, he said, “Why is a fly attracted to fly paper? Flies land on all kinds of objects. They just stick to fly paper. Really, the question should be, ‘What makes computers so sticky?’ For a young person, computers give the only opportunity to express himself in a serious way. I can count on the finger of one hand the professions a 17 year old can have where he is doing something serious. When I was young, computers gave me a way I could do something serious . . .”

It’s no wonder that Simonyi viewed science with seriousness. His father is an electrical engineering professor who is currently writing a book on the history of physics for the University of Chicago Press. What did he learn from his father that may have helped him at Microsoft? Simonyi confessed he had trouble with word problems in his mathematics as a boy. His father taught him an approach to problems he has used ever since: “He (Simonyi’s father) said, ‘If I told you the result is five, how would you know it is correct? Assume you know the answer, then checking the answer will give you the equation.’ Simonyi uses this problem solving method when he programs, in addition to dimensional analysis, which he also learned from his father. Essentially, Simonyi said, “dimensional analysis means that you must not add apples and oranges: you can’t add temperature and pressure. Einstein said E=MC² (Energy is equal to mass times velocity squared). We see that this was dimensionally correct. However, if we heard that E=MC³, then we would see that this is not dimensionally correct, because energy is measured in Kg M²/sec² units. In programming, it’s the same thing: we wouldn’t want to be comparing a month with the number 31; you would know that something is suspicious . . . Just by looking at the dimension, you can find a lot of errors . . . You won’t find all the bugs—it (dimensional analysis) won’t tell you what’s right—but it will tell you what’s wrong.”

Softier Software

Simonyi sees stability and standards as goals that software developers need to achieve. “In the software business at this point,” said Simonyi, “we desire stability. Now we have standards: MS-DOS, the Mac environment, Windows, Xenix. These things will develop a more stable environment so better and better software can be developed.” What will make software better? “We want ‘softer’ software.” Such software will “acquire knowledge while the user is in the process and then modify its behavior . . . (for example) noticing that the user is proficient in a certain area and then allowing the user to escape unneeded sequences.” Just as we must train our pets to have good manners in the house, so too we must train our computers to “behave” the way we wish, said Simonyi. Simonyi does not believe people should be taught to adapt to computers, but that computers should be adapted to people. “Before mice, you had to execute commands which you had to memorize. Now you won’t need as much knowledge to operate the machine. With Multiplan, for instance you will use the mouse and just point to the column boundary, push down on a button and the boundary becomes gray. Then you will point where you want the column to be and press a button and you’ll have it. Now, that’s

(Continued on page 98)

Greg Gionas is a former newspaper reporter currently working for a large computer retailer in the Seattle area.
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BUDGET DAISYWHEEL PRINTING

Smith-Corona’s L-1000 offers letter quality at a low price

BY JOE DESPOSITO

A few years back daisywheel printers were known for two things: letter-quality output and high cost. Letter quality is still a trademark of these printers, but now there are models available at very attractive prices. One of the leading manufacturers of low cost daisywheel printers is Smith-Corona, a company that gained fame producing low cost home/office electric typewriters. Their latest product is the L-1000, a descendant of the TP II line of daisywheel printers.

The L-1000 is a versatile printer that can easily be interfaced with most microcomputers—it has both RS-232 serial and Centronics parallel ports. Print speed is 12 cps, which is faster than most typists, but slow for electronic printing. Thus, the L-1000 is not suited for heavy business use. Suggested retail price of the L-1000 is $545; an optional tractor feed attachment costs $149.

General Features

The L-1000 is about the same size as a portable typewriter (19.5" x 13.5" x 6.4"), but at 20.7 lb it weighs considerably less. A panel on the lower front right of the machine contains a power-on light and three switches. The leftmost switch is a three-position rocker switch used to select 10, 12 or 15 characters per inch. The center switch is the top-of-form switch. This is used to set the top margin on fanfold paper; it also causes the printer to respond to the ASCII form-feed character. The rightmost switch is a form-feed/self-test momentary-action rocker switch. For self-test, you hold down the switch while powering up. At any other time, a press of the switch will cause a form feed of paper to the top of the next page. This switch is also used to index paper one line at a time (the top-of-form switch must be in the clear position).

At the rear are the power switch, ac power cord connector and serial and parallel connectors. The top cover of the L-1000 lifts up to provide access to the printwheel and ribbon. As would be expected from Smith-Corona, the ribbon is housed in a cartridge that you can pop in and out with ease. The printwheel, however, is not as easy to replace. You first have to locate a hammer-retract dial at the left side of the cartridge holder, turn it and then pull the printwheel off. A variety of printwheels with different fonts is available.

The L-1000 prints bidirectionally (something secretaries find hard to do) at 12 cps, which is about 125-150 words per minute. It can underline if you send it the appropriate control codes. The pitch, which can be set with the front panel switch, can also be set by sending control codes.

Interfacing the L-1000 to Your Microcomputer

Any microcomputer that has a standard Centronics parallel or RS-232 serial interface can be hooked up to the L-1000. Generally, parallel interfacing is just a matter of plugging a standard 36-pin male connector into the printer. We used the L-1000 with an Apple IIe and IBM PC without any difficulties or unusual setup techniques.

When using the RS-232 port, however, you must set switches on the L-1000
Smith-Corona’s L-1000

that correspond to your computer’s serial protocol. There are two 7-position DIP switches hidden behind a vent at the rear of the printer. One DIP switch selects baud rates from 50 to 19,200, while the other selects various serial conventions such as word length, parity, and busy. With the L-1000, you can use the paper. If you lay the paper against the paper guide and just roll it through, it sometimes becomes misaligned and gets chewed up slightly on the left side. The paper release lever is not much help. When you pull it up, it allows you to move the paper; but when you push it down, the force moves the paper enough to misalign it again. The solution we found was to insert the paper a fraction of an inch away from the paper guide, pull the paper release lever up, align the paper, and hold it tightly against the platen when pushing the paper release lever back down. A problem for sure.

If you want to use fanfold paper, you must purchase an optional tractor-feed mechanism, which is fairly simple to install. If you try to use form-feed paper without the tractor feed, your paper eventually becomes misaligned.

The print quality of the L-1000 is excellent and is ideally suited for business letters, manuscripts, and term reports. The printer does make a racket while it does its job, and it vibrates somewhat, too. If you place the printer on a movable stand, it seems to vibrate more.

The L-1000 appears to be a reliable machine. We used it for about three months, sometimes all-day long, without any problems.

Conclusions

The L-1000 printer offers good value for those who need letter-quality output. Once you get used to some of its paper loading eccentricities you shouldn’t have any trouble. Interfacing with a variety of computers is simple, and changing ribbons is a snap.

The print quality is excellent, though a typical letter might take a couple of minutes to print out. A variety of typestyles is available just by popping in different printwheels.

I recommend the L-1000 to anyone who needs a reliable letter-quality printer for small to moderate workloads.

---

Rear view of printer showing DIP switches.

Hardware or software (XON/XOFF) handshaking protocols. We used the L-1000 with the Epson Notebook Computer. Other than removing two screws to get at the switches, and setting them to comply with the protocols described in the Epson manual, we had no problem printing.

Using the L-1000

The L-1000 can be used with single sheet or fanfold paper. When using it with single sheets, loading paper is similar to loading a standard typewriter. However, it’s not easy to correctly align

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Product:</strong> L-1000 Daisywheel Printer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mfr:</strong> Smith-Corona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>65 Locust Ave.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Canaan, CT 06840</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimensions:</strong> 19.5&quot; x 13.5&quot; x 6.4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight:</strong> 20.7 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Price:</strong> $545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Features:</strong> 12 cps print speed; RS-232 and Centronics ports; 10, 12, or 15 cpi manual or programmable select; accepts a variety of printwheels; cartridge ribbon loading; manual/programmable form feeds and line feeds; optional tractor feed, $145; baud rates from 50 to 19,200; bidirectional printing; DIP-switch selectable transmission characteristics including word length, parity, stop bits, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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S YSTEMS and software for computer-aided drafting (CAD) have traditionally been much more expensive than those for word processing. Fortunately, as I described in last month’s column, the development of CAD systems designed around personal computers like the Apple II/IIe and the IBM PC family is bringing prices down to much more reasonable levels.

Probably the best buy thus far in commercially available personal CAD software is Robographics’ CAD-1 (Chesel Robocom Corporation, 111 Pheasant Run, Newtown, PA 18940). For $1095, this Apple II/IIe based package includes a precision joystick controller and highly interactive software that can tackle virtually any drafting task.

CAD-1 will provide a powerful CAD system for a total hardware and software investment of around $3500. If this is too high for your budget and you don’t require all the features of CAD-1, you might want to consider designing your own customized computerized drafting system.

I’ve explored the world of do-it-yourself CAD for several months and have found a way to assemble a custom CAD system using hardware that costs about $2300. You can assemble a CAD system for even less if you’re willing and able to modify the software to accommodate a low-cost x/y plotter. And if you can suffer through the process of storing your programs on cassette tape, you can save an additional $580. That’s the combined price of a disk drive and a switch interface you’ll need to operate the graphics tablet and drive at the same time.

If you want to assemble your own CAD system but don’t happen to own the particular hardware I’ve used, you’ll still want to carefully review the procedures (and pitfalls) that follow. With appropriate attention to software design, any of the procedures can be directly applied to other hardware systems. For instance, the plotter routines for drawing various symbols and pictorials can be included in any driver software. Don’t be distracted by the accompanying samples of art drawn by my CAD system if you’re not interested in producing professional looking electronic circuit diagrams. Though the system I’ve assembled is specifically tailored for drawing electronic circuits, it can be modified, as you’ll soon see, to draw anything from plumbing fixtures to house plans.

Do-it-yourself CAD

As the diagram in Fig. 1 clearly reveals, even a simple do-it-yourself CAD system requires a fair number of peripherals. My low-cost CAD system is designed around a Radio Shack TRS-80 Color Computer equipped with a single disk drive, a TRS-80 X-Pad graphics input tablet, and a Hewlett-Packard HP7470A pen plotter.

A Radio Shack Multi-Pak Interface is necessary to simultaneously operate the disk drive and the graphics tablet. Though not absolutely necessary, a printer is helpful for making software listings, particularly the plotter codes for drawing figures.

As presently configured, my system is designed to be operated only in a digitizing (or trace) mode. A rough drawing of a circuit diagram is made on a sheet of graph paper and placed over the graphics tablet. The tablet’s pen is then used to select symbols from a menu along the borders of the tablet.

When the pen is touched to the rough drawing of the selected symbol previously drawn on the graph paper, the plotter immediately responds by drawing a perfect version of the symbol. The final drawing is assembled piece-by-piece by selecting additional symbols from the menu and touching the pen to the appropriate locations on the tablet. When all the symbols are in place, they can be connected by selecting a line option from the menu. Finally, with some extra programming, labels and titles can be added by means of the computer’s keyboard.

The monitor (a TV set) is used only to indicate which symbol has been selected from the menu. Its speaker provides an audible beep whose frequency and duration can be programmed to distinctively represent any item on the menu. This greatly speeds up the input process since you can concentrate on operating the pen without having to keep watching the monitor.

With the help of the excellent graphics features of CoCo Extended BASIC, which are very similar to those of IBM’s PCjr, you can expand the system so that the monitor displays the drawing as the trace is made. If you’re ambitious, provisions for rotation, zoom, enlarge, edit, text, and labels can be included in the program. To provide the ultimate verification to menu selections, speech synthesis can be added. I’ll have more to say about these ideas later.
The Graphics Tablet

Though there are many kinds of pointing devices for personal computers, I'm satisfied that for CAD applications in which rough drawings are transformed into publication-quality art, only expensive video camera digitizing methods exceed the operating ease and simplicity of the graphics tablet. Joysticks, trackballs, mice, and lightpens are better for on-screen menu selection and symbol placement.

The TRS-80 X-pad, which is supplied with a friendly, entry-level manual, is simple to use and program. But, as we'll soon see, it's not perfect.

The pad itself includes under its active area a double-sided, etched circuit board. On one surface is a vertical array of 58 parallel, copper traces. On the other is a horizontal array of 45 parallel traces. All the traces are separated by 0.1 inch.

Apparently the X-pad circuitry sends sequential signals through each of the traces so at any instant the traces of only one of the 2,610 overlapping vertical-horizontal pairs are simultaneously energized. A small coil in the tip of the pen detects the electromagnetic field emitted by the traces. Since the timing of the signals through the traces is known, the circuitry can determine to a reasonable degree of accuracy the location of the pen.

It's important to note that the pen does not have to contact the surface of the pad to provide location coordinates. However, the pen contains a pressure-sensitive switch to indicate when its point is pressed on the tablet.

As shown in Fig. 2, the X-Pad's coordinate system generally matches that of the Color Computer. The exception is the margin around the entire active area of the pad. As we'll see later, the margin can be used to create a symbol menu.

In operation, the X-Pad poses the current pen coordinates (x is the horizontal axis and y is the vertical axis) and the status of the pen's pressure switch into three RAM locations. This routine will display on the screen all three parameters:

10 CLS
20 PRINT @ 7, "X-PAD COORDINATES"
30 X=PEEK (65376) ; Y=PEEK (65377) ; S=PEEK (65378)
40 PRINT @ 135, "X" ; X ; "Y" ; Y
50 PRINT @ 199, "PEN STATUS" ; S
60 GOTO 30

This routine is very useful, for with it the operation of the X-Pad can quickly be verified. It's particularly useful if your X-Pad is like the one I purchased and doesn't always work properly the first time the computer is switched on.

This problem probably occurs when the X-Pad's connector isn't properly aligned with the socket in the CoCo. When the pad fails to work, the computer must be switched off and the X-Pad's connector removed and reinserted. The status program should then be run again to verify the pad's operation.

The Pen Status numbers are particularly interesting. For instance, a 0 means the pen is not touching the pad and is out of the pad's range. A 1 means the pen is pressed down but not on the pad. A 2 means the pen is within an inch of the pad's surface but is not touching it. A 3 means the pen is pressed down on the pad's surface.

Figure 2 shows the x-y coordinate system of the X-Pad and the pen status that results when the pen is placed down on various regions of the pad. Figure 3 is a
summary of all the pen status numbers.

The Color Computer accesses both the X-Pad and a disk drive through the same socket. Therefore, an appropriate expansion interface is required to connect both the pad and a drive to the computer. Though several such devices are made by companies that make CoCo peripherals, I do not know if any of them allow the pad and the drive to operate simultaneously as does Radio Shack's Multi-Pak Interface.

The Radio Shack interface requires that the drive be plugged into No. 4 of its four sockets for best results. When this is done, both the drive and the X-Pad have simultaneous access to the CoCo, even when the interface's selector switch is at position four.

When the computer and interface are first switched on, move the interface selector switch to position four and press the CoCo's reset switch. If the Disk Extended Color BASIC message doesn't appear on the display after a second or so, try moving the interface switch away from and back to position four and then reset the CoCo again.

Incidentally, never remove or insert the X-Pad or disk drive connectors (or ROM cartridges) when the CoCo and its expansion interface are switched on. Instead, shut down both systems before making any changes.

Experimenting with the X-Pad.

Here's a simple routine that allows you to use the X-Pad to make freehand drawings on the computer display.

```
10 'X-PAD TO SCREEN
20 CLS: PCLS
30 PMODE 4, 1: SCREEN 1, 1
40 X=PEEK(65376): Y=(65377): S=PEEK(65378)
50 IF S=3 THEN PSET(X, Y,1)
60 GOTO 40
```

When this program is run, line 50 checks to see if the pen is pressed down on the X-Pad. If it is (S = 3) then a point of color is set at the intersection of the x/y coordinates at the pen's location. To clear the screen, press BREAK, type RUN and hit ENTER.

The program doesn't cycle as fast as you can draw, so rapidly sweeping the pen across the tablet will leave behind a trail of widely spaced dots. Nevertheless, the program is fast enough to track routine drawings.

This program provides a convenient way to check the accuracy of your X-Pad. Move the pad away from metal objects, hold the pen in a vertical position and trace geometric patterns (circles, polygons, etc.) with a drafting template placed over the pad. The resulting image on the screen will closely resemble the template only when the image is drawn in the center portion of the tablet. Tracking made near the border of the tablet (but not in the menu regions) will be recognizable but distorted.

The final link in a good CAD system is a pen plotter. You can easily add a plotter and expand the previous routine so it draws the same image on both the screen and a sheet of paper. This routine is for the HP7470A and other plotters that understand HPGL (Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language):

```
10 'X-PAD TO SCREEN AND PLOTTER
20 CLS: PCLS
30 PMODE 4, 1: SCREEN 1, 1
40 PRINT #2, "IN;SC0,255,191,0,SP1;"
50 X=PEEK(65376): Y=PEEK(65377): S=PEEK(65378)
```

Fig. 5. "Circuit Plot" menu and symbols.
900 PRINT "NPN TRANSISTOR: SELECT LOCATION."
910 GOSUB 6000
920 IF S < > 3 THEN GOTO 910
930 SOUND 175.3
932 PRINT # - 2,"PA"H,V",";
935 PRINT # - 2,"SC0,225,160,0,"
940 PRINT # - 2,"PD,PRI2,0,0,
-6,2,0,12,-2,0,-6,PU,2,
-2,PD,9,-9,PU,";
945 PRINT # - 2,"PR0,22,PD,-9,
-9,PU,4,4,PD,0,-2,-2,2,2,0,
PU,-4,-6,C18,PU,";
950 GOTO 10

Fig. 8A. NPN transistor routine.

60 IF S<>3 THEN PRINT
#-2,"PU:";
70 IF S=3 THEN PSET (X,Y,1)
60 IF S=3 THEN PRINT # - 2,
"PA",Y",PD;"
90 GOTO 50

For this program to work, follow the
plotter switch settings and RS-232 con-
nexions shown in Fig. 4. Because of the
time consuming plotter instructions, this
program is very slow. Therefore, you'll
have to move the pen very slowly. Nev-
evertheless, with a little patience, you
can make the plotter draw simple maps
by using the X-Pad to trace the
originals.

The aspect ratio of the plotter
drawings will favor the x-axis, thereby
causings them to appear flattened. This
occurs because I selected a plotter scale
identical to that of the X-Pad. You can
revise the plotter SC (scale) instruction
in line 40 to improve the aspect ratio.

Now that you know how to interface
the CoCo with an X-Pad, plotter and
disk drive, you're ready to try a CAD
program: One program I've developed,
"Circuit Plot", is shown in Listing 1.

Circuit Plot is much simpler than it
might first appear. Line 10 establishes
a scale for the plotter equivalent to ap-
proximately one-fifth the scale of the X-
Pad. Line 30 retrieves the pen status
(x/y coordinates and pen switch). Lines
40-80 form a menu by dividing the left
margin of the X-Pad into ten boxes. The
remainder of the program consists of the
symbol-drawing routines.

When initially run, the program en-
ters a loop that repeatedly checks
the pen status. If the pen is touched any-
where in the left margin, the program
sounds a tone and jumps to the symbol-
drawing routine at the address given by
the menu instructions (lines 70-80).

After printing on the screen the name
of the selected symbol, the symbol-draw-
ing routine waits for the pen to be
pressed down anywhere on the table
(see the subroutine at line 6000). When
the pen touches the pad, the program
sounds a tone and instructs the plotter to
move (PA or plot absolute) to the x and y
coordinates (divided by five) given in
lines 6000 and 6010. The plotter then
draws the symbol in accordance with a
string of code following a PR (Plot Re-
lative) instruction. After the symbol is
drawn, the symbol-drawing routine re-
turns program control to line 30. The
program then waits for a new menu

Using Circuit Plot

The most difficult aspect of Circuit
Plot is making a calibrated graph to be
used as an overlay for the X-Pad. Since
the table is not perfectly linear, the only
way to make an accurate graph is to run
a program that displays the x-y coor-
dinates divided by five. You can then use
the pen to mark on a paper sheet taped
over the pad's active area an array of ref-
ence dots separated at intervals of one
unit.

The X-Pad is much more accurate in
its central region. For best results, there-
fore, ignore the regions near the margins
and mark a rectangle of dots surrounding
the center of the pad. Next, mark a
small colored dot between each of the
previous dots. Complete the graph by
connecting the colored dots with a grid
of parallel lines. Don't be surprised if the
distance between lines varies slightly.

You can draw your rough circuit dia-
agrams on copies of the grid or on tracing
paper taped over the original grid. In any
event, it is essential that the grid, copy or
otherwise, be attached with masking
tape in the exact position on the pad
where it was when the calibration dots
were made.

Figure 5 shows the menu of symbols
provided in Listing 1. To make a draw-
ing, first sketch a rough version of a cir-
cuit on a sheet of tracing paper (or a copy
of the grid) taped over the X-Pad's grid.
Be sure to use only the symbol available
in the menu. The symbols and lines can
be crude, but their origins (or reference
points) shown in Fig. 5 must be placed
directly over a grid.

Next, load a sheet of paper into the
plotter and select a symbol from the
menu with the pen. After the message on
the screen verifies the selection, touch
the pen to the origin of the rough draw-
ing of the symbol (see Fig. 5) on the pad.
The plotter will immediately draw a per-
fected version of the symbol.

You can then select another symbol
and plotting location. See Fig. 5 to de-
termine where to select origin and destina-
tion points for the lines that interconnect
different symbols.

When the drawing is complete, you
can exit Circuit Plot by pressing the pen
down on a surface other than the X-Pad.

(Continued on page 97)
NEW PRODUCTS

DUAL-PROCESSOR DESKTOPPER
Computer Technology's Z80/6502-based desktop computer runs both CP/M and Apple software. It comes with 64K (optionally expandable to 256K) of RAM, a 16-color palette in its high-resolution mode, an orange video monitor, an 80-column friction/tractor-feed dot-matrix printer, a 163K floppy disk drive, and four software packages. Built in are printer, disk drive, language, and 40/80-column interface devices, plus a real-time digital clock. The computer's keyboard offers eight programmable function keys, a numeric keypad, and separate cursor-control keys. Pressing an EV key self-tests all I/O ports. Sams Software provided include: Pen-Pal word processor, Instant Recall electronic filer, and Financial Facts and Money Tool financial budgeting aids. $2195. Address: Computer Technology Int'l., Inc., 200 Murray Hill Pkway., East Rutherford, NJ 07073.

VOICE SYNTHESIZER
The Voice Pak from Spectrum Projects is a phoneme-based voice synthesizer add-on for the Radio Shack TRS-80 Color Computer. It uses the Votrax SC01 synthesizer chip, in cartridge format, to provide an unlimited vocabulary with automatic or user-supplied inflection, variable voice level adjustment, and four programmable levels of pitch. A single line of code allows The Voice Pak to add speech to any BASIC program. The system comes with demo software on cassette, text-to-speech scanner, and a Word Manager that constructs custom user dictionaries. $69.95 + $3.00 S/H. Address: Spectrum Projects, 9315 S 86 Dr., Woodhaven, NY 11421.

MULTIFUNCTION GRAPHICS CARD
The MonoGraphPlus from AST Research adds high-resolution and bit-mapped graphics capabilities to the IBM monochrome video monitor. Compatible with Lotus 1-2-3 and other popular programs, it lets IBM PC-XT users take full advantages of the graphics attributes of the software and provides a flicker-free display. The card features an IBM-compatible parallel printer port and PC-DOS-compatible clock/calendar with battery backup and comes with AST's SuperPak software, which includes AstClock, SuperDrive, and SuperSpool. An optional IBM-compatible serial port is available. Requires: IBM PC or PC-XT with floppy disk drive, 64K of RAM, and IBM monochrome video monitor. Address: AST Research Inc., 2121 Alton Ave., Irvine, CA 92714.

LETTER-QUALITY PRINTER
The Model LQ/2 letter-quality printer from Cardco is "Commodore ready" and is input-compatible with computers that have Centronics-standard parallel output ports. Standard features include 12-cps printing speed, compact, lightweight design, friction feed for handling roll and cut-sheet paper, 8½-in. carriage, drum-head design, and bold and underlining printing capabilities. Power for the printer can be obtained from the ac line or, optionally, from a battery pack. $349.95. Address: Cardco, Inc., 300 S. Topeka, Wichita, KS 67202.
VIDEO MONITOR STAND
A new stand for computer video monitors is now available from Coin Controls. Made of ABS plastic, the pedestal-style stand features horizontal swivel and vertical tilt so that the user can position his monitor for most comfortable viewing. The stand is designed to accommodate most popular video monitors. $29.95. Address: Coin Controls, Inc., Competition Pro Div., 2609 Greenleaf Ave., Elk Grove Village, IL 60007.

VOICE/DATA WORKSTATION
Ambi's AmbiSet executive workstation places a two-line voice/data PBX on a desktop to automate business communications and provide processing capability that can be upgraded to include full compatibility with IBM and MS-DOS computers. Standard features include: typewriter keyboard; 8 x 80-character LCD screen; 8088 CPU; 128K user RAM; 64K battery-backed CMOS RAM for fast-dial directory; 45K EPROM personality modules; RS-232C serial port; proprietary 50-pin Telephone Access Bus (TAB); 300/1200-baud operation; "smart modem" features; software architecture compatible with the IBM PC. Mass-storage and a full-size video display monitor can be optionally added. The system is fully compatible with existing pulse and rotary telephone lines. The personality modules allow the system's 10 function keys to be custom programmed to exactly meet specific communications needs. Address: Ambi Corp., Marketing Services Group, 1033 Washington Blvd., Stamford, CT 06901.

MULTIFUNCTION PC CARD
Synetix's new PC Handler for the IBM PC, PCjr, and PC Portable, PC-compatibles, and the Apple II is a multifunction board that allows multiple PCs to share a common printer, modem, hard disk, or other peripheral. An on-board CPU and firmware handle all housekeeping chores independent of the host computer. Among the features included with the PC Handler are two serial ports, four IBM-compatible parallel ports, a clock/calendar, spooling capability, and RAM disk emulation. The board comes with 64K of RAM and is expandable to 512K with 64K RAM chips. $795. Address: Synetix Inc., 10635 NE 38 Pl., Kirkland, WA 98033.

OPTICAL MOUSE FOR IBM PCS
PC Mouse from Mouse Systems is an optical mouse for the IBM PC, PC-XT, PCjr, and workalike computers. It comes with Designer Pop-up menu software that enables the user to design and personalize his own pop-up menus. The pop-up menu software eliminates the need to memorize any complex commands.

The user simply selects a command from the pop-up menu by pointing at it with the PC Mouse and pressing one of its three buttons. Connection to the computer is through a standard RS-232C serial interface. Software is a one-time, one-line procedure that requires no modifications to existing applications software. $295.
NEW PRODUCTS

STREAMING TAPE DRIVES
Two new 500M-capacity streaming tape drives available from MegaTape Corp. permit use of standard off-the-shelf controllers for incorporation into personal computers. Both models use 1/2-in.-wide magnetic tape cartridges. The full-wide Model MT-2210 and half-wide Model MT-2220 drives operate in a 200- or 50-ips streaming mode and a 50-ips start/stop mode. Data transfer rate at 200 ips is 240K per second. Backup of 500M of data can be accomplished in 36 minutes at 200 ips. All encoding and decoding of data is accomplished in the unit's integral formatter and is transparent to the controller. A unique head-stepping feature permits accessing any record stored in a cartridge within an average of 30 seconds. Diagnostic routines are built into firmware. $5500 for MT-2210; $5750 for MT-2220; $140 per 500M cartridge. Address: MegaTape Corp., 1041 Hamilton Rd., PO Box 317, Duarte, CA 91010.

DAISYWHEEL PRINTER
Blue Chip Electronics has announced availability of its Model D40/15 CBM Commodore-compatible daisywheel printer. Printing speed of the new printer is a relatively fast 35 characters per second. Manufactured in West Germany, the printer comes with a bidirectional tractor paper feeder and automatic cut-sheet insertion/ejection capability. $1595. Address: Blue Chip Electronics, Inc., Two West Alameda, Tempe, AZ 85282.

DATA-ACQUISITION SYSTEM
A family of data-acquisition and control products for the IBM PC has been announced by Qua Tech, Inc. The new offerings include 8- and 12-bit A/D and D/A converter modules and a Parallel Expansion Board. The 72-line I/O Parallel Expansion Board can accept up to three converter modules, so that the user can specify the configuration that exactly meets his needs. The 8-bit D/A module has a 16-microsecond conversion time and an up to 32-kHz sampling frequency, while the 12-bit A/D module's conversion time is 25 microseconds and sampling rate is up to 25 kHz. Both have either 16 single-ended or 8 differential input channels and provision for an external clock. A Labstar software package containing drivers is supplied with all modules. $390 for 8-bit A/D converter with Parallel Expansion Board; $690 for 12-bit A/D module with Parallel Expansion Board. Address: Qua Tech, Inc., 478 E. Exchange St., Akron, OH 44304.

PRINTER INTERFACE
The Card/7 from Cardco is a Centronics parallel printer interface, with graphics capability, that permits Commodore C-64 and VIC-20 computers to be used with any standard parallel-input printer. The card plugs directly into the same slot that normally accommodates the Commodore printer. Card/7 has switch or software control of Commodore ASCII to standard ASCII conversion. No modifications are required to either computer or printer, nor is additional hardware or software required, to use the interface device. $89.95. Address: Cardco, Inc., 313 Mathewson, Wichita, KS 67214.

HARD DISK PORTABLE COMPUTER
Corona has added the Model PPCXT portable hard disk-based computer with bundled software to its family of 16-bit IBM PC-compatible computers. Features include an 8088 CPU, 256K of RAM (expandable to 512K on a single board), 10M hard disk system, 360K 5½" floppy drive, 80-character by 25-line (640 × 325-pixel graphics resolution) video display with 9" amber CRT, RS-232C serial port, Centronics-compatible parallel port, 110-watt switching power supply, detached PC-compatible keyboard, and four PC-compatible expansion slots. Bundled software includes MS-DOS 2.0, GW BASIC, MultiMate word processor, and PC Tutor self-teaching program. $4895. Address: Cardco, Inc., 313 Mathewson, Wichita, KS 67214.
NEW PRODUCTS

RADIO COMPUTER INTERFACE
Palomar Engineers' new Model CI-103 is a deluxe computer interface for radio operators. It contains crystal-controlled digital filters to assure selectivity and stability, plus crystal control of transmit tones. Separate 12-pole mark and space filters are provided for all shifts. Other features include: front-panel switches, exclusive relay control of push-to-talk; transmission and reception of RTTY and ASCII signals at 170-, 425-, and 850-Hz shifts; digital tuning meter, plus and minus keying outputs that will handle up to 300 volts; mark and space outputs for oscilloscope tuning. Kantronics software mates the Palomar interface with Atari, Apple, Texas Instruments TI-99/4, Commodore VIC-20 and C-64, TRS-80 Color Computers. $139.95; $119.95 for Model CI-103A receive-only interface; $9.95 for ac adapter. Address: Palomar Engineers, 1924-F W. Mission Rd., Escondido, CA 92025.

BRIEFCASE COMPUTER
The Sidekick from INCOM Systems is a complete computer system in a briefcase. It consists of a lap-size portable computer, data-type cassette recorder, thermal printer, direct-connect modem, and ac adapter—all nested for protection in an antistatic foam-lined attaché case. Computer features include: 8 x 40-character LCD display, BASIC, TEXT, and TELECOM programs in ROM; 32K each of RAM and ROM (can accommodate another 32K of RAM and/or 32K of ROM); an external slot for plugging in 32K RAM cartridges; and RS-232C serial, Centronics parallel, floppy disk, CRT, cassette, bar-code reader, and serial I/O interfaces. Additional software provided at no extra cost with the computer consists of six business, six utility, and three entertainment programs. Also included is WRITE+, a text formatter, plus one Traveling Software program. $1995. Address: INCOM Systems, Inc., 4801 24 Ave. NE, Seattle, WA 98105.

SOFTWARE SOURCES

Business Language. A new version of the Data Business Language (DBL) that provides a minicomputer-like programming environment for microcomputers has been introduced by Digital Information Systems. Written in the C language, the new version of DBL currently runs under MS-DOS on the Hewlett-Packard 160, IBM PC, Data General Model 10, Wang PC, and DEC Rainbow, with support for other major micros expected soon. DBL 4.0 includes several extensions that increase programmer productivity while reducing development and maintenance costs. Language enhancements include software virtual memory, multi-key ISAM files, full-screen programming functions, and a powerful symbolic debugger that reduces the number of compilations and speeds development time. From $449. Address: Digital Information Systems Corp., 3336 Bradshaw Rd., Suite 340, Sacramento, CA 95827.

Pascal Compiler. The Pascal Compiler from Limbic Systems simplifies development of software for customized applications on the Commodore C-64 computer. The compiler generates efficient native code for the Commodore microprocessor. It includes a linker (which permits combining assembler code into a program), debugging facilities, and an editor. The documentation provides a tutorial on Pascal program development through the compilation process. About $50. Address: Limbic Systems, 560 San Antonio Rd., Suite 202, Palo Alto, CA 94306.

MS-DOS DISK DRIVE SYSTEM
A disk drive system that enables Apple II computers to run MS-DOS, as well as Apple operating system, software has been announced by Rana Systems. The 8086/2 is a plug-compatible coprocessor and dual disk drive system that uses an 8086 CPU, double-sided 360K drives, and 256K of RAM (expandable to 512K). A separate socket for a numeric coprocessor is provided. The system contains 16K of ROM, plus 32K of ported video RAM organized into two pages of graphics or eight pages of 80-column by 25-line text. Display modes include a choice of 80 or 40 x 25 characters in either monochrome or color in two software selectable fonts in the text mode and 320 x 200- to 640 x 400-pixel graphics resolution in monochrome and up to four colors. $1795. Circle No. 84 on Free Information Card.
NEW PRODUCTS

PERSONAL INKJET PRINTER
ThinkJet is a personal inkjet printer from Hewlett-Packard. The portable printer can be used with H-P's own computers and computers from a variety of other manufacturers. ThinkJet combines the printhead with the ink reservoir in a convenient disposable unit that can be replaced for less than $10. Key specifications include: 150-cps throughput; 11 x 12 character matrix; multiple print sizes; bold and underline printing with no loss in printing speed; full graphics capability with 192 x 96- or 96 x 96-dpi resolution; 500-page average ink-cartridge life; and tractor and friction paper feed. Centronics, HP-IB, and HP-IL (battery-powered) interfaces are available, average battery life is rated at 200 pages, and noise level is said to be under 50 dB. $495. Circle No. 85 on Free Information Card

MULTIPLE-WINDOW LAP PORTABLE
The IS-11, dubbed the Consultant, briefcase-size computer from Sord offers multiple-windowing capability and integrated business software. The computer features a low-power CMOS processor, 32K of nonvolatile RAM (expandable to 64K), 64K of ROM, 8-line x 40-character LCD window, typewriter-style keyboard with separate cursor-control and six function keys, rechargeable Ni-Cd battery pack, and ac adapter/ replenisher. Software in ROM gives the user access to data handling, calculation, word processing, communications, and help functions. The computer measures 11 3/16" W x 8 1/6" D x 1 1/8" H and weighs 4 lb 6 oz. $995; $1095 with built-in modem (available in September). Address: Sord Computer of America, Inc., 645 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10022.

CLUSTERED SYSTEM BOARD
The XTender printed circuit board from PC Technologies upgrades an IBM PC (with hard disk) or PC-XT to serve as a host for up to five terminals. Each terminal can operate independently, with full use of the host, to create a clustered processing capability. The board slips into the computer's chassis slot, where its 80186 CPU works with the computer's 8088 processor to manage all I/O functions. An 80286 on the XTender board executes all applications programs and a multitasking, multuser operating system. The XTender is offered with 512K or 1024K of RAM. It requires no hardware or software changes to the host computer and can be operated with a wide variety of ASCII terminals. Address: PC Technologies Inc., 738 Airport Blvd., Box 2090, Ann Arbor, MI 48106.

DETACHED EXTENSION KEYBOARD
The Data Spec from Alliances Research is a new detached extension keyboard for the Apple II and II+. The full upper/lower-case keyboard offers 97 preprogrammed functions and commands, 20 of which are located on a separate keypad for easy access. All four mathematical functions are located next to a 10-key numeric pad. Also, such key words as FOR, NEXT, PRINT, DIR, PIP, TYPE, and others are available with two-key operations. Data Spec comes with a 10-ft coiled cable. The keyboard can replace or supplement the existing Apple keyboard. It measures 17 3/4" x 7 1/4" x 1 1/2". $299.95. Address: Alliances Research Corp., 18215 Parthenia St., Northridge, CA 91325.
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formation. The frequency patterns are then matched against templates. Storing templates for all the words in a language and for all the variations on pronunciation of those words is literally impossible. And even if it were possible, searching the template memory base for each word as it is spoken by a given person would require an inordinate amount of time even on the fastest supercomputers.

The critical performance features of VAT systems are therefore: (1) the number of words in the recognition vocabulary; (2) how long it takes the computer to recognize and process speech input; and (3) the number of speakers the system can respond to.

Systems that can respond only to a specified voice or voices are called speaker-dependent. Systems that can respond to virtually any number of voices are called speaker-independent. The number of variables the computer has to handle contributes to processing speed. Speaker-dependent systems can accommodate a larger vocabulary because they do not have to deal with as many vocal variables. Conversely, speaker-independent systems have to sacrifice vocabulary to accommodate a larger number of users as is the case with the Bell speech systems.

Research on VAT systems with the fairly large vocabularies necessary for general-purpose text production has been going on for over a decade beginning with $15 million worth of defense department-sponsored programs at Carnegie Mellon, the Stanford Research Institute, MIT's Lincoln Labs, and the Cambridge-based research firm Bolt, Beranek and Newman among others. Among commercial research and development programs, IBM's ten-year effort under the leadership of information theorist Fred Jelinek is the closest to fruition. Jelinek's project is expected to result in a speaker-dependent office dictation system with a 5000-word vocabulary. Processing time for recognition will be approximately 200-times real time. A user will be required to provide fifteen minutes of speech input in order to "train" the system to respond to his unique speech pattern.

Kurzweil says his speaker-dependent system will offer a 10,000-word vocabulary and processing speeds of 150 words per minute. It will require very brief pauses between spoken words and an hour's training by individual users. Its vocabulary will be somewhat flexible in that words not in the speakers' vocabularies will be dropped from memory and other words that do occur will be added as the system is used.

---

**Common Hardware—Uncommon Software**

According to linguist Glenn Akers, a principal Kurzweil consultant, the difference between the IBM and Kurzweil systems lies in the basic approach. Akers says the IBM effort is "the most advanced VAT next to Kurzweil." He points out, however, that "IBM's is not an artificial intelligence system. They're very strong from the standpoint of information theory. Ray's teams advantage is their strength in AI, linguistics and psychoacoustics."

Kurzweil agrees. All of his pioneering products have largely made use of existing hardware technology. "The Reading Machine for the Blind, for example," he says, "used the standard minicomputer technology of the 1970s. It supplied us with sophisticated, low-cost hardware capable of supporting the extensive memory and compute requirements of AI software. Speech is a more complex pattern recognition problem. It requires more computational power. Technologies like parallel processing and custom VLSI chips to provide that power at a reasonable cost have become readily available in the 1980s."

---

**Parallel processing, VLSI chips will help recognition problems**

Robin Kinkead agrees that adequate and affordable hardware is universally available. Kurzweil Speech Systems has designed and built its own computer—a parallel processor operating under Unix and programmed in C which is 200 times faster than a conventional 32-bit microprocessor-based development system like the Motorola 68000 and about 50 times faster than a VAX supermini, the system most often used in AI application development. The homegrown parallel processor allows software developers to write, prototype, and test software subsystems for the VAT. And the company has custom-designed the chips that will go into the VAT system itself. "Our chips aren't that complex, though," Kinkead says. "We aren't pushing the state of the art in hardware."

Kurzweil is pushing the state of the art in software. It is his track record of success in achieving significant breakthroughs in pattern recognition software that has investors, co-workers and industry analysts convinced that he'll produce the promised VAT system on schedule.

In July 1983, at the end of the first year of development, Kurzweil Speech Systems integrated its major software subsystems in the lab and ran a voice input test. It took ten hours of computer processing time for the infant system to recognize a word accurately—but it was the recognition that was important, not the processing speed. The test proved it was possible to build a workable system.

---

**The Breakpoint that Precedes Success**

In each technological development project, there is a breakthrough that, once reached, demonstrates that the ultimate goal will be achieved. It's a lot like cracking a cipher. Once the basic coding scheme is figured out, there is no doubt that you'll be able to translate messages written in that cipher.

In 1974, when Kurzweil and others began working on the Reading Machine for the Blind, OCR—optical character recognition—was already a familiar technology. Black numerals on the bottoms of checks and pricing and inventory control stripes on packages in the grocery store had been around since the 1960s. Those numerals and stripes have to be very precisely and consistently formed, however, in order to be legible to the computer. Kurzweil wanted to develop an optical character recognition system that could read virtually any typeface and translate that data into speech. To do that, he had to concentrate not on the specifics of the image to be read but on its general and universal characteristics—its pattern. That pattern, once discovered, had to be documented in the memory of a computer system intelligent enough to infer the presence of matching patterns in input material that might represent many variations on the basic pattern.

People don't have any trouble figuring out that a Times Roman Bold A with heavy horizontal serifs is the same as a crisp sans serif Helvetica A. Serifs, broken type and any number of printing oddities and accidents are irrelevant to the information the character is meant to convey. People see an A as a consistent relationship of angles, lines, closed and open spaces. Unlike literal-minded numerical computers, people reduce letters, words, punctuation marks and the use of space, as in paragraph indentations, to their common visual features. If
the top of an A is missing, we can deduce the letter A from the angle of the two incomplete vertical lines, or we can fill in series of missing letters from their context.

The breakpoint in the development of the Kurzweil Reading Machine for the Blind came a year after the problem was first tackled. Such is Kurzweil's unique genius in the mathematics of pattern recognition that, by 1975, he had an artificial intelligence software system running in simulation that could achieve an acceptable level of accuracy in reading large numbers of diverse print input images that conventional OCR couldn't handle—different typefaces, broken or degraded type, letters touching, and others. The system did not work in real time. Crude, by today's standards, scanning hardware had been used to collect thousands of characters and introduce them into memory. Processing was slow and laborious but the accuracy and versatility were there. Once the basic logic processing software and pattern recognition algorithms were in place, it was, as Kurzweil says, "just a matter of adding the computer and optical hardware to make a real time system consistent with the cost goals we had in mind for a practical, useful product."

By the end of 1976, the first Reading Machine for the Blind was delivered to the Perkins School for the Blind in Watertown, Massachusetts. Its speech synthesizer was perhaps unlovely, but it opened the libraries of the world to blind people at reading speeds that were comparable to a human reader's.

The KDEM, Kurzweil Data Entry Machine, which is used to scan printed text and convert it into machine-readable code, took until 1978 to reach the market. Because the ultimate recipient of the input data is a machine, and not an intelligent listener, the KDEM required greater accuracy and higher recognition speeds in order to make it practical in high-volume data input environments. But the code had been cracked and there was never any doubt that Kurzweil would indeed produce the KDEM.

Development of the Kurzweil 250 computerized piano went even more quickly. Kurzweil Music Systems, Inc. was formed in mid-1982. Less than a year later, the company had achieved its technical breakpoint with a laboratory prototype that could, as Dick Dalessio says, "freeze dry a note with all its modulations and demodulations and play it back to you as if there were a Steinway in the room." By January 1984, the company was demonstrating a production model to eager crowds of musicians and dealers at trade shows. The system, which can be interfaced with a personal computer, makes extensive use of acoustic and pattern recognition software that is, as is the case with the reading machines, an inimitable and very well guarded trade secret.

**The VAT System Has Been Demonstrated**

According to Kurzweil, the VAT project is already well past its essential software development breakpoint. "Speech Systems is ahead of schedule in development," he says. "The expert software modules have been demonstrated to Xerox and others in the lab. The custom VLSI chips have been designed. And we are currently working on the key hardware architecture."

The major software subsystems in-

---
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clude a language processor that applies grammatical and syntactical rules and the characteristic patterns of a speaker’s voice to the task of inferring what a spoken word will be. Using that process, humans can narrow the possibilities down to around fifty words. The VAT can reduce the number of possibilities to around 500 out of a vocabulary of 300,000. Once the choice of possibilities has been narrowed down, the second major subsystem applies acoustical patterns to the 500 to determine precisely which one is being spoken.

The acoustical subsystem has been the most difficult to create. English—a rich mongrel language bred of Teutons, Celts, Romans, Norman French and a dozen other peoples—has 10,000 syllables compared to a tidier spoken language like Japanese with only 120. (The Japanese, however, may have a more compelling need for a VAT system because their typists have to contend with some 3,200 characters.) Digitized waveforms of speech signals, changes in pitch, phonetic information, syllables and words—information at all these levels has to go into the recognition algorithms.

Kurzweil cites one simple example of the difficulties encountered in developing the acoustical subsystem. “The vocal tract goes through certain transformations to pronounce a vowel. Perhaps the speaker doesn’t pronounce the vowel but goes directly into pronouncing the following plosive. The VAT system has to be able to deduce the presence of the vowel from the context of the voice preparation to pronounce it and the following plosive. Syntactical and grammatical constraints also have to be programmed into the system to resolve ambiguities.”

Therefore, among the 25-member team of computer scientists, electrical engineers, and human factors experts, speech scientists and linguists are especially important. In addition to Susumo Kuno, Kurzweil works with: Glen Akers, an associate of Kuno’s at Harvard in computational linguistics; MIT acoustics scientist Dennis Klett who developed the recently introduced DECtalk and Speech Plus speech synthesis systems; Francis Ganong, an acoustic speech scientist with special expertise in cognitive computer science from the University of Pennsylvania; and others.

Kurzweil and his research team at Kurzweil Speech Systems are exceptionally reticent to discuss the technical details of their work—one of the reasons, no doubt, that Kurzweil has managed to protect the exclusivity of his inventions.

One may infer, however, that lessons in AI, pattern recognition and, notably, acoustics have been learned during the development of the reading machines and the Kurzweil 250 and have been carried over into the VAT project.

Kurzweil points out, “There are striking analogies between OCR and VAT. Both require template matching or the mathematical equivalent thereof and minimal property extraction. The key is to write algorithms accurate and intelligent enough to recognize universal features reliably and to be able to make decisions about ambiguous features like broken type or an idiosyncratic pronunciation of certain vowel sounds. Property detection routines depend on the context of other properties and conditions. That makes for very complex math and software that has to be able to ‘learn.’”

It is virtually impossible to avoid anthropomorphic words like learn and training in the context of Kurzweil’s intelligent devices. Learning and training are an integral part of their operation. KDEM operators, for example, place a book on the scanning plate and introduce its text to the system. When the computer cannot recognize a character, it notifies the operator by putting up a message on his terminal display screen. The operator checks the character and inputs its correct identity. The computer then continues to scan until it is stumped again, at which point it will ask for human help. Because it is an AI system capable of drawing inferences and applying new information to new problems, the KDEM is capable of learning from this training. The more training it receives, the more rapidly it learns, until scanning only a page or two of a new typeface becomes sufficient for it to read everything printed in that typeface indefinitely.

A VAT in the Office by 1985?

There is little doubt from a technical standpoint that Ray Kurzweil’s promise to produce a working VAT system by 1985 will be, indeed, has already been, fulfilled. Scientific American—the magazine that had two years before unwittingly challenged Ray Kurzweil to develop a VAT before 2020—carried a feature on “Talkwriters” in its August 1983 issue which prominently featured Kurzweil’s VAT as a fait accompli.

Whether or not the work of configuring a system within a practical cost range will be done by 1985 is not as clear.

By computer industry standards, the KDEM hasn’t really enjoyed dramatic price/performance improvements. Although in the interest of fairness, one must point out that the Reading Machine and KDEM utilize labor-intensive and therefore increasingly expensive optical and mechanical components as well as electrical subsystems. The KDEM sold originally for $120,000. Today a KDEM system ten times faster and with a higher recognition and accuracy rate sells for around $30,000. Today’s Reading Machine, which does not have volume sales to contribute to reductions in per-unit production costs, is around 50% cheaper than the first model and offers greater memory, an expanded recognition capability and a very much improved voice output quality.

Kurzweil says the VAT system makes use of “large standard hardware subsystems that will help bring down the price.” And Kurzweil, the mathematical genius who sold his semester project at MIT’s Sloan School of Management for $100,000 plus royalties, has brought production, quality control and marketing experts into his company to supply manufacturing and sales strength.

According to Kurzweil some 85% of all today’s business text is created either by hand or by hunt-and-peck typing. The market for a workable VAT system is therefore enormous in terms of text production and editing alone. Database retrieval is a second, potentially much larger applications area. “That’s the whole thrust of the fifth generation computer project sponsored by Japan’s MITI,” Kurzweil says, “providing ease of access to computer-based information and computer tools to non-technical personnel. Natural language processing and VAT are two of the four pillars of the project along with supercomputers and artificial intelligence.”

Kurzweil is already working on follow-on products to the first VAT that will be announced in 1985. One of them, he hopes, will be a VAT-based system to enable deaf people to use the telephone with complete freedom and flexibility. No one who knows anything about Ray Kurzweil and his impossible machines doubts for a moment that he’ll do it.
The LaserJet’s control panel is a bit bewildering. (There had to be a catch somewhere, didn’t there?) Two seven-segment LEDs provide error (and some status) information as numeric codes that are explained in the user’s manual. They are easy to interpret. When the printer is first turned on it undergoes a self-test, indicated by an “02” (a printing self-test can also be invoked manually from the control panel with the SELF TEST key). The message “02” tells you to wait (the machine takes about two minutes to warm up), and “00” means it’s ready. A green READY light also illuminates when the printer is set to go.

A manual feed key allows you to select manual feed of paper a sheet at a time, or to use automatic feed from the paper tray.

There are five membrane switches in all, some with indicator lights that are somewhat perplexing.

There is no RESET button, for example. Should an error condition occur, it will take a little searching through the manual or experimentation to discover that the CONTINUE button is the one to push to get things started again after the condition has been corrected.

Also, there is no DATA light to indicate that information is flowing from the computer into the printer. Instead, the LED in the ONLINE key illuminates when data starts to flow into the printer’s 50K buffer. The light goes off when the buffer is empty.

The LaserJet is not only an inexpensive laser printer. It is an inexpensive laser printer with a number of features.

It offers three modes of operation. The first is the “print” mode, used for document printing. The other two are “portrait” (vertical) and “landscape” (horizontal) graphics modes. An example of the printer’s graphics mode output is shown in Fig. 4.

As mentioned earlier, the resolution in the print mode is 300 dots per inch. The default resolution in the other two modes is 75 dots per inch. This is not a limitation of the printer. Rather, it is set to correspond approximately to the display resolution of a computer such as the IBM PC. Under software control, graphics resolutions of 100, 150 and 300 dots per inch can be selected, although the image size will be inversely proportional to the resolution factor.

The printer can accept any one of four paper trays that can hold up to 100 sheets each. Sizes accommodated are: 8½ x 11” (letter size), 8½ x 14” (legal size), and the European A4 (198 mm x 287mm) and B5 (170mm x 247mm) sizes. In addition, a manual-feed mode can be selected and paper of almost any size (envelopes, for example) fed one piece at a time.

The LaserJet is not limited to printing on ordinary copier paper, though. It will accept any material—letterhead, colored stock, acetate for transparencies, vellum, etc.—that can be run through an ordinary copier. The LaserJet has even been known to print on business cards, although Hewlett-Packard does not recommend this practice.

In its basic configuration, the LaserJet can produce only one character font (Courier 10) and perform only a few special functions such as underlining. The addition of a ROM module called a font cartridge expands its capabilities dramatically. The cartridges are priced at about $200.

### Specifications

**Product:** LaserJet 2686A Laser Printer  
**Mfr:** Hewlett-Packard  
**PO Box 15**  
**Boise, ID 83707**  
**Dimensions:** 18.5" x 16.2" x 11.4"  
**Weight:** 71 lb  
**Price:** Under $3500  
**Features:** Process: dry type electrophotography (toner supplied in disposable EP cartridge with image forming drum). Resolution: 300 dots/in. (text); 75, 100, 150, 300 dots/in. (graphics).

Cartridges are available for a number of type styles and, when in place in their slot at the front of the printer, allow such enhancements as italics, boldface, and sub- and superscripting.

Furthermore, with the font cartridge in place, type sizes can be changed, pitches (characters per inch) varied, and several typefaces selected at will.

Many of the LaserJet’s functions and parameters are selectable or modifiable under software control using escape sequences (the ESC key followed by a string of numbers). Some of these sequences are four or five characters long, and would be tedious to use under normal conditions.

There is some good news (and some bad) about this, though. The bad news is that H-P’s escape sequences are non-standard. They do not resemble those of any other printer except those in H-P’s line. That means that existing word-processing packages will not allow you to make use of features like underlining and boldface without imbedding the complex escape sequences in the body of your text. H-P is working on this problem though, and should shortly have available code-translation packages for a number of software packages.

The good news is that, for most word processors, there’s a sneaky way to alleviate the escape sequence problem. With a keyboard-redesigner program like Talisman or Smartkey II, you can “teach” a little-used key (“#,” for instance) to output a string of characters . . . i.e., an escape sequence.

In conjunction with a command such as PeachText’s “OUT,” you can thus send a complex escape sequence to the LaserJet with just one keystroke.

### Is It Worth It?

What is it that makes the LaserJet different from “similar” printers costing ten times more? And, do you need a laser printer, even if it is relatively inexpensive?

While it is solidly built, the LaserJet is not intended for heavy-duty use. If you need something that can grind out eight or more pages a minute, eight hours a day, five days a week, you need something more durable.

The LaserJet is duty-rated for 3000 pages per month, or about 130 pages a day. That should satisfy the needs of most small businesses or private individuals (such as writers), but may not be enough for larger operations. Heavy-duty laser printers can run practically continuously, and have a throughput about 50% greater.

As far as operating costs go, the cost of the EP cartridge ($99 in single unit quantities) works out to about 3.3 cents per page. This is a little cheaper than using a plastic multistrike cartridge in an impact printer, but a bit more expensive than using a fabric ribbon. Paper, as always, is extra.

With its (maximum) power draw of 850 watts, electricity may also become a slight factor in cost operating this printer.

However, the LaserJet is fast, clean, extremely quiet, and can generate a number of typefaces and styles. It can, unlike other letter-quality printers, produce detailed graphics, as well.

The quality of its output is equal to or better than an ordinary paper copier. In appearance, the characters produced by the LaserJet are very nearly equivalent to those produced by daisy-wheel and other formed-character printers. (In fact, a new term—possibly Very Near Letter Quality, or VNQL—will probably have to be coined for printers of this sort.)

If you’re in the market for a high-quality printer, you should give serious consideration to the LaserJet. With its speed and impressive array of features, it may be just what you’ve been looking for.
Speech Recognition
(Continued from page 51)

"wear" abound. This actually simplifies the problem of speech synthesis, but it makes recognition more difficult. While it is possible to create algorithms that examine the context in which a word is used to determine its meaning, such programming is difficult and memory and processing time requirements involved make their use impractical, especially in real time.

Another significant problem is noise. How does a computer differentiate between noise and words?

Fortunately, much ambient noise can be attenuated to a level where it is insignificant, or filtered out before it is processed by the speech recognition program. Some noise, though, may occur during intervals between words, or when nothing is being spoken at all.

In an isolated recognition system this can cause serious difficulties. Because the noise is preceded and followed by (relative) silence, it is taken to be speech, and much time can be wasted in the computer's trying to determine the meaning of the input "word."

A speaker-dependent system can have an accuracy approaching 99%

By its nature, though, continuous speech recognition is relatively immune to this sort of interference. Since it is continuously searching for matches for words it knows and rejecting those it doesn't, a continuous speech recognition system automatically rejects noise as simply another word it doesn't understand.

There is another type of noise as well, for that's what unintelligible (or unknown) words can be considered to be. Again, continuous speech recognition, because of its constant processing, can just ignore such noise as something that is not in its vocabulary.

What the Future Holds

For a limited vocabulary in a stable (although possibly noisy) environment, current technologies perform fairly well. Word-, syllable-, and phoneme-based al-

APPLICATIONS FOR SPEECH RECOGNITION

With computers able to understand human speech—at the moment imperfectly, but in the not-too-far-distant future with a fairly high degree of comprehension—the question of how we will use this facility arises.

The most obvious use is to have computers respond to the spoken word rather than to have to input information from a keyboard. Since one of the most keyboard-intensive computing applications is word processing, an intelligent typewriter (or word processor) comes to mind. Such a device (according to the article elsewhere in this issue on research now being undertaken by Ray Kurzweil) should be with us soon.

Taking this one step further, it should be possible to obtain rough-draft hard copy translation from words spoken in one language to words in another. Such literal translation could then be refined by human translators. And if work in artificial intelligence and speech synthesis continues at the present rate, it may not be too long before it is possible to convert sentences spoken in one tongue directly into speech in another.

What other uses are there for a computer that can understand and react to speech? The disabled who, for one reason or another are unable to type, or find it a laborious task, could certainly benefit from this technology.

Speech-controlled appliances would be a boon to such people. Motorized intelligent wheelchairs are one possibility. Perhaps even robots to fetch and carry.

A speech-recognizing computer has no preconceived notions of how a word is supposed to be pronounced. Those whose speech was impeded by such diseases as cerebral palsy could train a computer to respond to their commands almost as easily as those blessed with normal speech faculties.

Hands-off applications for the general populace should also appear. How about a telephone that responds to the command, "Call John Smith" by dialing his number for you? Or (and this capability has already been available for several years) consider the ability to turn appliances on or off just by "saying the word". Because the range of audio frequencies required by speech-recognition devices is rather narrow, such commands could even be given from a remote location by telephone.

In business applications, workers performing such tasks as taking orders or inventories could use hard-wired or radio (or optical) links to speech recognition equipment to record the information they gathered directly into a computer equipped to use it.

On a more serious note, a speaker-dependent computer could be used for voiceprinting—validation of a person's identity for access to restricted information or areas.

Perhaps at some time in the future we'll all be voiceprinted at the age of 18, and the record put into a database for use by the police or other agencies.

The more you think about it, the more possibilities occur. And the advent of practical continuous-speech recognition that permits anyone to speak to a computer and be understood brings these possibilities closer to being probabilities.

Will all human-computer communication eventually be through the spoken word? Probably not.

There will still be traditionalists who feel that a keyboard (or pen, for that matter) is the only way to transcribe their thoughts. Further, for a number of purposes it will still be easier to push a button than to tell the computer to push it. Operations requiring precise manual control will still use joysticks, waldos (mechanical devices that respond to the movements of the fingers, hands, or other limbs), and similar means of input.

Most of the applications arising from speech-recognition technology have not yet even been devised. Speech recognition by electronic devices will undoubtedly change the ways in which we work and live.
How does a computer differentiate between noise and words?

be used to limit active reference candidates. Further, speech can be trained to expect sentence-like input, and to infer meaning from context. In that way, a recognition system will become a speech "understander" rather than just a listener.

CONTINUOUS SPEECH RECOGNITION PRODUCTS

H ere are two continuous speech recognition systems for microcomputers. Write or call the manufacturers for further information.

Continuous Speech Recognition Recognizer. Supports a 150-entry vocabulary consisting of words or short phrases. Will pick out target words located anywhere within a stream of normal conversation. Has capability to translate speech into keyboard commands. Speech recognition software in ROM. VOTAN, 4487 Technology Drive, Fremont, CA 94538. (415-490-7600). $2450 (IBM PC board), $3950 (RS-232 stand-alone voice terminal).

Speech Command System. Plug-in board assembly for TI Professional computer. Recognizes 50 words per vocabulary; vocabularies can be switched "on-the-fly." Includes speech digitizer with direct connection to telephone (to deliver or record messages, etc.), "transparent keyboard" (voice control of DOS and programs). Texas Instruments Inc., PO Box 402450, Dallas, TX 75240. (800-527-3500). $2600.

Algorithms have relative advantages and disadvantages, but no one has truly found the "atomic" of signals that can be used as the ultimate building block for speech recognition (or synthesis) and enable consistent recognition of a large and varied vocabulary.

In parallel with speech signal processing endeavors, artificial intelligence techniques are being explored to enhance large vocabulary accuracy through complicated syntactical structures that can
the eye’s lens geometry in an attempt to bring the display into sharp focus. This process of continuously seeking sharp edges in fuzzy displays may significantly contribute to the symptoms reported by VDT operators.

Since the problem results from shortcomings in VDT display technology, there is little that can be done beyond adjusting the monitor to provide as sharp an image as possible. However, VDT operators can minimize the resulting symptoms by frequently looking away from the display screen and focusing on some well-defined distant object.

There is another, more subtle vision problem arising from the VDT display. If you carefully examine the type on this page, you will notice that it is rather complex in design. The lines that make up the letters vary in thickness. Some lines, like the arm in a lower-case r, have enlarged, rounded ends, and most letters have little “feet” called serifs. These and other stylistic variations in the design of each letter contribute to the quality of the type we read daily.

While there are those who believe complex typography is used for text because it is inherently easier to read, there are others who believe it has become easier to read only because we have become so accustomed to it. Whatever the case, complex typography is demonstrably easier to read and understand than the simple, no-frills characters displayed on a VDT screen. The greater difficulty experienced by the brain in comprehending the meaning of the simple characters displayed on a VDT often results in slower comprehension rates. This, in turn, may frustrate some operators, leading to the headaches and other symptoms reported.

Another factor that affects comprehension is the way in which the characters in a VDT display are produced. Unlike printed characters, which consist of solid lines, VDT characters are produced using dot-matrix technology. Just as it is more difficult to read something printed on an inexpensive dot-matrix printer than on a formed-character daisy-wheel printer, so too is it more difficult to read a VDT screen than a printed page.

**Introducing Saccades**

Still another factor affecting comprehension is the way in which information is taken in by the eye. For most people, the eye increments along a line of type in small steps, called saccades. Researchers have concluded that, on average, type of the size and style usually found in newspapers and magazines is read in five-letter saccades. The characters displayed on a VDT screen, however, are larger than conventional type. Also, whereas the characters in type take only as much horizontal space as they need (proportional spacing), characters displayed on a VDT are generated in dot matrices of uniform width (for example, an “i” requires as much horizontal space as an “m”). As a result, the eye, on average, takes in only three VDT characters at a time, increasing the number of saccades required to read the same information.

Increasing the number of saccades reduces the ease with which information is comprehended in two important ways. First, the brain is presented with shorter intervals of VDT reads, which are more difficult to identify. For example, a series of five letters are much easier to comprehend than a series of five letters each. The result is a reduction in reading speed from a typical 300 words per minute to just 180 or so.

Equally important, increasing the number of saccades also increases the number of eye movements required to read a given amount of text. Over the course of a day, it is reasonable to expect the extra eye movement to increase the likelihood of headaches and other related symptoms.

Behavioral optometrists differ with their orthodox brethren in their approach to improving VDT comprehension. They believe that in many cases the use of low-power “plus” lenses may eliminate the problem. By optically pushing back the VDT screen, the character size becomes small enough to be read in saccades of five letters. Also, since the characters are smaller, their dot-like construction becomes less noticeable. Furthermore, as already mentioned, by pushing back the image, plus lenses can reduce convergence lag.

A relatively large percentage of the general population suffers from reading disabilities of one kind or another. According to the OEP, many studies have revealed that poor readers often have irregular eye movement patterns and prolonged fixations.

Many poor readers are unaware that they suffer from these symptoms; they know only that reading is a problem. As a result, they try to avoid jobs that require a great deal of reading and writing. But as office automation spreads, these people are finding themselves being forced to work with VDTs and, hence, may experience the kind of symptoms being reported. However, behavioral optometrists believe that these reading disabilities can be overcome through visual training.
**Ergonomic Factors**

The OEP believes that as much as two-thirds of the symptoms reported by VDT operators are vision related. The remainder result from the ergonomic conditions existing in the workplace.

One of the most important of these is glare. Bright lights, for example, located where they are seen when the operator looks squarely at the VDT can directly affect overall vision. The changes in posture an operator assumes to avoid the glare can, in itself, lead to such problems as astigmatism.

Another important ergonomic factor is reflection. Images reflected off the VDT's screen appear to be "behind" it. Because of this, the operator's point of focus can constantly shift between the screen and the point behind it where the image appears to be located. As a result, the operator finds it more difficult to concentrate on the display and comprehend what is on the screen.

**Flicker**

Flicker is another ergonomic hazard faced by VDT operators. Flicker results from a decay in the intensity of light emitted by the CRT's phosphor between scans by the electron beam. It is a function of both the CRT's sweep or refresh rate and the persistence of the phosphors being used. Color monitors, which typically have relatively low refresh rates, are more likely to produce visible flicker than monochrome displays. However, some VDT operators are sufficiently sensitive to flicker that even monochrome displays can cause them visual distress.

Another possible consequence of flicker is its relationship to the small movements the eyes make—the saccades—stepping from one group of characters to the next. The brain normally gathers and analyzes the information contained in one saccade before moving to the next. In susceptible people, however, flicker may induce the eyes to saccade to the next group of letters before the brain has fully comprehended the contents of the previous one. As a result, the susceptible individual will have difficulty following the flow of information presented in the display. Not only will this create frustration and reduce the overall reading rate, the extra eye movements made over the course of a day can contribute to eye fatigue.

Although little can be done to reduce the flicker of existing equipment, VDT's purchased for new installations should be as flicker-free as possible. Since peripheral vision appears more susceptible to the effects of flicker than central vision, operators should view their VDTs as squarely as possible. This will at least minimize the effects of what flicker their VDTs produce.

Contrast is still another ergonomic factor contributing to VDT operator discomfort. Studies show that increased contrast often improves nearpoint performance. With this in mind, the OEP recommends that the VDT be adjusted so that the characters are 10 times brighter than the screen background, and that room lighting be three times brighter than the characters.

**The Workstation**

Last, but certainly not least, there is the matter of the workstation itself. According to the OEP, many VDT-related vision problems can be minimized through proper design and workstation layout (Fig. 3). Ideally, the keyboard, screen, and any printed copy should be equally distant from the operator's eyes. The copy and screen should also be on the same level—about 20 degrees below eye level. A shaded, adjustable copy lamp that can be moved to a position where it does not cause reflections in the VDT screen is also recommended. Finally, the keyboard should be located so that the wrist and lower arm are parallel to the floor.

The OEP also recommends that the workstation should be oriented so that the operator faces an open space beyond the VDT screen. The VDT itself should be adjustable so that the operator can move or tilt it to eliminate reflections and glare. To minimize the potential for operator discomfort, the screen should be cleaned and the focus and image be adjusted regularly.

Even under the best ergonomic conditions, visual distress can occur if operators are required to stare at their VDTs continuously. Because of this, the OEP recommends that operators take a break of 15 minutes or so at least once every two hours. Furthermore, if the VDT workload is especially demanding, the operator should switch for a few minutes to another non-VDT task at least once each hour.

For more information about vision and VDTs, telephone the Optometric Extension Program Foundation: 800-423-4111 (714-641-3883 in California), or send a stamped legal-size, self-addressed envelope to the Optometric Extension Program Foundation, Inc., 2912 S. Daimler St., Santa Ana, CA 92705 for a free copy of its guide to relieving VDT-related vision complaints.

---
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sales forecasts, etc.) would be better. A more serious drawback for some DSS applications is the relative lack of statistical analysis capabilities in the micro systems. This weakness means that such basic model inputs as sales forecasts must be developed elsewhere, or simply assumed. Again, much of this problem stems from the processing limitations of micro-computers. Multivariate statistical analysis is extremely processing-intensive, and even small analyses can grind on for some time on a micro.

Display Capabilities

Three display features of interest are onscreen facilities, report generation, and graphics. The micro DSS's of Table I stack up very nicely against mainframe systems here. We've already noted that, besides being a modeling device, a spreadsheet is an effective on-screen display device that reflects changes in any aspect of the model immediately.

One problem with a spreadsheet, though, is that (as with 1-2-3) you cannot see the cell definitions on the display, except for the one where the cursor is located. It is therefore more difficult to see what's going on, particularly for a complex model. This problem is solved in IFPS/P by displaying the model definition in a separate window. Since IFPS/P permits cells to be defined in English, you see a neat set of statements such as:

Profit = Sales - Expenses

Knowledgeable programmer can have a forms generation capability that can be used for screen input or output (and can be printed as well). Thus you can view model results—on screen or printed—in a completely custom form. Encore!'s report generator offers similar power, as does IFPS/P's. In fact, with any of these systems, one can create presentation-quality reports from models. By contrast, 1-2-3 only permits you to view or print a spreadsheet as it is, with one-line headers and footers, imperfect control over the location of dollar signs, etc. It is quite sufficient, however, if senior management or a client will not be looking at the information, or the report is simple.

Finally, graphics are well-supported by Encore! and IFPS/P. To get really nice-looking hard copy, a plotter is important; and even then, these systems lack some features found in full-scale presentation-quality graphics systems. Yet graphics support is impressive. For instance in Encore! you are allowed control of labels, scaling, graph type (bar, stacked bar, floating bar, horizontal bar, scatter plot, line graph, pie chart), legend, etc. IFPS/P and 1-2-3 support color, although without complete user control over which colors are used for what.

To sum up, the micro-DSS's in Table I offer incredible power for the money. Their features compare favorably with mainframe systems costing several hundred times more. The two biggest areas of weakness in the micro area are data management and statistics. Both of these functions lend themselves to mainframe processing power.

Integration

Integration is simply the ease with which different software features are able to work together. And ease resolves itself into two further components, namely, what is possible to do, and what does the user have to worry about?

Another problem with standalone multifunctional microcomputer software has almost outmoded DSS

The two products is that they all had their own command environment, which obviously made learning them a problem. Along with integrated software has come integrated command structures.

But how integrated is integrated? For instance, suppose you have a series of programs with a similar command environment, but which are sold separately, and which require some data-swapping to be able to work together. This kind of arrangement is superior to completely standalone applications, but requires users to be aware of what the software is doing, what form the data are in, etc.

Integration is particularly salient in any discussion of micro-mainframe systems. It is clearly possible to move data between a micro and mainframe. You don't necessarily have to be a programmer—there are a number of off-the-shelf programs that will work for some situations. But this approach involves users in data management very heavily. You need to be sure that the mainframe data are in an accessible form, that your downloading program knows that form, and whatever micro software you will use can read the data once downloaded. Possible? Sure. Convenient? Not really. In fact, this kind of nonintegrated solution is contrary to the spirit of DSS. Since time is of the essence for managers, a DSS ought to provide resource access (e.g. to a mainframe) as transparently as possible. You should not, ideally, have to worry about the details of data transfer—you should just be able to say, in effect, "Go get the data."

IFPS and IFPS/P

IFPS has been perhaps the most widely-used mainframe financial DSS. IFPS/P is built to work with mainframe IFPS, to some extent. In particular, you can share both data and models between the two systems.

Data sharing is accomplished by uploading and downloading data files. IFPS/P has a telecommunications package built-in, so you use it to log onto mainframe IFPS. Once there, you open a "models and reports" file. You return to local micro mode and execute a command to copy the datafile of interest to the micro, or to move it to the mainframe.

A similar procedure is used to transfer a model, except a file containing model specifications is moved. Also, there are some relatively minor discrepancies between the mainframe and micro version of the IFPS modeling language, so you need to "translate" them on the micro after receiving (or before sending). A command is provided for this purpose. It is not possible to select particular variables to be moved—you get an entire file. Moreover, this process will not work except with an IFPS model and reports file. This is an integrated micro-mainframe link, but still is a relatively loose link. You talk to the micro and mainframe separately, physically transfer data (or models), and even have to consider the form of the model commands (being sure they are appropriately translated). On the other hand, the process is pretty well automated, and there isn't a lot of details to consider.

The Future—Distributed DSS?

We have seen that considerable decision support capability is now available on IBM-compatible microcomputers. Some of the weaknesses of these micro-DSS's are being dealt with in the form of micro-mainframe links. Where will all this lead?

One clear trend is towards what once was considered mainframe processing power in a low-priced micro system. Very-large-scale-integrated (VLSI) processors can be cheap but powerful. Thus it will soon be possible to run mainframe database management and statistical software on a micro that costs no more than a present-day IBM PC. This is probably desirable for statist-
cal software. There is no inherent reason to centralize statistical processing, and a micro-based DSS would provide the usual advantages of modularity and predictable execution speed. For some specialized applications—management science or operations research—systems may be designed to hand really big processing jobs to a mainframe via a communications link. But there is not enough demand for such applications in the community right now to warrant such an elaborate design.

Data management is another matter. Even if every manager in a particular corporation could have mainframe-level data management in his desktop micro, there would still be important questions concerning data sharing and data integrity. Who would input and maintain all that data? How can a company ensure that all managers use the same data for analyses? These are obviously corporate-level concerns that cannot be solved by individual managers.

There are two main avenues for future development. First, a company may keep all corporate data in a central "database machine." Individual users will be able to access this information, select aggregates or subsets, and download to local storage where necessary. The emphasis will be on data sharing.

This kind of design requires a central staff to maintain the "corporate data," however. Some companies may have many departments, each of which generates and maintains its own data. Under these circumstances a "distributed database" approach looks more attractive. Micro users connected by a high-speed local area network (LAN) could have corporate data available as a "virtual" local database—but actually, everyone would be sharing data with everyone else. The data management software would handle all the technical details to find data available on someone else's storage device. Aside from data management, integrated DSS software could reside entirely on the micro.

Obviously, in-between designs are possible as well, with departments having modest-sized database machines sharing data with other departmental machines and/or a central corporate database, and users with micros accessing the data through links to the departmental machines.

Conclusions
The widespread availability of flexible, multifunctional microcomputer software has almost outmoded the terms "DSS." After all, is 1-2-3 a DSS if you use it (as some small businesses do) for developing accounting systems? On the other hand, it is still important to recognize that managers have distinct information needs, and that these needs are met to a greater or lesser extent by different types of software.

Does the advent of cheap, powerful micro-based DSS's mean that all managers will soon be using data and models?

In larger corporations, the biggest barriers seem to be data availability. In smaller companies, the biggest barrier may be knowledge—the fanciest DSS in the world is of little use to a manager who isn't comfortable with data and models. Maybe we will see the day when DSS software includes an online "expert advisor" tool!
which could be read and added to by physicians equipped with suitable read/write units. His latest enthusiasm is software distribution.

Drexler envisions mass-produced cards, each carrying standard computer software that could be read, but not altered, by personal computers. He points out that the two-megabyte capacity of present cards could comfortably hold large integrated software packages such as Lotus 1-2-3. As card capacity increases, versions of the same program written for several different computers could be put on the same card, a concept Drexler calls the “Rosetta Stone Card” after the stone whose parallel inscriptions in four languages make it possible to decipher Egyptian hieroglyphics. Another possibility is “The Complete Software Card,” which would carry the instruction manual as well as the program, so the user could get help on-line. Drexler adds that purely instructional material could also be “published” on optical cards, to be read on-line.

Both software users and writers might welcome optical-card distribution. The cards should be much more durable than floppy disks, reducing user concerns about loss of expensive software. If the cards were used purely as a distribution medium, it should be possible to keep software pirates from copying them, which is good news for software writers.

Both optical cards and readers for them should be inexpensive. Drexler says that blank cards would sell for about $1.50 each in lots of 100,000, adding that his company is set up to produce 40,000 cards a day. In the same quantity, prerecorded cards would run from $1.50 each for 125-kilobyte cards to $5.25 each for two-megabyte cards. Drexler estimates that laserless readers that use CCD (charge-coupled device) arrays to read cards would cost about $70 each in large OEM quantity, or about $200 when sold separately or integrated into desktop computers. Read/write units with semiconductor diode lasers would run about three to seven times the price of read-only modules.

Thirteen companies around the world have licensed Drexler’s optical card technology for $250,000 to $300,000 each. The list includes such big names as Canon Inc. (Japan), Fujitsu Ltd. (Japan), Honeywell Information Systems, NCR Corp., Toshiba, and Wang Laboratories Inc. Another Japanese licensee, Logitec, demonstrated optical-card reprogramming of arcade video games at the Amusement Showcase International trade show in Chicago this past February. The reprogramming card lets a single console be used for many different games, saving arcades the high cost of replacing single-game units that quickly go out of fashion. The customer might rent his favorite game card from the operator and plug it into a multi-game console. Other applications are likely to follow soon.

Capacity of optical storage is expected to rise. A 35 x 80-millimeter (1.38 x 3.15-inch) strip of optical material can hold two megabytes of data recorded as 10-micrometer spots. These spots are more than 10 times larger than those on high-density optical disks, making possible low-cost replication and use of inexpensive readers, and leaving room for future improvement as well. Drexler expects gradually to bring the spot size down to three micrometers by 1990, raising the capacity of an optical stripe to 20 megabytes while maintaining larger tolerances than on high-density disks.

Systems for Massive Archives

Government agencies have been a major force in pushing the development of huge-capacity optical storage. RCA’s Advanced Technology in Laboratory has been working on jukebox systems for a few years, and this summer will deliver engineering development models to NASA and the Air Force. NASA’s interest is in storing data collected by satellites and spacecraft; the military has its own archives. Each RCA system stores 1.25 trillion bytes on 128 14-inch (35-centimeter) disks. Data on any disk in the system can be located within five seconds, report developers George J. Ammon and Bohdan W. Sirjy. Three government ministries in the Netherlands will evaluate an optical jukebox system called “Megadoc” developed by Philips to store digitized images of documents for rapid retrieval.

Demonstrations of two separate optical storage systems are planned by the Library of Congress in its Optic Disc Pilot Program. The test is seeking solutions for three problems with the library’s 80-million item collection: deterioration, limited storage space, and retrieval of individual items. A 100-disc jukebox system will store digitized images of about a million pages from magazines, manuscripts, and collections of

Ovshinsky (Continued from page 64)

inch optical disks (700 megabytes each). Though clearly the product was aimed at the office automation marketplace, there was no doubt that those involved in home video, audio and computers were watching closely, already figuring out their market application, as well.

Stanford Ovshinsky also watched, but wasn’t pleased with what he saw. The technology was credited to Matsushita’s $600 million a year research program. Their technicians described the breakthrough as a trick of adding a pinch of germanium, indium and lead to the normal tellurium oxide optical disk coating. This allowed the recording material to be switched between its crystalline and amorphous states that Ovshinsky had devised ten years earlier and even introduced to the company without compensation.

A lawsuit last spring was the result. ECD enjoined Matsushita from marketing its erasable optical memory disk system, claiming patent infringement and misappropriation. The timing was apparently right since the move followed IBM’s FBI sting operation of Hitachi for theft of corporate secrets. In Michigan, —with the idle automotive factories not far away—the idea of a “small” American inventor fighting off Japanese big business was a publicly appealing crusade. Before a Senate subcommittee, Ovshinsky likened Matsushita’s move to “technological piracy.”

However, the expected legal give-and-take was quickly settled six months later—a surprisingly short time for any patent dispute. The end result was that Matsushita gave Ovshinsky credit de facto for his work by becoming an ECD licensee for the technology.

“I think what happened is a model of sorts of Japanese/American tension. We worked things out so we both could benefit. Matsushita showed good will and not a piratical response to the situation,” he explained, adding that he expects substantial royalties once Matsushita begins production of its erasable optical disk product.

Ovshinsky does not consider himself a maverick. He admits, though, that thinking differently and remaining independent are main ingredients in his overall business scheme. “My aim in life is not to fight,” he said. “Like any inventor, my aim is to have my ideas recognized.”

Then, remembering the already sizable scope of his success, he quickly said, “And marketed.”
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lists of customers. Updating permanent optical media is possible but clumsy; it requires inserting a cross-reference to another part of the disk, perhaps obliterating the old data, and writing the new data in the new place. This approach is reasonable if there are few updates, but not if revisions are extensive.

Erasable optical materials have not been proved to be more difficult to develop than permanent ones. But some progress has been made in this area. Matsushita announced last year that it plans to market an erasable optical disk in which data is recorded by causing changes in the physical properties of a thin-film coating.

However, that statement was early even by the standards of the computer industry, and no product is expected to appear on the market before next year. Sony, Philips, and Sharp Corp. (Japan) have each demonstrated optical disk drives in which data is recorded by changing magnetic properties of a storage medium in ways that can be detected optically. The drive demonstrated last year by Philips crammed 10 megabytes onto a disk just five centimeters (two inches) in diameter, for use with person-

PORTED INVESTED MORE THAN $40 MILLION IN DEVELOPMENT COSTS. DESIGNED FOR USE WITH LARGE FRAMEWORKS, THE SYSTEM STORES FOUR GIGABYTES (4000 MEGABYTES) ON ONE SIDE OF A 14-INCH DISK WITH AN ERROR RATE OF ONE BIT IN 10 MILLION. IT TAKES ABOUT 0.085 SECOND TO FIND DATA ON THE DISK.

MOST OTHER SYSTEMS USE 12-INCH DISKS, HAVE AN AVERAGE ACCESS TIME OF ABOUT 0.25 SECOND AND AN ERROR RATE AROUND ONE IN A TRILLION, AND CARRY SMALLER PRICE TAGS. THE OPTIMTEM 1000 DRIVE FROM Xerox's Shugart subsidiary, for example, is sold for $6000 to $10,000 in OEM quantity, and would probably retail at twice these prices. The Optitex drive, along with similar models from NEC Corp. and Thomson-CSF, stores up to 1.3 Gb on one side of a 12" disk. Hitachi doubles the capacity using both sides.

Towards the Future

Developers are already looking toward a new generation of optical storage systems. A main goal is to develop erasable materials that would avoid the need for permanent recording. Many computer files are not archival but are rather, periodically updated data bases, such as

maps and sheet music. The stored information can be displayed on video screens or printed on paper. A second system will use videodisk technology to store "nonprint" material including film segments, still pictures, sound recordings, and 30 antique paper "motion picture" sets. The library will develop indexing software to go with both systems, which will have terminals in public areas to see how well they serve library users.

Commercial versions of optical storage systems do not aim for such high capacity yet. The first models had only limited capacity or were designed for special applications, such as automated filing—the storage of digitized image documents. Toshiba has sold about 300 of its "Tosfile" document storage systems in Japan since late 1981, but the error rate of its optical disk is much too high for computer storage. Matsushita's Panasonic subsidiary sells an optical disk system that records 15,000 video images on an eight-inch (20-centimeter) disk. True data-storage disks did not come on the market until last fall.

The highest-performance system is offered by Storagic Technology, which recently
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IT'S NOT A VIDEO DISC. IT'S A VIDEODISC. THE STORED DATA IS DISPLAYED ON A VIDEO SCREEN. THE DATA STORED ON A VIDEO DISK CAN BE DISPLAYED ON A VIDEO SCREEN.

Most people have heard of videodiscs and videodisk systems. During the last two years, the number of systems sold has increased dramatically. According to Cahners, the leading authority on marketing of new products, more than 150 new products were introduced last year. As of October, 1983, there were more than 8000 videodisc products available in the United States.

For both videodiscs and videodisk systems, the quality of the stored data is crucial. The better the quality, the more likely that the stored data will be of use in the future. The quality of the stored data is a function of the quality of the recording process. There are many different recording processes, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. The most common recording processes are the following:

- The optical recording process, in which a laser beam burns a groove into the disk.
- The magnetic recording process, in which a magnetic field is used to create a pattern of magnetic bits on the disk.
- The electrical recording process, in which an electrical signal is used to create a pattern of electrical bits on the disk.
- The thermal recording process, in which heat is used to change the properties of the disk material.
- The chemical recording process, in which chemicals are used to create a pattern on the disk.

For videodiscs, the quality of the stored data is determined by the type of recording process used. The optical recording process is the most common recording process used for videodiscs, and it is also the most commonly used recording process for videodisk systems. The optical recording process is the most accurate recording process, and it is also the most expensive.

For videodisk systems, the quality of the stored data is determined by the type of recording process used. The optical recording process is the most common recording process used for videodisk systems, and it is also the most commonly used recording process for videodiscs. The optical recording process is the most accurate recording process, and it is also the most expensive.
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For videodiscs, the quality of the stored data is determined by the type of recording process used. The optical recording process is the most common recording process used for videodiscs, and it is also the most commonly used recording process for videodisk systems. The optical recording process is the most accurate recording process, and it is also the most expensive.

For videodisk systems, the quality of the stored data is determined by the type of recording process used. The optical recording process is the most common recording process used for videodisk systems, and it is also the most commonly used recording process for videodiscs. The optical recording process is the most accurate recording process, and it is also the most expensive.

For both videodiscs and videodisk systems, the quality of the stored data is determined by the type of recording process used. The optical recording process is the most common recording process used for videodiscs, and it is also the most commonly used recording process for videodisk systems. The optical recording process is the most accurate recording process, and it is also the most expensive.
al computers. However, neither Philips nor the two Japanese companies have said anything about marketing plans.

Despite the progress with erasable materials, some observers remain skeptical about their products. One concern is stability of the recorded data, particularly if exposed to light or heat.

Other concepts are in the works as well. Jerry Drexler talks about optical storage materials in tape form, for recording large quantities of data, such as collected by satellites, which should be saved but need not be used frequently. A small group at IBM's San Jose Research Laboratory led by Gary C. Bjorklund is working on a way to increase optical storage density a thousandfold by recording data at the same point using different wavelengths of light. That idea seems far from practical, but so did optical data storage a few years ago.

The first generation of optical storage systems should start having an impact on the computer world within a couple of years. They promise data storage that is more compact, longer-lived, and more reliable than floppy disks. They promise a better way to distribute software and to store data you cannot afford to lose. Optical storage will not make floppy disks or hard disks instantly obsolete, but it should do many jobs better.

Store It with Light

Tandy 2000
(Continued from page 19)

Tandy recognized this ingredient and set out to woo the developers of the key software in the management analysis area so that they would tailor their software for the Model 2000. Tandy was relatively successful in this pursuit and was able to announce when the Model 2000 was introduced that well-known, already successful software such as Multiplan, dBase II, Multi-Mate, Microsoft Word and the PFS series (PFS:File, PFS:Report, PFS:Write and PFS:Graph) either were already available for the Model 2000 or would be within 6 months and would be marketed under the Tandy name and supported by the Tandy organization.

In this announcement, Tandy also set sight on the small business market and announced the availability (for the first time on microcomputers) of the MAI/Basic Four Small Business Accounting Programs (General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Inventory, Purchase Order, Order Entry and Payroll). Finally, Tandy announced VideoTex Plus which allows, with appropriate modem interface, communications with remote data bases such as CompuServe and Dow Jones. The announcement of these products with the Model 2000 was of major importance and the product universe announced was certainly more comprehensive and exciting than the universe initially announced with the IBM PC.

Tandy did not rest on its laurels after the initial announcement but continued to attempt to expand the software base. It soon announced agreement to market Ovation Technologies' "Ovation," an integrated multi-function system and then, in possibly the most significant development in the software area to date, announced an agreement with Lotus Development Corporation for the marketing of the far and away biggest selling MS-DOS program, "1-2-3," under the Tandy name. The Lotus announcement gave final credence to the Tandy marketing comparisons with the PC. (Prior to the announcement it seemed a bit ludicrous to take seriously a direct comparison with the PC when the 2000 could not run the most important software for the PC. The judgment for many people would be rather: "Is it better to have a PC or compatible that runs '1-2-3' or a technically superior machine that cannot?"). Christopher Morgan, Vice President of Communications for Lotus Development says "We are very excited about the installation of '1-2-3' on the 2000 as we feel that the high quality of the system makes it obvious that Tandy intends to be a major player in the professional marketplace."

In addition to these agreements with software producers that put products in Radio Shack stores under the Tandy name, Tandy arranged with still other vendors a type of catalog sales arrangement in which a customer can decide on a program in a Radio Shack store and order it. The store will place the order into the new "Express Order" system and the order will be routed directly to the producer of the software who will ship it within 24 hours directly to the client. In this case, software maintenance and support will be provided by the software vendor. Agreements of this type are already in place with such firms as MicroPro and Information Unlimited and programs such as Wordstar, Easywriter and Word Perfect are available through this procedure.

When one views the total universe of software encompassed by the products marketed under Tandy's own name and through Express Software, one realizes the great success Tandy has had in convincing developers to "port" their software to the 2000.

Software Performance

We spent considerable time utilizing both packaged software such as dBase II, PFS:File and Multiplan and programming languages such as Microsoft's BASIC and FORTRAN. In every case, the software ran faster and, once we were acclimated to the more standard keyboard, was slightly more pleasant to use than the comparable version on the IBM PC or true compatible. The speed difference was quite apparent in the processing intensive software products such as Multiplan but far less dramatic in those systems that are highly disk I/O intensive. (A dBase II procedure that sets up files and indexes for processing and then counts the number of records in the data file took 01:56:60 minutes on the 2000 and 02:06:78 on the PC when the data file contained 354 records—a 10 second or an approximate 08:5% increase in "thru-put." We found the text mode of the Tandy color monitor to be at least as sharp and restful to the eye as text displayed on an IBM Monochrome monitor. We also found that in addition to all its other pluses enumerated above, the touch of the 2000 keyboard had, in our opinion, a nicer feeling than either the IBM or Compaq keyboards.

Summary

We find the Tandy TRS-80 Model 2000 to be a superior system in both packaging and performance. We feel that Tandy has properly analyzed the marketplace and has responded to it. The MAI/Basic Four Accounting Series makes the system very attractive for small businesses, and the professional market is well served by the 1-2-3, Multiplan, Word, dBase II, etc. products. We do not expect the Model 2000 to be as successful as the IBM PC, which has been available for over two years, or Apple's Macintosh, which represents a new approach to the user-interface and has received tremendous press, but we feel that the machine is of sufficient quality to warrant the attention of new computer purchasers. It is a cost-efficient system and is supported by a proven organization. We further feel that Tandy is to be commended for choosing to produce a technically superior machine rather than developing just another IBM PC look-alike.
Computer Scientist
(Continued from page 77)

Do the same to change a menu selection. Then type RUN and hit ENTER.

Figure 6 shows a publication-quality circuit diagram made with Circuit Plot. A very crude draft version of this circuit was sketched on the calibrated grid in a few seconds.

Unfortunately, even a slight misalignment of the grid on the X-Pad can cause serious errors. Figure 7, for example, is what resulted when the rough version of the circuit in Fig. 6 was moved slightly out of alignment.

Expanding the Menu.
You can add ten additional menu boxes along the X-Pad's right margin by inserting the following lines into Listing 1:
55 IF X<200 THEN 85
85 SOUND 200,3
90 B=11-(1+INT(Y/20))
95 ON B GOTO 1100,1200,
1300,1400,1500,1600,
1700,1800,1900,2000

You'll have to develop plotter instructions for producing symbols for these new locations and the two unused locations in the left menu. To get you started, Fig. 8 shows how an npn transistor, a fairly tough symbol, is programmed. Its listing can be inserted directly in the master Listing 1.

Incidentally, line 945 in Fig. 8 can be appended to line 940. Just omit PRINT #=-2,"", in line 945 and the final quote marks in line 940. I used two lines since the original line 940 was too long to be printed across a sheet of paper.

For best results when encoding symbols to be plotted, first draw a rough symbol on a sheet of graph paper having an appropriate scale. Select an origin and mark plot-relative coordinates at each turning point. When you assemble the coordinates into a string of code, be sure to include pen-up and pen-down commands when necessary.

There's no need to worry if your symbol has the wrong size or aspect ratio. I used the wrong graph paper to establish the plot-relative coordinates for the transistor in Fig. 8. The resulting transistor was egg shaped and much too big. Rather than repeat the laborious task of developing new coordinates for a smaller, rounder transistor, I simply inserted a revised scale instruction in the transistor symbol-drawing routine given in Fig. 8.

Incidentally, even a single error will wreak havoc with a plotted symbol! Careful planning and a dose of patience will pay off in faster symbol programming.

Going Further.
Though I use Circuit Plot to produce

publication quality circuit diagrams, the same programs can be easily adapted to draw mechanical parts, lumber, floor plans, plumbing diagrams, and anything else the plotter can be programmed to draw. For a basic CAD system that simply transforms rough sketches into finished drawings, your major programming hurdle will be developing plotter codes for the symbol you want to use.

Though my system does the job for which it was designed, it's quite primitive by commercial CAD standards. If you enjoy programming, you might want to expand Listing 1 to include functions like zoom, enlarge, scale, rotate, and label. All these functions can be achieved by means of straightforward HPGL plotter instructions.

You might also want to include features for drawing diagrams on the computer's monitor and storing both individual symbols and completed drawings on a diskette. The ability to store drawings on diskette is particularly important, for you can then develop routines for revising completed drawings long after they were made.

Speech synthesis is another area you might want to explore. Several companies make reasonably priced, easily-programmed speech synthesizers for the CoCo. I plan to acquire such a module and modify Listing 1 to include a spoken verification of symbols when they are selected from the menu. This will eliminate menu errors and the need to refer to the monitor.

Finally, you might want to devise an entirely new CAD system of your own just as I've done. If so, be sure to consider some of the new graphics tablets that are now available.

In particular, the PowerPad by ChalkBoard, Inc. (3772 Pleasantdale Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30340) appears to be ideally suited for do-it-yourself CAD. Unlike the X-Pad I've used, the PowerPad doesn't suffer from nonlinearity problems because its sensitive surface is an array of 120 X 120 switches.

LISTING 1.
1 'CIRCUIT PLOT
2 '
5 'COPYRIGHT 1984 BY FORREST M.
MIMS, USA
10 PRINT #=-2,"IN:SC0,31,40,0,SP:1;";
20 CLS
30 GOSUB 5000
40 IF S<0 THEN 30
50 IF S=I THEN 7000
60 SOUND 175,3
70 A=11-(1+INT(Y/20))
80 ON A GOTO 100,200,300,400,500,600,700,
800,900,1000
90 '100 PRINT "OP-AMP: SELECT LOCATION."
110 GOSUB 6000
120 IF S<3 THEN 110
130 SOUND 150,3
140 PRINT #=-2,"PA:H,V:PR0,0,PD,0,-4,
-5,5,5,PU;";
150 GOTO 20
199 '
200 PRINT "OPEN RECTANGLE: SELECT
LOCATION."
210 GOSUB 6000
220 IF S<3 THEN 210
230 SOUND 160,3
240 PRINT #=-2,"PA:H,V:PR0,0,PD,0,5,2,
0,0,1,-2,0,5,PU;";
250 GOTO 20
299 '
300 PRINT "LINE: SELECT ORIGIN."
310 GOSUB 6000
320 IF S<3 THEN 310
330 SOUND 170,3
340 PRINT #=-2,"PA:H,V:PD;"
350 PRINTSELECT DESTINATION."
360 GOSUB 6000
370 IF S<3 THEN 360
380 SOUND 180,3
390 PRINT #=-2,"PA:H,V:PU;"
395 GOTO 20
399 '
400 PRINT "DOT: SELECT LOCATION."
410 GOSUB 6000
420 IF S<3 THEN 410
430 SOUND 200,3
440 PRINT #=-2,"PA:H,V:PR1,1,PD,0,-2,
-2,0,2,20,PU;";
450 GOTO 20
499 '
500 PRINT "ARROWHEAD: SELECT
LOCATION."
510 GOSUB 6000
520 IF S<3 THEN 510
530 SOUND 150,3
540 PRINT #=-2,"PA:H,V:PR0,0,PD,-3,
-3,3,3,3,3,3,PU;";
550 GOTO 20
599 '
600 PRINT "CAPACITOR: SELECT
LOCATION."
610 GOSUB 6000
620 IF S<3 THEN 610
630 SOUND 160,3
640 PRINT #=-2,"PA:H,V:PR0,0,-5,PD,
0,1,0,4,0,0,0,1,0,5,0,5,0,5,0,5,0,5,0,7,0,PU;";
650 GOTO 20
699 '
700 PRINT "RESISTOR: SELECT
LOCATION."
710 GOSUB 6000
720 IF S<3 THEN 710
730 SOUND 250,3
740 PRINT #=-2,"PA:H,V:PD,PR75,0,15,
-3,6,3,6,3,6,3,6,3,6;";
745 PRINT #=-2,"PR,3,-6,3,6,15,-3,
750,PU;
750 GOTO 20
799 '
800 PRINT "GROUND SYMBOL: SELECT
LOCATION."
810 GOSUB 6000
820 IF S<3 THEN 810
825 SOUND 200,3
830 SOUND 200,3
840 PRINT #=-2,"PA:H,V:PR,-9,PD,1,8,
0,0,0,1,3,3,1,2,0,0,PU,-9,3,PD,6,
0,PU;";
850 GOTO 20
899 '
5000 X=PEEK(65376):Y=PEEK(65377):S=PEEK(65378):RETURN
6000 X=PEEK(65376):H=INT(X/5)
6100 Y=PEEK(65377):V=INT(Y/5)
6200 X=PEEK(65378):RETURN
7000 PRINT #=-2,"SP;";
7010 PRINT "QUIT CIRCUIT PLOT:"END
direct. The difference is like telling a robot to move so many spaces left and so many spaces right... versus grabbing the darn thing and moving it."

What is the secret to making a software company "move?"

**King Arthur on a High Bandwidth**

Leo Nikora offered this picture of what Gates is accomplishing at Microsoft: It used to be, before Bill Gates came along, that companies thought they had to produce proprietary products, otherwise you couldn't make lots of money, he said.

"Now Bill Gates has shown that the person who gets everyone to work together will share in the wealth. It's like what happened in the Middle Ages with King Arthur, when all the lords were fighting for dominance and each one of them living in their own crumby little castle. Now, thanks to Bill Gates, we're all getting together to do this symbiotic stuff and everyone's got a nice castle," he said. Simonyi explained why he likes working for Microsoft.

"Two things make a company good to work for," said Simonyi, and Microsoft offers both. "First is faith in management. You want to avoid, as you get older, wasting precious time. It's easy to contribute to something which is going nowhere (in this industry). Simonyi explained that because Gates has a technical background, there is no time wasted trying to "educate management" at Microsoft. "We're on a high-bandwidth communication here," Simonyi said. He said the people at Microsoft communicate much like infantry soldiers who know their jobs and each other very well: "We exchange information in grunts and get on with it, like the way two infantry soldiers who understand each other communicate. One doesn't say, 'you go around that building over there and start firing,' he grunts and the other knows what he means. That's the way it is here."

**17-hour Days**

Larry Levitsky, national marketing manager of Microsoft Press, has a simple reason as to why people work so hard at Microsoft. "I can answer that question in two words," he said. "Bill Gates. Bill sets the pace. Everyone's running trying to keep up with him. Fifteen- to seventeen-hour days are not unusual here, six to seven days a week. I've worked eight years in corporate offices in New York, and I've never seen a chairman of the board work this hard. It's good to see him work so hard. He inspires you." A former graduate student of Russian literature and translator of Russian computer manuals for the United Nations, Levitsky marketed books for Harcourt Brace, EP Dutton, New American Library, and Grove Press, and he was hand-picked to market Microsoft's books.

Microsoft's new Press is managed by Nahum Stiskin, former founder and owner of Tokyo's "Autumn Press," a counterculture press in the 1970s. Stiskin was educated in the 1960s "when technology was evil... We had the conception that we were better off without technology—technology to us then was the B-52, Vietnam, and nuclear weapons—technology was dangerous." So what's Stiskin (an author of books on Physics and Zen, Philosophy and Cooking, Politics and Medicine) doing managing a press which publishes books about computers? As a writer, Stiskin used a computer to "liberate the creative process." He knows the value and frustration of using a computer as a person who has never liked machines. With his background in publishing, his knowledge of computers and of the neophyte user, Stiskin is perhaps just what a computer book company needs: a manager with a deep love for the humanities, empathy for the largest, untapped, market segment, and a desire to help others use a potentially intimidating machine to promote communication between people.

Contrary to what you might expect, Microsoft Press is not a company whose purpose is to explain and clarify Microsoft's manuals. The Press will publish books which not only address Microsoft software, but also "the culture as a whole," as shown by The New Papyrus, a collection of 21 essays about computers and culture which, according to Stiskin, will be the "classic compendium, showing the evolution of the industry." In short, Microsoft Press "is not a vanity press only related to Microsoft products." Stiskin's Press is going after a particular market of book buyers with the intention of creating the standard in computer book publishing.

**Book Buyers Have Changed**

Stiskin explained how the market for computer books has changed recently. It used to be that the buyers of computer books didn't care how the books were packaged or written. They were hobbyists, for the most part.

"Now the market is more mainstream; business executives are using the machines far more, and there's a penetration into the home market. There's an upward tick in the marketplace. We are appealing to a quality audience: young, 18-35, upwardly mobile as a result of their education, life style, taste, and what they read. The rest of the publishers are moving down stream; they're moving 'down market,' using low-cost paper with swiftly written copy, swiftly packaged." That's not where Microsoft Press is going, with Simon & Shuster distributing their books by such authors as Peter Norton, Cary Lu, Mitchell Waite, and a dozen other well-known writers.

"Why will Microsoft Press do well? "... We can achieve the highest levels of accuracy in the industry (because) we (Microsoft) are the people who drive the industry. We know what's happening in 1985; for God's sake, we're doing it!" Stiskin said.

Product support is an acknowledged area of concern. Some dealers who have called Microsoft describe how they have to wait on the line for an average of 35 minutes before someone has an opportunity to answer their questions. Rick Farmer, manager of product support, is aware of this problem. In fact he knows precisely how many people get tired and hang up—more than 50%—and he doesn't see the problem being solved by hiring more support technicians. "I fore-
see this as an never-ending problem,” said Farmer, “the more people we put on, the more people are encouraged to call. If more people would read the manual, then fewer people would call.”

**Microsoft Licensed Training Centers**

To help the thousands of frustrated users out there, Allen Stewart, National Training Manager, is going around the country, building relationships with software training centers so that Microsoft’s users will get the maximum support possible in the most professional environment available. By this summer, Stewart estimates Microsoft will have established more than 100 authorized Microsoft Learning Centers throughout North America. He believes that these training centers will take much of the load off the software support lines in Rick Farmer’s section and give Microsoft’s customers what they want and need—professional, person-to-person training.

Why are there so many calls asking for help with “user-friendly” software and what is being done to help the growing, silent majority of confused consumers?

**Telepathic Computers**

According to Farmer, a former programmer in the oceangraphy department at the University of Washington, “The people who use computers now are a product of the TV generation. Their attitude is, turn it (the computer) on and it’s done; turn on the TV and it will do all for you; you don’t have to do much . . . therefore, you don’t have to read the manual. Most people are into the thing of ‘sit back and watch the elephant dance.’ They can’t understand why this thinking machine will require them to think. The goal of development (at Microsoft) is to make it easier to tell the machine what to do—closer to a telepathic computer.” Until this time arrives, Farmer plans to develop a data base of answers to the 300 most common problems. People will call in, describe their problem, and a computer will search, using key words, and eventually offer an answer.

**More ‘Human’ Computers**

One of the developers of Microsoft Windows is John Butler, a former cardiologist turned programmer. As a cardiologist, Butler was angered by the quantity of facts which doctors must memorize, especially regarding testing procedures. The use of computers would help doctors spend more constructive time with patients, he thought, thus encouraging them to view people as something more than “bags of pathology.” Yet, Butler noticed that computers appeared to be “serviced by priests;” and, because of the perceived nature of their complexity, computers have been kept from people who could most benefit from them.

When trying to determine how he could best “improve the world” with his talents for understanding people and discrete mathematics, Butler decided that he wanted to be intimately involved in “making computers available to real people.” Microsoft Windows is Butler’s first step toward making computers more “telepathic” for the average citizen who doesn’t have the time or inclination to program a computer.

An almost childlike joy of playing at your work seems to characterize Microsoft. This attitude is seen from top management down to an assistant to an engineering tech like Willie Tilse, who built the “Mouse Mileage Life Test Machine” from “bits and pieces, whatever I found lying around.”

Tilse was given the job of “exercising the mice to extinction” to make sure that the life span claims of the mouse packages were accurate. To do this, Tilse collected furniture legs, a desk top pad, kitchen drawer slides, scrap copper tubing, Boeing surplus parts, shelf brackets, and a used kidney dialysis motor. He made the tester with a switch box that had a fail safe circuit and counting circuitry. He then cut the plexiglas with a router and drill press he brought from home. Why such devotion?

Tilse expressed his view of why the people at Microsoft work so hard and accomplish so much. “Here you’re allowed to be whomever you are . . . just being able to function without anyone looking over your shoulder . . . helps me want to work hard; it doesn’t seem like work to me (even though he described more than a few 17-hour days) . . . These are my toys. I’m out there playing with my toys. It’s fun to me.”

**IBM Portable**

(Continued from page 25)

would each require full-sized slots. Many of the cards from other manufacturers are full-sized cards, too. The Portable’s limitations on card size will undoubtedly spur development in this area. Another problem is that the XT motherboard, with more slots, doesn’t permit card widths that can be used in the PC.

**Benchmarks.** I have a series of benchmark programs which I’ve used to compare the speeds of various computers. They range from a simple FOR...TO loop to measure rudimentary BASIC speeds, through computation and disk operations. I expected no difference between the speeds of my PC and the speeds of the PC portable and, in fact, the speeds were identical for all tests.

**Overall Comparison of the Portable and PC.** As I mentioned earlier, I could well imagine that a discerning buyer might take a full-sized PC in preference to the Portable. Pricing, however, doesn’t seem to be the factor. Current prices for the PC with Color Graphics card, one disk drive, and a “foreign” monochrome monitor are about $2200 at a discount dealer and $2500 from an authorized IBM dealer. With the IBM monochrome monitor you’re up to $2400 to $2700 or more. This compares to $2795 for the Portable. A two-drive version of the PC ranges from $2700 to $3200, compared to $3220 for the Portable configuration.

It appears that buyers are probably influenced more by the unconventional amber screen and the expansion limitations of the Portable in choosing the standard PC over the Portable. For a user who is solely intrigued by the newness of the Portable and doesn’t really travel frequently, it probably makes more sense to stick with the PC, unless he’s pining for the amber screens and amber brews of Munich.

**The PC Portable Vs. Compaq**

The second portion of this review must, of necessity, compare the PC Por-
IBM Portable

Table with other PC-compatible portables. Let's just stick with the most successful and portable manufactur, Compaq. Compaq was successful for two reasons: extreme compatibility (by design) and true portability. The Compaq unit will run virtually all software that runs on the PC, even the veritable Lotus 1-2-3 and Microsoft Flight Simulator, the de facto benchmark tests for compatibility. Although actual unit sales figures haven't been released (one hears the figures $11,000,000 in sales in the first year), 60,000 systems seems to be in the right ballpark.

How does Compaq compare to the PC Portable? There are several points of interest. The basic Compaq system is, first of all, very similar to the PC Portable (or is it the reverse?). It has about the same dimensions, about the same weight, and the same general physical arrangement in the way the keyboard swings down. The keyboard has the same key arrangement as the PC and a similar, but not identical feel. (It is a quieter keyboard without the "key click" that establishes user feedback, a subjective quality that you may like or dislike.) Like the PC Portable, the Compaq can have 256K of RAM on the motherboard, a Color Graphics card (it will take standard IBM cards, by the way, and is "bus compatible"), and one or two half-height disk drives. The price for a 128K RAM single-drive system is $2495 and for a dual-drive system is $2995.

Here are some differences, however. First of all, of course, the Compaq has a green monochrome monitor. In addition, the system supports two types of displays. One mode emulates an IBM PC with Monochrome Adapter card. The second emulates IBM PC with Color Graphics card. Much ado is made about the fact that the monochrome emulation produces an extremely crisp text on the screen, and in comparison tests, I'll have to agree that the Compaq does have a sharper, crisper text image than the PC Portable, which uses the Color Graphics interface. The higher quality text image partially compensates for the small screen size of the monitor.

Secondly, the Compaq has a parallel printer port "bundled" in the basic system. This makes the comparison price for a similarly equipped PC Portable almost equal when you consider the $150 price tag on a Printer Adapter card for the PC portable.

The major difference, however, is the number of "long" expansion slots available. The Compaq has three long slots available. This means that you can be less selective about adding cards to the Compaq and, since the Compaq is bus compatible with the PC bus, you can add a variety of manufacturer's cards whether they're long or not.

Another plus for the Compaq is that there's a hard-disk version of the Compaq available called the Compaq Plus. This advantage probably won't be around for much longer, however, and may be gone when you read this.
Other PC-Compatible Portables

There are a number of other PC-compatible portables that offer embellishments over the PC, but are less compatible than the Compaq. The Corona Portable offers a higher-resolution text display than the PC Portable, together with such features as underlining and reverse video. Like the Compaq, the Corona system offers dual-screen display and also provides higher-resolution graphics than the PC Portable. A parallel and serial printer port are built into the system and four expansion slots are provided. The price is about the same as the Compaq—$2595 for a single drive system and $2995 for a dual drive system, however, some software is "bundled" in the basic system price.

It might be better to go with the company that establishes the standards

Another portable that has been moderately successful is the Columbia Portable VP. It comes in about the same configuration as the Corona, with built-in parallel and serial ports. The system has only one expansion slot, however. On the positive side, it comes with a number of different software packages bundled in its price, again slightly less than $3000 in the 128K RAM, dual-drive version. There are a number of other PC compatible portables, with varying degrees of embellishments and compatibility. And it appears that more are yet to come, for example, Kaypro plans to introduce a PC-compatible portable later this year.

Overall Comparison of the PC Portable and Compatible Portables

The IBM PC Portable and Compaq are virtually identical in performance and options, so it's really a choice between green and amber screens and types of expansion slots, for the most part. With the other systems, the matter seems to boil down to whatever features you'd most like to have in a portable, with the IBM PC forming a base.

However, there's another factor involved. Even Compaq is not IBM. Even though Compaq will run virtually all PC software, it is still not setting up standards for IBM systems—IBM is. Obviously IBM thought that there was enough money being made in the PC-compatible portable area to introduce its own system. Will this decision (call it free enterprise or greed, depending upon your personal business philosophy) also predominate in the software area and in future products? There's some evidence that IBM is already clamping down on their PC-compatible competition with lawsuits over BIOS firmware. If this trend continues and IBM moves away from its "open machine" policy, owners of PC-compatible machines may find that they've lost some of their compatibility with new products. It's the American way to root for the underdog, but where $3000 of money is involved it might be more prudent to go with the company that establishes the standards. And who exemplifies the American business ideal more than Big Blue?
Circle No. 22 on Free Information Card
### Microprocessor Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74LS003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74LS003 3-pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74LS04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74LS04 4-pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74LS10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74LS10 10-pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74LS125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74LS125 125-pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74LS138</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74LS138 138-pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74LS147</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74LS147 147-pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74LS174</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74LS174 174-pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74LS244</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74LS244 244-pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74LS373</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74LS373 373-pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74LS374</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74LS374 374-pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74LS375</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74LS375 375-pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74LS386</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74LS386 386-pin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Dynamic RAMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6264</td>
<td>$1.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>6264 6-pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6280</td>
<td>$1.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>6280 8-pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62256</td>
<td>$4.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>62256 256-pin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Digital Talker

- **DT1050**: Applications: Teaching aids, appliances, clocks, automotive, telecommunications, language training, etc.
- **DT1055**: A standard DIGITAL TALKER Kit enclosed with 137 separate printed circuit boards. The words and tones have been assigned discrete addresses, making it possible to change words and sentences. The selected output of the DT1050 is highly instructive. Features of the digital talker are shown so that it is applicable to many products and markets.
- **DT1065**: Features of a Digital Processor Chip. Includes 8080A and 8085A. PROM, DC180114831 and DC180144832. Includes a Master Chart and a recommended diagram for the application sheet.

### 74HC High Speed CMOS

- **74HC4050**
- **74HC4051**
- **74HC4052**
- **74HC4053**

### Linear

- **LP2951**
- **LP2952**
- **LP2953**
- **LP2954**

### Wire Wrap Sockets (Gold Level #3)

- **6 pin**
- **8 pin**
- **14 pin**
- **20 pin**

---

**Special Offer**: $10.00 Minimum Order — U.S. Funds Only. California Residents Add 8 1/2% Sales Tax. **Free Shipping** On All Orders. Send S.A.S.E. for Monthly Sales Flyer!

---

**30003 1982 Nat. Linear Data Book (1982 ed.) $11.95**
TRS-80 COMPUTER DISCOUNTS

- Factory Direct
- Best Prices Anywhere
- No Out-of-State Taxes
- 100% Radio Shack Warranty
- Free Price List
- Authorized TRS-80

Scott Tasso Associates
175 North Delsea Drive
Vineland, N.J. 08360
800-257-0426
NJ 609-691-7100

SAVE ON MEMOREX DISKETTES

$180 830
$235 835

For 16K
TS1000, TS1500, & ZX81

Microsette Co.
475 Ellis St., Mtn. View, CA 94043 (415) 968-1604

10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Please add $2.00 shipping and handling to order.

SIMPANX SOFTWARE

220 N. Center St., Dept. CEI
Merchandise, IL 60109
MC, VISA & Checks Accepted
Orders & inquiries state computer type

Power Line Problems?

Spike-SpiKersTM... The Solution!

Minimize equipment damaging spikes and conducted RF noise by or from sensitive equipment. Transient surge protection plus low pass RFI hash filtering. All units 120V/15A.

Mini II $44.95

Mini 4-stage filter 2 sockets

Deluxe $79.95

Dual 5-stage filtered chokes, 8 switch sockets, main switch, fuse, light.

Kalog Electronics Co., Inc.
65 East Rush Ave, Dept. C F
Bensalem, PA 19020

Order Factory Direct
215-837-0700

Out of State
800-524-0400

P.A. Res. Add $2.50 + COD Add $3.00 + Shpping

CIRCLE NO. 107 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Computer Furnish

CD 3624

Genuine Oak $89.95

Veneer Each

Completely Finished — Ready for Use

Excellent for Student, Home or Office

Send name and address with check or money order for $89.95 per unit. Specify model no. Add $5.00 for castors. Include $10.95 for prompt shipping. Mail to: C.F.M., P.O. Box 20068, Latke Lake City, UT 84152

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

A Division of Computer Furniture Manufacturers

CIRCLE NO. 108 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

SAVE ON MEMOREX DISKETTES

$180 830
$235 835

For 16K
TS1000, TS1500, & ZX81

Microsette Co.
475 Ellis St., Mtn. View, CA 94043 (415) 968-1604

10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Please add $2.00 shipping and handling to order.

SIMPANX SOFTWARE

220 N. Center St., Dept. CEI
Merchandise, IL 60109
MC, VISA & Checks Accepted
Orders & inquiries state computer type

CIRCLE NO. 104 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
Now we can make any computer sing as well as talk, for only $219.

As featured in Circuit Cellar's BYTE Magazine, September-October 1987.

MICROVOX is a completely self contained professional voice quality telephone to speech synthesizer. MICROVOX may be easily interfaced to any computer modem RS-232C serial or parallel output service.

- 8521 Microprocessor based text-to-speech algorithm
- SC-04 phoneme based speech synthesizer
- 54 crystal controlled filter tuned
- 1000 character buffer
- RS-232C and parallel port interfaces
- On board power supply
- Music and sound effects capability

MVDI Microvoice Assembled & Tested $229.00
MVD2 Microvoice, compact kit $219.00

To Order, Call Toll Free 1-800-645-3479
In N.Y. 1-516-374-6793
MICROMINT INC.
561 Willow Avenue
Cedarhurst, NY 11516

CIRCLE NO. 112 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

**CONVERT YOUR TV TO A HIGH QUALITY MONITOR**

**USE WITH COMPUTERS, VCRS & 4 CAMERAS**

Kit performs Dual Mode operation on B&W or Color sets
+ Hi-resolution + Up to 80 characters per screen + Full bandwidth + Direct Video + Safe Easy installation

DVM-1 Hot Chase kit with Audio available.

VMP INC.
Box 411, Los Angeles, CA 90028
(213) 466-5533

$219.00 each + $2.00 shipping

CIRCLE NO. 109 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

**SPEECH SYNTHESIZER**

**UNLIMITED VOCABULARY**

$2500 extra plus 7.90 shipping

The General Instrument ALLPHONK Speech Synthesizer is a high quality device that synthesizes continuous speech of unlimited vocabulary, but is in concert with limited (vocabulary speech) like the IBM-9174. Documentation includes system, interfaces, instructions, and on-line help with table. ID-29, Operational As and TRS-RMC. This general info for use with other systems!

**PRICING:**

- Allphono: $2500
- Extras: $2.00 shipping

**LIFETIME WARRANTY**

$185.00 (34K) $219.00 (44K)

CIRCLE NO. 110 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

DRIVE CONTROL UNIT

Turns off 8 inch Drives when not being accessed

Save Drive, Save Media, Quiet Operation. Easily installed. Thousands are in use. For Shugart 800/850, Siemens 100/200, CDC Qume DTB, Remex 4000 Kit $29.95. Assembled and Tested $49.95. Call or send for literature package VISA, MASTERCARD. COD Accepted

OPTRONICS
716-377-0399
299 Atlantic Ave
Penfield, NY 14526
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For police radar, and WARNING: speed 76 percentage Causes speed radar guns and devices Worlds Most Remarkable Radar Jammer! This automatically telephone cassette office Record 110 and COD's accept. For catalog of radar, Phillips Instrument 38 CHANNEL REMOTE CONTROL CABLE CONVERTER $129.50 enters, enclose by manual override. Operates in speed mode (example. Your automatic when phone is not an JERROLD 400 THE ULTIMATE CABLE CONVERTER makes, circuit boards! $19.95 setups, offers you to receive mod- & telephone changers. Rewires pro- gramming to Video Recorders. 38 CHANNEL REMOTE CONTROL CABLE CONVERTER $129.50 causes speed that you dial when in manual mode. Transmits only in the presence of speed radar, or by manual override. Switches on both X and Y bands. WARNING: The device described in this literature is not legal for use against police radar, and is not FCC-Con- sented. For complete literature and plan package, send $11.50 to Phillips Instrument Design Co., Inc., 1956 S.W. Barbur Blvd., Suite # 109 CE Portland, Oregon 97219 VISA OR M/C ORDERS ONLY (503) 626-6764

CABLE TV Buy Direct & Save SUPER SPECIALS 40 CHANNEL CONVERTER $29.95 Advanced solid state design and cir- cuitry allows you to receive mod- & telephone changers. Rewires pro- gramming to Video Recorders. 40 CHANNEL CONVERTER $29.95

MICROWAVE ANTENNA SYSTEMS Freq. 2 to 12.6 GHz .34 db Gain COMPLETE SYSTEMs (as pictured) Complete 30' Style Parabolic Dish $39.95 $175 20.3" Dish Style $175.00 TWO YEAR WARRANTY PARTS AND LABOR CABLE SERVICE FOR KITS + PARTS + INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS We Repair All Types Down Converters & Power Supplies Phillips-Tech Electronics P.O. Box 937 Eldora, IA 50627 (602) 967-9277 Special Quantity Pricing - Dealers Wanted

Telephone Listening Device Record telephone conversations in your office or home. Connects between any cassette or tape recorder and your telephone or telephone LINE. Starts automatically when phone is unanswered. Records both sides of phone conversation. 3 dupes. This device is not an answering service. Super Powerful Wireless Mic 10 times more powerful than other mics. Transmits up to 1 mile to any FM radio. Easy to assemble. 10V battery incld. Call (303) 726-1000 for more information $19.95

NEW! MULTI-CHANNEL MICROWAVE Complete Antenna Systems from $499 Full 80 MHz Range Tune 1.9-2.7 Ghz Includes all 175 Channels DEALERS WANTED COD's and Credit Card Orders call TOLL FREE 1-800-247-1151

CABLE TV SECRETS, the informative publication the ca- ble companies are trying to ban. HBO, Movie Channel, Showtime converters, etc. Send $8.95 to: CABLE FACTS, Box 711-PE, Pataskala, Ohio 43062.

GEARMOTORS $35.00. 12VDC(6-36)60 RPM. 1/6 HP. In- structions. Also speed controls. Drives robots, antenna doors, gates, carts, Sepac, 625 NW 41 Street, Seattle, WA 98107.

RF MODULATORS for SATELLITE TELEVISION, MICRO- COMPUTERS, CABLE TV. Also monitors, cameras, kits. FREE VIDEO CATALOG. Phone (402) 587-3711. Dealers Welcomed. ATV RESEARCH, 13-19 Broadway, Dakota City, Ne 68731.

12 SATELLITE DISH AND POLAR MOUNT. Total weight 125lbs. For $189.00. For information send $4.95 (Re- fundable u.p.) to: Satellite Operational Systems, P.O. Box 2002, Titusville, FL 32781.

CABLE TV products. Jerrold, Hamlin and Oak, send $3.00 to ADDITIONAL/REPLACEMENT, 111 E. Commercial Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33334.


HARD TO FIND lightbulbs thousands types buy, sell, Jcteq, P.O. Box 8755, Newport Beach, CA 92658.

RECONDITIONED FAX, G-2, hand-operation, with paper, $389.00 C&A USA per unit. For more information write: Murasashin Machine Co., Ltd., Minami-Hanahata 3-7-13, Hadaka-ku, Tokyo 121, Japan.


CABLE TV EQUIPMENT, Notch filters for "Beeping" Chan- nels. Information $1.00. Goldcoast, Box 63/6025 East, Mel- bourne. Box 63/6025, Melbourne, FL 32901.


KILLING BACK PAIN? FREE 16 page, color catalog, special- izing in back-relief products. We market only medi- cally tested equipment recommended by doctors. Write The Backache Store, Box 111, Wabasha, MN 55981.


SAT TV TELEVISION RECEIVER BREAKTHROUGH! Build your system and save! Instruction manuals, schematics, cir- cuit boards! Send stamped envelope: XANDI, Box 25647, Dept. 22X, Tampa, FL 33622.

CABLE TELEVISION FACTS AND SECRETS. Now you can get the informative publication that CATV companies have been unsuccessfully trying to get banned for 15 years. Movie Channel, HBO and Showtime converters, etc. Send $8.75 to: CABEAFX, P.O. Box 019198, Bexley, Ohio 43209.

ELECTRONIC PARTS $1.00 deposit list 1972 prices. Checkmate Avionics, 624 Rosewood, Grand Rapids, Mi 49506.

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT/PARTS SAVE 90% Buy Your Own Minicomputer, Free Details: Di- gatek, 2723 West Butler Dr., Suite 20C, Phoenix, Az 85021.

FREE 64 PAGE COMPUTER CATALOG crammed full of thousands of the best buys and lowest prices around A.P. COMPUTER PRODUCTS, Dept. 20007, 214A East Main, Patchogue, NY 11772. (516) 899-6836.

48K APPLE COMPATIBLE COMPUTER: US $380.00 and hundreds of programs. Details US $1.00. Refill, P.O. Box 33610, Shenyang, China. 8015.

WANT A PLEASANT SURPRISE? Call or write for quotes: Atari, Commodore, Timex, T.I., Corona (IBM work-alike), Amdek, Gemini, Apple & IBM accessories, Hayes, More. GET SURPRISED! HARDWARE SOFTWARE ANYWHERE CO., 10 Coles Street, Brooklyn, NY 11231, (212) 596-3592.

CASSETTES—COMPANY QUALITY, C-20 length with plastic case and blank labels. 10 for $7.50, 25 for $18.00, 50 for $34.00 or 100 for $63.00. We pay postage. NY resi- dents add tax. Check or MO to: WMJ DATA SYSTEMS, 4 Butterfly Drive, Hauppauge, NY 11788.


USED TERMINALS, printers, modems, cables, surplus electronic parts. Specials: CRT's $29.00, Mo- dems $20.00, Modems $35.00. Catalog $1.00. Rondure Company, "The Computer Room" CE, 2522 Butler Street, Dallas, TX 75235, (214) 830-4621.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE FREE VIC-20 and COMMODORE 64 USERS GROUP MEMBERSHIP with software purchase. Why pay to be- long to a users group when you don't have to? Benefits: Newsletter, extensive club library, discounts, contests, questions hot-line and more! Free details—(303) 797-1533. Lords of Basic, P.O. Box 456, Dept. 102 Ladson, Sc 29456.

DISKETTE FORMAT CONVERSIONS/DOWNLOADING, from $3.00, Port-A-Soft, 423 #800 N, Oreon, UT 84057. 801/ 226-2274.

TI/99/4A PROGRAMMERS: Affordable Software! Cata- log. only $1. PROGRAMS SOFTWARE, 1345 Burnley Square North, Columbus, Ohio 43229.

TS 1000, 2X8, TI/99/4A, VIC-20 SOFTWARE. Send for FREE Catalog: Midwest Software, 9532 Harwich, Crest- wood, MO 63126.
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5 MEGABYTE HARD DISK DRIVES, new shugart SA1002 $269. CONTROLLERS $331. Digital Search, Greer, SC (803) 877-9444.

COMPUTER PUBLICATIONS


MICRO MOUNTAINER NEWSLETTER—our third year of home computer business resources! Sample $3.00. Dept. CIC, 4101 Buckhorn Court, Lewisville, TX 75062.

COMMODORE 64 Software sources: over 400 entries. $10.00 plus $2.00 shipping/Handling to MSC, P.O. Box 1039, M. Vernon, NY 10550.

APPLE DMP USERS...HERE IT IS! How to program your Mac Mini Printer. $7.95 p.p. Money—back guarantee. FREE DETAILS. Timberline Press, 7270 Lipton St., Denver, CO 80221.

COMPUTER GRAPHICS


COMPUTER FURNITURE

CUSTOM BUILD computer workstation. Fast, easy, inexpensive. Simplicity tools. Write: Workstation, Box 31636, Seattle, WA 98103.

TIMEX/SINCLAIR


AERC will continue to provide high performance disk, printer, and other interfaces for ALL MODELS of Timex/Sinclair computers. Box 18093, Austin, TX 78766, (512) 531-0719.

"ZX81 TEXT PROCESSOR": 16-48K RAM, 11000+ words. Write, read, edit, print, save, clear text. Full or window-screen editing. 12.50 tape/instructions. Check to: A. Rodriguez, 1605 Pennsylvania Ave 204, Miami Beach, FL 33139.

STOCK ANALYSIS/PORFOLIO: Fundamental Stock Analysis $17.00, Portfolio Database & Performance Analysis $15.00. Tape & Tutorial, P.O. residence add 5%. Specify model (1000/1500, 2068), ORIONS BELT ENTERPRISES, 807 N. Fairway Road, Gleno, PA 19038.

TS1000 SOFTWARE—Spacegames, tax programs, business and personal programs. Send for price list. SASE to: WM DATA SYSTEMS, 4 Butterfly Drive, Hauppauge NY 11788.

Timex 2086 programs. Wall street: Biohythms: Disassem-bly. 1600 words. $10 each. SASE plus $1 for comprehensive list. C. Dossantas, P.O. Box 9521, Fountain Valley, CA 92728.

QUICKLOAD CART/RIDGE-TS1000/1500 accessories. Tape drives, fifteen times faster! Store MEGABYTE on one cassette! $34.95. SASE catalog. ROMPAK, 8206 Blackburn, L.A. 90048.


BYTE THE BIT. Money/loans. 22 fantastic 2K programs. Price list and description send SASE: Neico Pacific, P.O. Box 202, Edmonds, WA 98020.

COMMODORE 64

VIC 20/C64 DATASHEET SCHEMATICS, PARTS LISTS, layouts. All versions $7.95 COMPUCLINIC 766 Tower Ave., Cedarburg, WI 53012.

C.B. EQUIPMENT

CB MODIFICATIONS, conversions, books, plans, kits, re- pairs. Catalog $2. CBC, Box 31500PE, Phoenix, AZ 85046. (602) 996-8700.

CABLE T.V.

CHANNEL 3—600th notch filter, 65 MHZ $3. Croxley, Dept. 607, Box 840, Champain, NY 12919.

PLANS AND KITS

MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED. Six voice poly- phonics synthesizer plans. $15.00. Syntor 18751 Mill Rd.; Helenwood, PA 15651.

HBO CONVERTER. Complete instructions and sche- ma. Send $4.00 and SASE. Electrographics, 630 Sulli- van, Deltona, Florida 32725.

Communicate for miles with other computers with no li- cense radio link. Study package with full details, $8.00 refundable. Broadcast Technical Services, 11 Wall- nut St., Marshfield, MA 02050.

SPIKE SUPPRESSOR. Build it yourself for less than $10.00. Complete plans and parts sources $3.00. ProComp, 618 Oliveowood Dr. #2, Merced, CA 95349.

MAILING LISTS

COMPUTER SHOW ATTENDEES N.Y.: 15,000 NAMES $30/00. P/S, labels. For info, (210) 297-5252.

FREE MAILING LIST analysis. Details, GOC-4N, Box 1107, Sturdivant Laboratories,育儿 1-800-932-1010, (617) 326-3442 in Mass.

WANTED


GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH THE U.S. GOVERNMENT? Get the facts today! Call (312) 742-1142 Ext. 4649.

TUBES


HUGE INVENTORY! Thousands of types. Wholesale prices. FREE CATALOG TO ETICO Electronics, DEPT. 290, Plattsburgh, NY 12901.

PERSONALS

UNIVERSITY DEGREES BY MAIL! Bachelors, Masters, Ph.Ds. Free revealing details. Counseling, Box 317-EP7, Tustin, California 92680.

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international cor- respondence, illustrated brochure free. Hermes-Vergil, Box 110660/Z, D-1000 Berlin 11, W. Germany.

FREE: WORLD'S LARGEST PARTNER PHOTO CATALOG for friendship and marriage. Personalized introductions. INTERCONTACT, Box 12, Toronto, Canada M4A 2M8.

CORRESPONDENCE TO ASIA FOR LASTING RELA- TIONS. Free information. AAW-CE, Box 2777, Couric, CA 93455-0777.

ORIENTAL SINGLES seeking cultural exchange, friend- ship, sharing, marriage. WRITE: CHERRY BLOOMS, Box 1021F, Honolulu, Hawaii 96727.

INSTRUCTION

UNIVERSITY DEGREES BY SPECIAL EVALUATION of existing credits and Job Experience. Fast, inexpen- sive. Call (614) 863-1791. Or write: EVALUATION, Box 13151-A7, Columbus, Ohio 43213.

REPAIR ELECTRONIC ORGANS—Revised home study course covers all current makes and models. Free book- let. Niles Bryant School, Box 20153, Sacramento, CA 95820.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
F.C.C. COMMERCIAL RADIOTELEPHONE LICENSE. Home Study, Fast, Inexpensive! Free details. COMMAND, D-100 Box 2223, San Francisco 94126.

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP! HYPNOTIZE! Astonishing details, strange catalog free! Autosalivation, Box 24-ZD, Olympia, Washington 98507.

MEDICAL ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY, home study. Troubleshoot medical instruments. WTI, P.O. Box 3124, Fresno, Calif. 93701-3124.

BASIC GATE RELATIONSHIP! Building blocks of Computers and electronic control circuits. 2 hour VHF video tape $47.98 plus $3.75 shipping and handling. Send check or money order to: INTREPID TEC INC. P.O Box 175, Fountain Green, Utah 84632.

FOR INVENTORS

INVENTIONS, IDEAS, NEW PRODUCTS WANTED! Industry presentation/national exposure. Call free 1-800-528-6050—Arizona, 1-800-352-0458, X831.


BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES


ERASE DEBTS with little-known law—create wealth!!! Details FREE—Wealth Kit, No. E47, Billings, N.Y. 12410.

ONE MAN CRT FACTORY. TVs, Business machines, Monitors, Scopes, VDT's. $3.90 rebuilding nets $100-$500 each tube. Higher profits overseas. New/used. FACTORY, 1909 Louise, Crystal Lake, Ill. 60014. (815) 459-0666.

BORROW $300-$30,000 INTEREST FREE! Keep indefinitely! Free details. Write: American, 1601 Main, Plainfield, Indiana 46168.

BUMPER STICKER PRINTING DEVICE. Cheap, simple, portable. Free details. Bumper, POB 22791 (PE), Tampa, FL 33622.

FREE CATALOGS. Repair air conditioning, refrigeration, tools, supplies, full instructions, Doolco, 2016 Canton, Dallas, Texas 75201.


EARN EXTRA INCOME with your microcomputer. Super opportunities! Free details. Specie, Box 02038, Columbus, OH 43202.

START YOUR OWN Microcomputer based mail order business. Free info. Bark Research, 21 Foxanna Dr, CE Hershey, PA 17033.

BE A COMPUTER BROKER/CONSULTANT if you are good with micros, then your advice is needed. Book tells all to get you started as a broker/consultant in your own home. Where to buy. How to get clients. Cash in on fast growing area of micros, $5.00, ETC Marketing, P.O. Box 5205, Hacienda, CA 91745.

$360 WEEKLY! Mailing Circulators! No quotas, Sincerely Interested, rush stamped envelope: Commission Mailing, Box 15967-E, San Diego, CA 92115.

PROFIT, Save, Enjoy shopping the exciting International Marketplace from the comforts of home or office. Information catalog $3.00, Abrew, 2530 Cypress Ave., Norman, OK 73069.


SERVICES

SHOP AT HOME! Use your modem to call Fantasy Plaza, FREE Electric Shopping at (818) 840-8066.

REAL ESTATE

500 OFFICES... 45 STATES! 30,000 listing on computer, 16,000 under $50,000! Free printouts and regional catalogs! UNITED FARM AGENCY, 612-E West 47th, Kansas City, MO 64112. Ph: 1-800-821-2599, in MO 1-800-892-5785.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

GOVERNMENT JOBS—Thousands of vacancies must be filled immediately. $17,634 to $50,112. Call 716-842-6000, Ext. 3900.

ELECTRONICS/AVIATION EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES. Details FREE. Aviation Employment Information Service, Box 240E, Northport, New York 11768.

BOOKS & MAGAZINES

MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY BOOK; learn to build local microwave receivers, satellite TV, police radar and much more. Send $5.00 plus $79 for postage and handling to Tom Howell Productions, P.O. Box 32357, Washington, DC 20007.

COMMODORE—64 SOFTWARE DIRECTORY Descriptions, requirements, and prices of over 450 packages categorized by Business, Educational, Games, etc. Also includes programming hints and listings of useful programs. $3.95. H.S. ENTERPRISES, P.O. BOX 367, HANCOCK, MI 49046.

MISCELLANEOUS

BASIC DATE SUBROUTINE—input: mmddyy, output: month dd, yyyy + weekday month dd, yyyy + more. For complete, compilable, source code, documented, send check, $19.95. Ice System Inc, 345 Queens St, #980, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813.

**CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM**

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  (MINIMUM) 16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30

| Please refer to heading on first page of this section for ad placement information. |
| REGULAR: $5.00 EXPAND-AD$: $7.50 (per word). |
| # OF WORDS/ # OF INSERTIONS |
| PAYMENT ENCLOSED $ |
| CHARGE: You will be billed monthly. | American Express | Diners | Visa | Master Charge | Interbank |
| Account # | Exp. Date |
| SIGNATURE |
| PRINT NAME |
| CITY | STATE | ZIP |
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ADVERTISERS INDEX

RS no. | ADVERTISER | PAGE no. |
--- | --- | --- |
101 | Active Electronics | 50 |
16-17 | Apple Computer | 9 |
2 | 9 Atari | |
95 | C & D Electronics | 14 |
106-112 | Classified Advertising | 8 |
30-32 | Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc. | 60 |
34-35 | CompuServe | 61 |
4 | Cover 4 | |
104 | Digi-Key Corp. | 14 |
9 | Discount Computers | 2 |
85 | Discwasher | 66 |
| | | |
| 2 | | |
93 | Grantham College of Engineering | 21 |
90 | HaIix Institute | 24 |
7 | Heath Co. | 22 |
| | | |
| 9-12 | IBM Corporation | | |
95 | Information Unlimited/ | 21 |
Scientific Systems | 3 |
| 105 | IQ Technologies, Inc. | 22 |
102-103 | Jameco Electronics | 23 |
89 | J & R Music World | 6 |
15 | Micros | 5 |
19 | Micro-Ware | 34 |
93 | NRI Schools | 36 |
23 | Nibble Notch Computer Products | 40 |
27 | Protecto | 40 |
5 | Radio Shack | 5 |
89 | Scottsdale Systems | 36 |
89 | Sintec Co. | 42 |
95 | Tam's Inc. | 63 |
6 | X'Int Diskette Products, inc. | |
THE SMART WAY TO CONNECT COMPUTER EQUIPMENT.

There's only one cable on the market that allows you to hook your computer to virtually any peripheral. It's the Smart Cable. Its on-board logic matches any RS-232 port to another. Instantly. And automatically. No other cable can do it. So don't face the problem of needing a new cable for every new connection. Buy the only cable you'll ever need to buy. The Smart Cable. Suggested retail $89.95.

IQ TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
11311 N.E. First Street
Bellevue, WA 98005
(206) 451-0233
TELEX 701472 IOTECH UD
1-800-232-8324
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AmericanRadioHistory.com
If you could get your investment information where
Wall Street gets its investment information,
you’d get it from us.

Now CompuServe’s Executive Information Service puts the most accurate, comprehensive investment information available at your fingertips.

For the first time ever, individual investors can join the ranks of the most prestigious Wall Street firms who depend on CompuServe to provide them with a broad spectrum of comprehensive financial information for research, portfolio management and merger/acquisition strategies.

Instant retrieval of continuously updated quotes on over 9,000 issues and 10 years of daily historical pricing on over 50,000 securities...

Standard and Poor’s descriptive information on more than 3,000 companies...

Value Line Data Base II extensive fundamental data to analyze the performance of more than 1,700 major corporations...

Disclosure II descriptive and financial information derived from SEC filings for over 8,500 companies...

Institutional Brokers’ Estimate System (IBES) earnings projections on over 2,800 widely followed companies...

Evans Economics daily updated economic forecasts, historical statistics and analysis of more than 20 major economic indicators plus continuous public opinion polls on economic and financial issues...

Reports on technical market trends, personal portfolio evaluation and the most comprehensive analysis capabilities currently available...

You get all this plus demographic information on every zip code in the U.S., access to consultants through the Geneva Series, state of the art electronic communications, the full scope of the prestigious AP Wire Services, travel information and reservations and more of the high quality financial information that has made CompuServe the premier supplier of investment information to the greatest names on Wall Street.

For a free illustrated guide to CompuServe’s Executive Information Service, write or call:

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ______

Circle No. 61 on Free Information Card

CompuServe

An H&R Block Company